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Certification Training in the Peterson Model of Prenatal 
Counseling and Birth Hypnosis with Gayle Peterson, 
LCSW, PhD 
Module 1-Childbirth Hypnosis & Visualization in the 
Peterson Method 

Welcome to the course in Childbirth Hypnosis & 
Visualization in the Peterson Method. This reader, 
accompanied by live training videos, will illustrate the use of 
the Peterson method for helping women adapt to the labor 
process.  
 
Whereas some forms of hypnotherapy involve dissociation 
from bodily experience, (such as hypnobirthing, Mongan 
technique) body-centered hypnosis deepens a woman's 
bodily sensation, taking her into a focused experience of 

her physiological processes. Body-centered hypnotic suggestions are 
communicated, through a variety of images and sensations, to the visual, 
auditory, and somasthetic cortices of the brain. Later, the physical processes of 
the developing pregnancy and labor activate these hypnotic messages. If 
anxieties have been addressed successfully in hypnosis, then maternal anxiety 
lessens and labor is more likely to progress smoothly. 
 
This course will allow you to begin your work in applying body-centered hypnotic 
technique to your practice with pregnant women. If you are interested in 
deepening your training, you may want to consider the advanced certification 
training program. In the advanced training, participants learn techniques of body-
centered hypnosis applied to post traumatic stress and other issues that 
complicate labor. For further information on the full training programs available, 
please click the following link: 
 
Online Certification Training in Prenatal Counseling and Hypnosis for Childbirth. 
 
Childbirth is an ordeal. It can be a nightmare. Or it can be an empowering 
experience. But it is not neutral. It is an honor to be working with pregnant 
women and their families during this process, which is, after all is said and done--
--an ordinary miracle....I hope you thoroughly enjoy your journey!.. 
 
Gayle Peterson, LCSW, PhD, Director, Prenatal Counseling and Birth Hypnosis Training 
Programs  http://www.makinghealthyfamilies.com/ 
 

http://www.askdrgayle.com/html/announcing.html


 
 
 
 
 

CERTIFICATION IN THE PETERSON METHOD OF 
 

Childbirth Hypnosis &Visualization in the Peterson 
Method 

 
Required texts: An Easier Childbirth, Birthing Normally, and Making Healthy Families 
(available through Amazon.com) 

Certification requires all assignments to be completed satisfactorily. The complete course may be taken 
without certification (without assignments). It may also be taken for ceu’s (without certification and 
without assignments) by post test and evaluation. Ceu’s with certification (with assignments completed) do 
not require post tests. 
 
This reference link contains all files for the videos in this module, the PDF workbook and E-manual 
referred to in the syllabus for Module One. Please maintain all confidentiality, and be aware that the 
lectures and Body-Centered Hypnosis for Childbirth video will remain unchanged, for your continued 
reference. However, the links to the lending library videos will change periodically. If they are changed 
during your training, you will be sent updated links to these videos, while you are enrolled in the program. 
Copying or forwarding this link is prohibited. 
 

 
 

Module One 
 

Module One may be taken for 12 ceus  
Seminar # 1 

The Birth Counselor Interview and Overview of the Peterson Method 
for a Preventive Model of Perinatal Care 

 
During the first seminar we will identify vertical and horizontal stressors, which impact 
birth stress in the family life cycle.  This is your foundation for creating a body-centered 
hypnosis for your client.  You will learn to understand the experience of giving birth for 
the individual woman.  No two women are the same!  Gathering information in the three 
areas of assessment is necessary in order to address the woman's individual fears and 
anxieties through this transition to motherhood.  Through visual presentation (VIDEO 
FILE lecture and cases) and hands-on practice, the following will be addressed: 
 
 A. The three areas of assessment for childbirth: motherhood, birth and childbirth history, 
and present experience in the individual and family  life cycles of the woman.      
B. Interviewing techniques: the meta model and basic interviewing skills practice 
C. Reframing past childbirth experience  
D. Practice learning how to gather information in the initial interview     
 



Required Viewing:   
 
VIDEO Lecture 1 of Module One 
Overview of the Prenatal Counseling Model and  
The Birth Counselor Interview  - 31 minutes 

  
Required Viewing: (in this order is best) 
 
VIDEO  Lecture 2 of Module One 
Basic Techniques of Body-Centered Hypnosis for Childbirth – 42 minutes 

 
VIDEO  cases of:  
Deirdre: Birth Visualization with commentary – 70 minutes 
Deirdre: Postpartum Outcome-10 minutes 
Liz : Birth Visualization – 51 minutes 
Video: Body-Centered Hypnosis in the technique of Dr. Gayle Peterson - 54 minutes 
 

 
Additional viewing is recommended, and extremely useful: 
 
Deridre: Birth Counselor Interview without commentary  – 51 minutes 
Barbara D.: Birth Counselor Interview – 53 minutes 

 
 
Required Reading:  
 
An Easier Childbirth: chapters 1-4, appendix 1 
Making Healthy Families: Chapters 3-4, 11   
 
in Workbook PDF:  
# 1 Interview for The Union Newspaper,  # 2 One Size Does Not Fit All and  #3 The 
Meta Model  
 
Review: All Pink Sheets in Workbook, including Empathy guidelines, assessment sheet 
and worksheets 
 
Practice:  
1. Do the exercises in the meta-model reading with another person to familiarize yourself 
with these techniques for probing. 
 
2. Do another exercise in which you spend ten minutes or more talking with a friend 
about a problem or situation, using the reflective listening technique to gather more 
information. Do this exercise a couple of times, reviewing the empathy guidelines 
beforehand. 
 



3. Familiarize yourself with the Birth Counselor Questionnaire, but realize that you 
should be flexible, not necessarily asking all of the questions as they are stated in the 
questionnaire, but rather, being sure to gather enough information to address the three 
area of assessment. 
 
4. While viewing one of the birth counseling VIDEO FILEs listed above, identify of at 
least 4 counseling used. You may email your summary to me at gp@askdrgayle.com if you would 
like feedback on this exercise. 
 
Assignment #1:  Interview a pregnant woman, using the questions listed, or any others 
you feel are pertinent to obtain information about the assessment areas.  Use the meta 
model! Record the interview, if possible. Write an assessment from the birth counselor 
interview, which describes the woman's birth and childbirth history, expectations for 
motherhood, including her own childhood experience of being mothered, and her present 
life experience. In other words: Use the assessment sheet.  Identify any vertical stressors 
that might impact this birth.   Relate these assessment areas to her present fears, concerns 
and expectations for her upcoming childbirth.  Identify specific issues you want to 
address in the birth visualization for this particular woman. In other words: Create a birth 
inventory list of specific concerns for this woman related to the upcoming childbirth. 
 
You may also ask the woman to fill out the birth inventory in An Easier Childbirth for 
additional information. You may also refer to the worksheets in the reader to organize 
your thoughts. Pay attention to the place in the life cycle that she is currently 
experiencing (horizontal stressors) and any vertical stressors that might pertain to this 
period in her life.  It is advised that you find a pregnant woman to work with during the 
training.  If this is not possible, interviewing someone who has been pregnant and is 
willing to role-play her past experience may be acceptable. 
 
e-mail your 1st assignment to: gp@askdrgayle.com . You may also attach a recording of 
the Birth Counselor Interview, if possible. 
 
Note: When sending homework, do not use the full name of the person you have 
interviewed. Use the first name only or a pseudoname. 
 
 

Seminar # 2 

Basic Visualization and Body-Centered Hypnosis for Childbirth 
 

During this seminar you will learn the basic techniques and outline for birth visualization.  
VIDEO cases, practice and discussion of body-centered hypnosis for childbirth will be 
the focus.  The following topics will be addressed: 
 
A) Identifying factors to be addressed, from the birth counselor interview 
B) Identifying visualization and hypnosis technique 
C) Practice of visualization and body-centered hypnosis 

mailto:gp@askdrgayle.com
mailto:gp@askdrgayle.com


D) Review of the initial assessment interview 
 
Required Viewing: (in this order is best) 
 
VIDEO  Lecture 2 of Module One 
Basic Techniques of Body-Centered Hypnosis for Childbirth – 42 minutes 

 
VIDEO  cases of:  
Deridre: Birth Visualization with commentary – 76 minutes 
Liz : Birth Visualization – 51 minutes 
Video: Body-Centered Hypnosis in the technique of Dr. Gayle Peterson - 54 minutes 
 
 
Additional viewing is recommended, and extremely useful: 
Deirdre: Birth Visualization without commentary (recommended viewing) – 59 minutes 
Barbara D.: Birth Visualization – 61 minutes 
 
Required Reading:  
 
An Easier Childbirth: Chapter 8 
 
Birthing Normally: Chapter 4 
Body-Centered Hypnosis for Childbirth 
Chapter 1 in PDF manual 
 
in Workbook PDF:  
 
#5 Paging Dr. Fear, #6 Healing Traumatic Birth and #4 Pregnancy as Healing: 
Visualization and Indirect Hypnosis 
 
Review: All Pink Sheets in Workbook PDF, including uses of body-centered hypnosis, 
techniques of body-centered hypnosis and worksheets. 
 
Practice:  
1. Do the exercise of telling a story to a friend (about 10-15 minutes) describing 
something pleasant, exciting or wonderful. It could be about somewhere you visited or an 
experience that was positive that happened to you. Be aware of using all three 
submodalities (visual words, auditory words and kinesthetic words) as much as possible. 
Then afterward, ask the person what sensations they remember or enjoyed from your 
story. 
 
2. Record the session above, or do another session so that you can record it. Listen to the 
recording and identify how many times you used the visual, auditory, and kinesthetic 
sensory channels and what words elicited these senses. If you cannot record it, then ask a 
witness to listen to you telling the story to your friend and ask them to write down the 
different visual, auditory and kinesthetic words you used. Be sure to use all 3 sensory 



channels at some point in your description!  You may e-mail at gp@askdrgayle.com if you 
want feedback on this exercise. 
 
3. Pick a VIDEO, (other than Deirdre) on body-centered hypnosis from the ones above.  
Write a summary of the techniques, and what specific issues you could hear being 
addressed in the session. What issues were raised in her birth counselor interview?  How 
did you hear them addressed in the birth hypnosis? You may e-mail at gp@askdrgayle.com if 
you want feedback on this exercise. 
 
4.While viewing one of the birth visualizations VIDEO FILEs above, identify hypnotic 
techniques used.   You may e-mail at gp@askdrgayle.com if you want feedback on this exercise. 
                     
    
 
 Assignment # 2:  Interview a second woman, or you may use same person as 
assignment #1. (You may also use a friend or family member, as a first trial, if you wish)  
Identify and establish agreement on points that need healing in a body-centered hypnosis 
session.  Record the hypnosis session, which should be approximately 40-60 minutes.  
Listen to yourself afterwards, and take notes on the suggestions you utilized during the 
session. Write a summary of the points identified in the initial interview and how you 
addressed them in the body-centered hypnosis session. Include techniques of hypnosis 
used in the session. 
 
e-mail your assignment to gp@askdrgayle.com and attach a recording of the Birth 
Visualization to e-mail, if possible. Note: When sending homework, do not use the full 
name of the person you have interviewed. Use the first name only or a pseudoname. 
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Certification Training in the Peterson Model of Prenatal Counseling 
and Birth Hypnosis with Gayle Peterson, LCSW, PhD 

 

Modules 2 & 3- Childbirth Hypnosis & Postpartum Counseling in the 
Peterson Method: Advanced Techniques 
 

Pregnancy and childbirth presents women with an 
opportunity for profound insight and self-understanding. 
Gayle Peterson is a pioneer in the field of Perinatal 
Psychology and has worked with pregnant woman since 
1973, to plumb the depth of this transformative period in a 
woman's life. Dr. Peterson's brief term Perinatal Counseling 
Model addresses the specific anxieties a woman 
experiences at the threshold to motherhood. Psychological 
counseling using this method enables a practitioner to 
effectively transfer the powerful experience of pregnancy 

and childbirth to her client's core sense of self.  The training will also cover 
advanced applications of hypnosis to premature labor, breech positioning, 
healing traumatic birth and childbirth experience and vaginal birth after cesarean 
(VBAC). 
 
Participants will learn to identify birth related issues in a woman's personal 
history and apply principles of hypnosis and counseling to improve both 
psychological and medical birth outcomes. Primary focus will be on the woman's 
needs and development in relationship to her developing identity as woman and 
mother. Family history, past childbirth, present family support, the woman's own 
birth experience and realistic preparation for giving birth will be covered. 
Supporting a woman's development through the psychological and physical 
transition to motherhood will be the goal of this orientation. 
 
The four-part model includes: 

• Prenatal Assessment Interview-module 1 

• Body-Centered Hypnosis-modules 1,2 & 3 

• Identification of Individual Coping Styles-module 2 

• Postpartum Interview-module 3 
 
I hope you thoroughly enjoy the rest of the program! 
 
Gayle Peterson, LCSW, PhD,  
Director, Prenatal Counseling and Birth Hypnosis Training Programs  
http://www.makinghealthyfamilies.com 
 
 
 

http://www.makinghealthyfamilies.com/


 
CERTIFICATION IN THE PETERSON METHOD OF 

 

Advanced Techniques in Hypnosis for Childbirth and 
Postpartum Counseling in the Peterson Method 

 
Required texts: An Easier Childbirth, Birthing Normally, and Making Healthy Families 
(available through Amazon.com) 
 
This reference link contains all files for the videos in this module, the PDF workbook and E-manual 
referred to in the syllabus for Modules Two and Three. Please maintain all confidentiality, and be aware 
that the lectures will remain unchanged, for your continued reference. However, the links to the lending 
library videos will change periodically. If they are changed during your training, you will be sent updated 
links to these videos, while you are enrolled in the program. Copying or forwarding this link is prohibited. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Module Two 
 

Seminar # 1 
Adequate Preparation for Childbirth: Addressing Pain and Issues of 
Control 
 
This seminar will focus on body-centered techniques for helping woman cope with labor.  
Realistic preparation for the woman and her partner will be addressed.  The following 
topics will be included: 
 
A. Identifying an individual woman's coping style(s) and augmenting this for labor. 
B. Understanding and teaching the concept of "healthy pain" in childbirth 
C. Understanding normal delivery: addressing 3 factors for normal birth 
D. Practice session for identifying coping styles 
E. Use of an audiotape of a woman's labor to stimulate discussion between her and her 
partner 
F. Early labor projects and identifying coping styles in the context of the couple 
relationship 
 
Required Viewing: (in this order is best) 
 
VIDEO Lecture 1 of Module Two 
Addressing Pain and Issues of Control – 19 minutes 
 
VIDEO cases of: (in this order is best) 



 
Sharon: Simulated Contraction Session with commentary – 25 minutes 
Sharon: Pain tape with commentary – 41 minutes 
Liz and Jerome: Birth Counselor Interview Segment with husband addressing pain and 
labor 
with commentary – 11 minutes 
 
Highly Recommended: 
Deirdre: Simulated Contraction Session – 64 minutes 
Liz : Simulated Contraction Session – 41 minutes 
 
Required Reading:  
 
An Easier Childbirth: Chapter 5 and 6 
Birthing Normally: Chapter 5, 6 and 7 
In PDF Workbook:  
#7 Maps of the Mind 
Review: All Pink Sheets in PDF Workbook 
 
Assignment: #3 
 Do the simulated contraction exercise with a pregnant woman, or friend if necessary 
first, as seen in the VIDEO cases and described on p. 106 of An Easier Childbirth. 
 
Write a brief summary of your observations about her coping styles and what seemed to 
help her most. E-mail to the assignment to: gp@askdrgayle.com  
 
Keep in mind that addressing early labor projects, labor as a healthy pain and that labor is normally a 
healthy stress, but not distress for the baby is a critical part of the 3rd counseling session on coping with 
pain. (Refer to VIDEO cases with commentary and chapters 5 and 6 in An Easier Childbirth) 

 
Seminar # 2 

 
Dealing with Control and Fear: Advanced Topics of Body centered 

Hypnosis 
 
This session moves into special concerns and the use of body-centered hypnosis to 
release fear and tension.  The following advanced topics will be addressed: 
A. Using Body-Centered Hypnosis to address birth trauma 
  (a woman’s own birth experience)  
B. Using body-centered hypnosis in the case of premature labor 
C. Using Body-Centered Hypnosis for turning breech presentation 
 
Required Viewing: (in this order is best) 
 
VIDEO Lecture 2 of Module Two 

mailto:gp@askdrgayle.com


Advanced Topics of Body-Centered Hypnosis – 24 minutes 

 
VIDEO cases of: (in this order is best) 
Nancy: Working through her own birth with commentary – 54 minutes 
Laura: Visualization for maintaining to term with commentary – 39 minutes 
Reena: Birth Visualization for breech with commentary – 65 minutes 
 
Highly Recommended: 
Sharon: Visualization for clearing past cesareans (VBAC) – 38 minutes 
Carol: Body-Centered Hypnosis for Premature labor - 36 minutes 
 
Required Reading: 
In PDF Workbook:  
#8 Prenatal Bonding, Prenatal Communication, and the Prevention of Prematurity and 
#9 Hypnosis and the conversion of breech position to vertex 
Review: All Pink Sheets in PDF Workbook 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Module Three 
 

Seminar # 1 

The Use of Body-Centered Hypnosis to address Special issues of 
Neonatal Loss 

 
This seminar will focus on the special concern of stillbirth.   
 
Addressing loss:  

A. the case of Nora 
B. the case of Barbara F. 

 
Required Viewing: 
VIDEO Lecture 1 of Module Three 
Addressing Loss – 24 minutes 
 
VIDEO cases of:  

Nora: visualization for healing past stillbirth with commentary – 53 
minutes 

Barbara: visualization of third childbirth, following previous stillbirth and cesarean – 50 
minutes 
 



Required Reading: 
 
In PDF Workbook: # 10 Chains of Grief: The Impact of Perinatal Loss on Subsequent 
Pregnancy 
An Easier Childbirth: appendix 2: Transforming Fear  
Review: All Pink Sheets including points for prematurity, breech, post-traumatic stress 
and loss 
 
Assignment # 4: Choose a client, or friend if you wish for the first time that has a past 
traumatic childbirth, neonatal loss, premature labor or birth that needs reframing.  Record 
the hypnosis, listen to it, and write a summary of how you addressed the past birth or 
childbirth. 
e-mail it to:  gp@askdrgayle.com  
 
OR: 
 
Review the VIDEO of Laura for prematurity and identify hypnotic techniques not 
included in the commentary. Pay specific attention to all metaphors and identify the 
embedded commands, truisms, linkages and any other techniques contained or implied 
within the metaphor itself. Give a brief description of how you believe the techniques 
worked towards the goal of maintaining the pregnancy. e-mail it to:  gp@askdrgayle.com 
 
 

 
 

Seminar # 2 

 
 
 

The Postpartum Interview and the Family System 
 
     This seminar will address the family system as it changes following the birth of a 
baby.  Common pitfalls and assessing postpartum depression will be discussed, as well as 
understanding the characteristics of healthy family structure and communication.  The 
woman's experience of her childbirth however will be the main focus of the postpartum 
interview.  The following topics will be addressed: 
  
A. Making sense of the birth-positive reframing 
B. Assess postpartum adjustment, blues, serious depression or psychosis 
C. Highlight self-esteem and integrate learning for postpartum adjustment and future 
childbirth 
D. Practice in identifying characteristics of healthy family structure 
E. Practice in postpartum interviewing 
 
 
Required Viewing: 

mailto:gp@askdrgayle.com
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VIDEO Lecture 2 of Module Three 
Postpartum Interview – 16 minutes 
 
VIDEO cases of: (in this order is best) 
 
Barbara: Postpartum Interview with commentary – 68 minutes 
Deirdre: Postpartum Interview – 55 minutes 
Liz and Jerome: Postpartum Interview – 37 minutes 

 
Required Reading:  
 
An Easier Childbirth: Chapters 9 and 10 
Making Healthy Families: Chapters 1, 2 , 5 and 7  
Pay special attention to: pp.109-112:  Identifying your discussion busters  
Postpartum Depression Course PDF 
 
In PDF Workbook:  
 
#11 When Baby Makes 3, Fit Pregnancy Magazine (Dr. Gayle Peterson’s Pregnancy 
Roundtable) 
 
Review: All Pink Sheets, including postpartum sheet  
 
Assignment # 5: 
 
Do a postpartum interview with a pregnant woman. Record it, if possible. Write an 
assessment of the points addressed in the postpartum with attention to assisting in 
integrating the experience of giving birth. Also assess her adjustment to motherhood and 
whether she needs referral for possible postpartum depression. 
e-mail your assessment to me at: gp@askdrgayle.com  
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E-Z STUDY GUIDE/Module One
(approx. 41J2 hours of viewing, 50 pages reading)

This is an experientially based training program. The video cases are
your most effective teachers. Do not become overwhelmed by the
amount of material before you. Instead, you may either follow the
syllabus, exactly as it is written. Or you can use this streamlined study
guide to grasp the core curriculum, and then go back to the syllabus
for additional resources, as needed to complete assignments and
deepen your understanding. This training is front-loaded. Module two
and three present less material, so it becomes easier as you go!

I. View Model One/Lecture /Seminar One (31 minutes) take notes, read
the syllabus outline.

II. View Module One-Lending Library/Birth Counselor Interview /Deirdre
with commentary (58 minutes)

III. Read Appendix 1 (pp. 155-158) in An Easier Childbirth

IV. If you are not a trained counselor, read #3 "The Meta Model"
and do the Practice on p.2 of syllabus. If trained in
counseling technique, you may skip, or skim, as appropriate.

V. View Module One/Lecture /Seminar Two (42 minutes)

VI. View Module One/Lending Library/Birth Visualization/Deirdre with
commentary (76 minutes) Deirdre-postpartum outcome (10 minutes)

VII. View Body Centered Hypnosis in the technique of Gayle Peterson, DVD
(54 minutes)

VIII. Read DVDTraining Manual (PP.I-41)

IX. Review pink pages in pdf reader, and do the Practice exercise on p. 4 of
the syllabus.

X. Go back to syllabus, assignment #1. Can you do this assignment? If not,
view additional video cases in Birth Counseling (Liz and/or Barbara D.)
for further absorption of the material. Read additional readings for
greater background understanding. (An Easier Childbirth, Making
Healthy Families).

XI. Go to syllabus, assignment #2. Can you do this assignment? If not,
view additional videos (Liz or Barbara) and read additional reading
assignments in syllabus.

1



E-Z STUDY GUIDE/Module Two
(Approx. 4 hours viewing, 70 pages reading)

Now you have grasped the basics of the birth counseling-birth
visualization flow. Mastery of pain will ensure that the birth
counseling and visualization is effective when labor begins, and
dealing with complex issues of prematurity and past childbirth
complications (post traumatic stress) will enable you to create more
effective visualizations when these situations arise.

I. View Module Two/Lecture/ Seminar One- (19 minutes)

II. View Module Two/Lending Library/Addressing Pain/ Sharon-
simulated contraction (25 minutes) and Sharon-Pain Tape (41
minutes)

III. Read #7 in pdfreader, Maps of the Mind and chapter 7 in An Easier
Childbirth, and Birthing Normally (pp.83-89J

IV. Read assignment # 3 in syllabus. If you cannot do this assignment,
view additional video cases of simulated contraction and pain work (Liz
and Jerome, Deirdre, Liz) and additional reading

V. View Module Two/Lecture/Seminar Two (24 minutes)

VI. View Module Two/Lending Library/ Advanced Topics/Nancy-working
through her own birth (54 minutes)

VII. View Module Two/Lending Library/Advanced Topics/Laura-
visualization for maintaining to term- (39 minutes)

VIII. View Module Two/Lending Library/Sharon-visualization for past
cesareans, VBAC (38 minutes)

IX. Read chapter 8 in An Easier Childbirth and in pdf reader #4
Pregnancy as Healing -Applied Visualization

2



E-Z STUDY GUIDE/Module Three
(3 lf2 hours viewing, 45 pages reading)

Dealing with deep issues of loss in childbirth will enable you to create
more effective visualizations when these situations arise. Particularly
when a woman faces labor after a previous pregnancy loss.
Postpartum counseling will ensure that previous work you have done
with your client remains effective and available to her in her personal
growth as a woman and as a mother throughout her life.

I. View Module Three/Lecture/ Seminar One (24 minutes)

II. View Module Three/Lending Library/Addressing Loss-Nora (53
minutes)

III. View Module Three/Lending Library/Addressing Loss-Barbara (50
minutes)

IV. Read, in pdf reader #10 Chains of Grief and appendix 2 in An Easier
Childbirth (159-163)

v. Do assignment #4. If you cannot do this assignment, View additional
cases from module one or two and additional readings from module
one or two, for further understanding.

VI. View Module Three/Lecture/Seminar Two (16 minutes)

VII. View Module Three/Lending Library/Barbara D.-postpartum
interview-(68 minutes)

VIII. Read pdf Postpartum Depression Course and chapter 10 in An Easier
Childbirth and chapter 3 in Making Healthy Families

IX. Do assignment #5. If you cannot do this assignment view additional
video cases of Postpartum Interview ( Deirdre, Liz and Jerome) and
additional reading in syllabus for further understanding.

Review pink pages in pdf reader!
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Locus of Control

Self / Others---------------------------~------------------------

Increase in trust in the labor process
Increase in ability to adapt/cope
Decrease in fear/ anxiety
Decrease in physiological stress
Increase in normal outcome

Decrease in trust in the labor process
Decrease in ability to adapt/cope
Increase in fear/ anxiety

Increase in physiological stress
Increase in dysfunctional labor

Childbirth Preparation that facilitates a woman's reflection on her readiness
for motherhood and for coping with labor improves psychological and

physiological outcome

The Peterson method emphasizes the value of a woman's personal growth
through this period of the life cycle and supports her active participation in

the psychological task of giving birth and becoming a mother



THREE MAJOR AREAS OF ASSESSMENT

1) Motherhood: What is the woman's experience of becoming a mother?
Including family history of:

a) relationship to mother
b) relationship to father
c) relationship to parents' marital roles
d) relationship with siblings

e) her own role in the family

2) Birth and Childbirth History:

a) her own prental and birth experience
b) mother's childbirth experience, sister's, grandmother's,

friend's.
c) Her own past childbirth or related experiences of abortion,

miscarriages, stillbirth, traumatic birth
d) experience as a mother including loss of previous child,

feelings of competence (or not)
e) relationship to her own body, including concepts of

femininity, socialization, acculturation, sexual experience.

3) Present Experience

a) place in life cycle
b) career / job responsibilities
c) relationship with spouse, family system
d) social support system

© Gayle Peterson, 1993)
~OO'1



Family Life Cycle
Stages of Development

(not including divorce, remarriage and stepfamily)

------~/------~/ / / / /----------
unattached coupling pregnancy raismg raismg launching grandparenting
adult childbirth children teenagers children

Horizontal and Vertical Stressors for Determining Risk Assessment

Horizontal: naturally occurring stresses of specific stages of development

Vertical: stresses that occurred in the past, which can be stimulated during
pregnancy/childbirth stage

+ When Horizontal and Vertical stressors cross = greater potential for dysfunction



Dierdre's vertical stressors ( 1,2 and 3)
___ .....:1 .....:1_1 _ 2_3 __ 1__ .....:1 1 -.:1 _
unattached coupling pregnancy raising raising launching grandparenting
adult childbirth children teenagers children

1- mother's first bay's death during birth
2- mother's second baby's death soon after birth
3- mother's cesarean births



Dierdre's Birth Counselor Inventory

1. Vaginal Birth after Cesarean
2. Her own Mother's History of Loss
3. Concern over Sibling Adjustment

4. Anxiety about Coping with Pain in Labor
5. Her Own Birth by Cesarean

6. Becoming 40
7. Disloyal Feelings Related to Relationship with Mother



Birth Counselor Interview

Purpose: To gather information, clarify, reframe

1. How pregnant are you?

2. Was this a planned pregnancy?

3. Have you ever been pregnant before?

4. What was your past childbirth experience(s) like for you? Postpartum?
Motherhood?

5. What do you know about your own birth? What is your impression of
your mother's childbirth experience? sister's?

6. How will having a baby fit into your current lifestyle? Will it change
your longterm plans? Relationship with partner?

7. How many children were in your family? Which one were you? Any
particular role you played in the family?

8. How would you describe your childhood? Your relationship to and
experience of your mother? Father? Siblings?

9. How did you experience your parents' marriage? Any significant stress
or loss in your childhood? If so, how do you feel about it now? How
did it influence your ideas about family, parenthood, marriage?

10. Do you have any particular concerns about your baby? Childbirth?
Parenting? Career?

11. How do you think you will cope with pain in labor?

12. How are you feeling about your body and its changes so far?

13. How will you and your partner share responsibility for your child in
the first year?

14. What are your impressions and expectations of a newborn?

15. Do you feel satisfied with your current plans for childbirth?

16. How do you envision the birth of this baby? What is important to
you? Who will be present at the birth?

There is no right order in which to gather this information. Make rapport
with the woman and let the interview unfold naturally. By the end of the
interview, you should be able to clarify goals with your client and objectives
for reaching these goals. Occasionally, you may need an extra session to
complete this process, particularly in cases of previous pregnancy loss.



PRENATAL COUNSELING FLOW SHEET

I. Birth Counselor Interview

• Assessment of 3 areas
• Construct birth inventory list

II. Body Centered Hypnosis for Childbirth

• Individualized to address upcoming birth around specific issues
identified in birth counselor interview

III. Pain Work (with partner present, if possible)

• Identifying coping styles
• Reframing "healthy" pain
• Addressing Early Labor Projects

IV. Postpartum Adjustment

• Processing integrating birth experience
• Family adjustment, bonding, etc.

Additional body centered hypnosis sessions for prevention of prematurity,
healing birth or childbirth trauma and additional family counseling sessions
may be added as appropriate.

© Gayle Peterson, 1993)
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Reflective listening
A Midwifery Technique for Counseling

Accurate Empathy Guidelines

1. Attend carefully, physically and psychologically, to the messages transmitted by
the client.

2. Listen especially for repeated and core emotional themes.

3. Respond fairly frequently, but briefly to core messages, but be flexible and
tentative enough so that the client has room to clarify their exact feelings and
experience. (ie; affirm, deny, explain or shift emphasis).

4. Be gentle, but don't let the client run away from important topics and feelings.

5. Respond to both content and feeling, unless there is some reason to focus on one
or the other for emphasis.

6. Move gradually towards the exploration of critical thoughts, beliefs and feelings.

7. After you have responded, attend carefully to cues that either confirm that the
client is with you, or deny the accuracy of your response. Does the client move
forward in a focused way?

8. Note signs of client distress or resistance and try to judge whether these arise
because you have lacked accuracy or have been too challenging.



PRENATAL FLOW WORKSHEET FOR IDENTIFYING OBJECTIVES,
GOALS, AND TREATMENT PLAN

Name~ _

Due Date: _

Using the information gathered in the Birth Counselor Interview, make a list
of the woman's concerns and/ or fears related to giving birth, being a mother,
fitting the baby into her life, her relationship with her partner, or any other
issues that came up for her around this transition in family life. Include your
impressions of her as well.

MAKING A BIRTH INVENTORY LIST:
From this list, distill her goals, related to pregnancy, birth, and postpartum
family adjustment that you will address in your work with her. State these
goals in process as well as concrete terms, including her own parameters for
her goal (for example VBAC is the stated goal, but include her deisre to have a
healthy baby and a more emotionally supportive and positive experience -
cesarean or vaginal).



OBJECTIVES:
Which of the following ways will you address these goals?

body centered hypnosis for prenatal bonding? for childbirth? for working
through a past childbirth? for her own birth? simulated contraction work?
pain tape? with and/ or without the partner? counseling and homework to
reframe and/ or clarify her relationship with her prenatal practitioners?
coaching her to develop her relationships with prenatal care providers?
counseling and homework related to choosing a practitioner, support people
for her birth, or place of birth?

DEVELOPING A TREATMENT PLAN:

Consider the issues that need to be addressed and how you will work with her
to address them. Present your ideas to the woman for her consideration,
additional input, etc. Write you plan out with approximate dates of planned
sessions:

Stay open to changes or adjustments in the treatment plan, as the process
unfolds. Adjust your treatment plan according to her needs.



BODY-CENTERED HYPNOSIS WORKSHEET

Overall purpose of this hypnosis: _

Birth related issues to be addressed (from inventory list)

Relaxation induction: What suggestions might you begin to give in this
phase that would seed the development of the goal later on in the hypnosis?

Ideas about metaphors, synesthesia, or other hypnotic techniques you might
use to address these issues in the birth (or other visualization) sequence?



POSSIBILE USES OF BODY CENTERED HYPNOSIS

1. PREVENTION OF PREMATURITY.

2. RESOLUTION OF EMOTIONAL ISSUES RELATED TO PAST
ABORTION, MISCARRIAGE, PRENATAL, BIRTH AND CHILDBIRTH
TRAUMA, STILLBIRTH OR OTHER ISSUES OF LOSE.

3. PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS- BLOOD PRESSURE, SMALL FOR DATES,
ETC.

4. VAGINAL BIRTH AFTER PREVIOUS CESAREAN.

5. BREECH PRESENTATION.

6. FAMILY ISSUES RELATED TO MOTHERHOOD.

7. TWIN OR MULTIPLE BIRTHS.

8. FACILITATING POSITIVE FEELINGS AND HEALING FOR A
PLANNED SURGERY (SUCH AS CESAREAN).

9. OTHER FEARS, CONCERNS.

It is important to remember that body-centered hypnosis in this
context emphasizes physical and emotional learning and
adaptations in the context of a safe relationship. New learnings
yield an improved outcome, as new resources are available to the
woman. Because body-centered hypnosis is symbolic and
experiential, you do not need to know the psychological roots of a
situation in order for the learning to take place. In other words,
appropriately paced suggestions for the cervix to soften and open at
the right time can be absorbed and adapted to on a subliminal level.
In this way, the experience of the body leads the process of
understanding which may consciously take years to fully comprehend
- like the understanding that the earth is spherical took years to
understand, even as the earth itself continued its rotation.

© Gayle Peterson, 1993 I
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TECHNIQUES OF INDIRECT HYPNOSIS

1. TRUISMS --- statements of fact or belief, followed by a suggestion.

2. EMBEDDED COMMAND --- a command embedded within an ongoing
sentence, to sound like a suggestion. Commnads can be embedded
(softened) using pauses, changes in the texture of the voice, or with the
name of a person.

3. COUPLING/LINKAGE --- a suggestion that follows or is linked to a
previous activity, implying that it will happen.

4. THERAPEUTIC DOUBLEBIND --- a suggestion that something will
happen following making a choice between two or more possibilities
that lead to the same outcome.

5. INCORPORATION/ ANCHORING --- a suggestion facilitated by using
an already occurring phenomenon (can also be person, place or thing)
to trigger the suggestion. In the present it is incorporation. In the
future it is anchoring.

6. REFRAMING --- a suggestion given in the context of a different frame
of 'reference, changing the original meaning.

7. FUTURE PACING --- suggestions in the context of something already
having been experienced or achieved, which represents a future
possibility .

8. METAPHOR --- suggestions embedded in another context which is easy
to identify with, but has been likened to the task being addressed.
Sensation is evoked, and embedded command, truisms and linkages
are plentifully used in the context of the metaphor.

9. SYNESTHESIA --- a suggestion given thorough the sound texture or
quality of vocal tone used. It mixes the sensory channels, so that a
sensation is evoked. Something sounds like, what it feels like.

© Gayle Peterson, 1993 I
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Representational Systems
Ways we experience and integrate the world through our senses

Sub-modalities are the words we use within a representational system
Relates to the visual, auditory and kinesthetic cortices of the brain

Intra-dimensional shift changes the representational experience

Visual:

<:lear-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Intra-dimensional shift

Examples of Sub-modalities of Visual System:
Gear
Bright
Foggy
Hazy
Lightning

Auditory:
(2uiet-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Intra-dimensional shift

Examples of Sub-modalities of Auditory System:
Quiet
Noisy
Gapping
Laughter
Loud
Thunder

Kinesthetic: includes sense of smell, touch and feeling



4 Factors in addressing Pain in Labor

Teaching the concept of "Healthy Pain"

Identifying Early Labor Projects: Early Labor vs. Active Labor

Normal labor as healthy for the baby

Helping partner tolerate normal, healthy pain in labor



ADDRESSING POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS SYNDROME
RE: BIRTH TRAUMA

1. Start in the present/SEED feeling what it is like to birth normally, so
can imagine this possibility with baby.

2. Use yourself/presence to go back to past/ comfort heal.

3. Use archetypal mother images.

4. Use other healing relationships to support past.

5. Embrace / comfort younger self.

6. Balance release / regression with support/building internal structure.

7. Eventual separation from past birth and future childbirth should
emerge.

8. Follow up with separate birth visualization for baby scheduled for
future visit.

POSSIBLERED FLAGS:

• Inability to stay awake when using audiotape of birth
visualization.

• Comments, as getting ready for the birth visualization - i.e.
referring to suffocation, getting stuck, etc.

© Gayle Peterson, 1993,
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PREMATURITY

1. CONTAINMENT

Be aware that your relationship is a major vehicle for
containment. If previous prematurity occured, plan at least
monthly contact if client comes in early in her pregnancy.

2. CONTACT

Utilize the relationship as a vehicle by maintaining steady
regular contact, if at all possible, even if by phone.

3. SUSTAINMENT

Include images/metaphors of fullness, containment, sustaining to term;
develop timeline to due date.

4. Encourage "taking time"; self-care activities and hypnotic projects that
reinforce body-centered hypnosis suggestions.

5. Identify any vertical stressors of previous pregnancies and
address these issues in body-centered hypnosis.

6. Do not do full out birth visualization until last 2-3 weeks in pregnancy.

POSSIBLE RED FLAGS: - Premature birth
Previous prematurity (childbirths)

- Feelings of deep inadequacy to care for baby
- Inability to care for self

•
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BREECH

1. Do breech visualization as early as 32 weeks, as there is more room for
baby to turn and move and more time to work through issues.

2. Identify plans for possible vaginal breech or cesarean. Lay these plans
to rest.

3. Explain possibilities/theories for baby's turning.

4. Then:
Focus on possibility of baby turning in a body-centered hypnosis.

• Include gestalt of interior landscape of cervix, uterus, baby;
address any issues that seem relevant, i.e. not being ready for the
labor.

• Emphasize following where "baby takes you" vs. control over
the process.

• Use any symbols/images she presents to you in the hypnosis.

5. Reinforce with breech tilt exercise.

6. Suggest use of audiotape at least once and as often as desired for
relaxation preparation for labor (vaginal or Cesarean outcome).

7. Do breech visualization as early as 32 weeks, as there is more room for
baby to turn and more time to work through issues.

POSSIBLERED FLAGS:

• Feelings of not being "ready" for motherhood.
• Feelings that vaginal birth is traumatic/ or other fears re:

childbirth.
• Fears that having a baby will destroy couple's relationship.
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"breech tilt" exercise

Lie with the hips propped up 12-18 inches higher than the
head, two to three times per day, for between 10-20minutes at
a time. This helps to disengage the baby from the pelvis, and
when the baby's head comes up against the inside of the
fundus, it is inclined to tuck its head in and do a somersault
into the vertex position. It is sometimes recommended to try
this with an empty stomach. Small studies have reported
success rates of between 89% - 96%.

USE TRUISM, EMBEDDED COMMAND, REFRAME, AND DOUBLE BIND AS
DESCRIBED IN SEMINAR 2, MODULE 2 WITH BREECH TILT



GUIDELINES FOR DEALING WITH PREVIOUS LOSS ISSUES
IN SUBSEQUENT PREGNANCIES

1. Incorporate anxiety vs. attempting to minimize or lessen it in the birth
visualization.

2. Don't avoid using last child's name; make a place for previous bond
and seed possibilities of moving on, making room for next child.

3. Recognize/acknow ledge fear related to previous loss and desire
related to future experience. Hold the space for both.

4. Be aware that the time of loss, when it occured in prevous
preganacy, will be charged in subsequent pregnancy. Contact with you is
important during this period.

5. Acknowledge attachment to last child - address disloyalty issues
related to next child. Be aware that survivors guilt may be projected
onto second child, making bonding difficult.

6. Be aware that facing the possibility/reality of a healthy normal child can
take alot of courage. Validate that it takes courage to attachlbond again.

7. Look for ways of leaving the loss behind. But pace appropriately to the
woman and her specific situation and needs.

8. Support commitment, but do not insist on prenatal bonding,
during birth visualization: settle for facing/meeting the baby, but not
necessarily greeting it!

9. Emphasize resiliency of life in the context of a non-blame approach and
reframe loss experiences to make way for future possibilibities of live
birth.

10. Be aware she may feel guilt over failure to protect her child -
undermining her confidence as a mother. Seek to accept her, and offer
appropriate ways to reframe any sense of failure.
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PURPOSES OF POSTPARTUM INTERVIEW

1. Integrate, reframe, reinforce birth experience as positive element III her
life.

2. Support motherhood and emerging identity as mother.

3. Assessment of adjustment re: bonding
breastfeeding
couples; support system

- refer as appropriate

4. Assess levels of postpartum depression, if present

- blues
- postpartum syndrome
- psychosis (onset 1-3 months postpartum usually resolves by one year)

POSSIBLE RED FLAGS for #4 :

- fears/wants to hurt baby; fantasy or impulse
- can't take care of baby
- father sounding desparate and afraid
- strong or overwhelming feelings of entrappment for mother/father
- difficult to tell you, due to deep SHAME

Interventions for #4 :

- referral; psychological medications
- ongoing supervision/role-modeling for Mom vs. separation from baby
- Communicate possible danger to husband
- Report, if necessary to Child Protective Services

C>Gayle Peterson, 1993 \
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FUNCTION: NURTURE GROWTH/DEVELOPMENT OF ITS MEMBERS

Seeks relating
to solve conflict
Seeks intimacy

OPTIMAL:
Trost

HIGH
is

2.
3.
4.

ADEQUATE: 5.
same: but 6.

1. more expense to
one family member.

2. less warmth 7.
3. Individuation

takes form of DISTANCING.
less sharing.

1. Satisfies both need for nurturance and autonomy/independence.
Interdependent.

Clear gender/sex/social boundaries.
Equality between spouses.
Non-perfectionism/appropriate delegation of responses.
Warmth/JoylHumor.
EFFECTIVE communication/Negotiation without pain:

Resolve conflict
Problem Solving

whole.Transcendent values connection to larger

Seeks control MIDRANGE: C P
over relating Authoritarian
10 solve 6' :Dominant
conflict ~ :Submissive
Fears Intimacy C F

Control thru
LOW Trust intimidation

t Parental power_.z, struggle/hostiJity.
no disorders MIXED

-Depressive disorders

Dev. Tasks
Incomplete

Alta*'ment
d is o rd e rs

LO-MIDRANGE

borderline
Anorex ia C P
OCD

Borderline C F
pers. disorder

SEVERELY:
DYSFUNCTION
enmesbed C P
Schizophrenia
crimes of disloyalty

to not think/feel the

Increase Disengaged CF
reactive Antisocial

parents are Sociopathic
children.

So:
boundaries

confused.
Generational/Sexual.

CONFLICT: UNRESOLVED/painful.
Positive feelings expressed/Negative repressed.

Scapegoat
so: Negotiation compromised.

Negative feelings expressed/Positive repressed.

May alternate with different children/situations, moods.

Increased efforts at control with intermittent taking charge
melting to chaos.

NO-LITTLE follow through.

Increased expressions of angerl Verbal, abuse
Children learn to MANIPULATElUSE others as objects.

Decrease empathy. To meet needs. Decrease conscience.

Impermeable outer family boundary.
DISTRUST OUTSIDERSILOVE IS DICTATED
NO INDMDUALS == MASS EGO ID.
same.

NO COHESION empathy
ANGERIHOSTILITY MASK Dependency needs completely.



POSTPARTUM INTERVIEW OUTLINE

I. Elicit birth story
II. Support strengths/challenge self denigration
III. Teach birth as opportunity for learning
IV. Bridge strength/learning to future endeavors, development or childbirth
V. Support maternal-infant bond



STAGES OF WORKING THROUGH LOSS

I. Disintegration/contraction of spirit
II. ExpansionlLetting go
III. Reorganization of identity
IV. Reintegration of self

RED FLAGS indicating need for treatment:

1. difficulty getting pregnant following loss
2. difficulty sustaining pregnancy following loss
3. preterm labor in subsequent pregnancy
4. difficulty feeling motivated for attachment prenatally
5. Feelings of intense guilty/disloyalty or even resentment of present

pregnancylbaby
6. overall attitude of self-neglect

If no treatment: first generational stress is passed onto second generation and children can
feel unwanted, survivor's guilt, or over-burdened with anticipation/fear ofloss of their
own children



OUTLINE FOR HEALING VISUALIZATION FOLLOWING LOSS

I. Relaxation induction
II. Traveling to the womb: use metaphor to heal
III. Compassionate witnessing of grieving
IV. Holding space for past grief and future possibility
V. Making it back to the womb for new baby/new bonding possibilities
VI. Moving on as possible after saying good-bye

OUTLINE FOR BREECH VISUALIZATION

I. Relaxation Induction
II. Progressing to metaphor: for turning to vertex
III. Womb Visualization: baby head down as possibility
IV. Birth Visualization
V. Closure/Maintaining to term

OUTLINE FOR POST TRAUMATIC STRESS OF A WOMAN'S OWN BIRTH
VISUALIZATION

VI. Relaxation Induction
VII. Progressing to time tunnel metaphor with your presence going back to the past
VIII. Acknowledge pain and help her release it, taking her forward to different

sensations of what it could be like in a normal healthy labor
IX. Re-do her birth through visualization of what healthy birth could feel like
X. Bring back to present through time tunnel metaphor (may include reference to

visualization of a positive birth experience for her baby)
XI. Separation/Healing of her birth and this upcoming childbirth

OUTLINE FOR PREMA TURITY VISUALIZATION

XII. Relaxation Induction
XIII. Progressing to metaphor: for containment, maintaining, sustaining to term
XIV. Womb Visualization: envisioning fullness, coming to term
XV. Closure/Maintaining to term



Nevada County Today's Feature: Healing Journeys: Birth experienc ... http://www.theunion.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article? AID=120061124/ ...

What was found? How a woman feels about her experience matters and has far reaching effects on
her development as a woman, her confidence in mothering and her ability to bond with her child.

Through this research, further education and years of clinical experience, I developed a Preventative
Prenatal Counseling Program to augment the traditional medical care a woman receives from her
doctor or midwife.

My book, "An Easier Childbirth" is an outgrowth of this work and offers women a workbook to
explore the significant emotional growth of this period and helps to ready them for childbirth. A
personalized visualization script offers women the opportunity to create a body-centered hypnosis
tape, which is one of the cornerstones of my Prenatal Counseling Model.

What do you get out of the work you do?

My work with couples, individuals and families brings me an ever-deepening awe of the experience
of being human over the course of the lifecycle. I remain passionately and continuously engaged in
not only what contributes to healthy childbirth, but also what contributes to making healthy families.
After all, childbirth is only the beginning. It does pay to have a good start as this beginning forms
the foundation for the future family relationships. Still, much is known about what makes for
dysfunction in childbirth and in family relationships. What my focus and passion has been for the
past 30 years is what contributes to healthy family relationships.

What are some keys to keeping families healthy?

Family processes that promote connection over disconnection are key to healthy relationships. These
vary widely, but for example ...

family rituals and gatherings that keep family members coming back for more over the years;
raising and relating to your teenagers in ways that allow them to begin to pull away and separate,
yet remain connected; problem-solving conflict that allows for anger to be expressed in a
relationship and resentments aired, without withdrawing love; communicating more (much more!)
positive appreciations (1-5 ratio) to negative or neutral interactions; learning how to recognize your
partner's "bid for connection" and responding instead of ignoring it; learning to express anger
without attacking - recognizing your own "discussion-busters," that is, what shuts down a dlscusslon
rather than gestates it.. ... and, of course being willing to look at your own family-of-origin and
especially your parents' relationship with an eye toward incorporating the good but leaving behind
what does not work.

Gayle Peterson, LCSW, PhD, can be reached at (530) 346-2534 or www.makinghealthyfamilies.com.
Dr. Gayle is offering a certification training program next spring for childbirth professionals in
Prenatal Counseling and Body-Centered Hypnosis for Childbirth.

000

Suzie Daggett is the publisher of the INSIGHT Directory of Healing Arts Practitioners; 530-265-9255,
http://www.insightdirectory.com .
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One Size Does Not Fit All

Copyright 2008 by Gayle Peterson, MSSW, PhD

Hypnobirthing is a method, like LaMaze, that is based on Grantley Dick Read's
premise that fear of labor pain, alone, causes tension in childbirth. The circular
and simplistic belief is that pain is caused by tension, based on fear of childbirth,
which can be totally eradicated by banishing the belief that labor involves pain of
any kind. The use of hypnosis in this context is to dissociate from the belief that
labor is painful. The term, "Hypnobirthing" is misleading as it refers only to the
use of hypnosis in the context of this belief. Hypnosis for this purpose has been
studied and proven unsuccessful for most women. Hypnosis can, however,
greatly assist women in their adaptation and coping with labor, when adapted to
their specific needs. Women should not be slotted into "one size fits all" methods.

Dick Read's approach was not a scientific one and represents an overly
simplistic application of neurophysiology. In the first place, tension is not only
related to the fear of pain in childbirth, but to many other factors which may
impinge upon women at the time of her transition into motherhood. Childbirth is
only a bridge to a great and underestimated transition in a woman's life and
identity. Tension around many factors, not labor alone, may cause difficulties,
depending on how a woman processes this transition.

Specifically, the tension-relaxation response is mediated by the hippocampus in
the brain, which affects the production of labor hormones. A woman's tension-
relaxation response relates to the difference between her expectations and
reality, not to the presence or absence of pain. A woman can experience pain
and still experience physiological release between contractions. Body-centered
hypnosis aimed at addressing a woman's unique concerns about her labor and
transition to motherhood, statistically decreases the need for medication, even in
those few cases in which interventions, such as pitocin, are necessary.

I use body-centered hypnosis to decrease tension about labor and birth and to
resolve fears about the upcoming psychological transition to motherhood. This
hypnosis is unique to each woman and is not a mass produced method. I support
the individual woman in her process. It is not my goal that childbirth should be a
certain way, natural or not, painful or not. Instead, my hope is to support the
woman where she is in the context of her family history and culture. The result of
this kind of support can be empowerment.

An authentic approach to childbirth must forego ideas about how women should
birth, and embrace, instead, a woman's own desires. No method should dictate a
woman's experience or pressure her to believe based on another's perspective.
Instead .it should be flexible enough to meet her individual needs and support her
growth.
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Healing Journeys: Birth experience more than just having a
baby
By Suzie Daggett
» More from Suzie Daggett
12:01 a.m. PT Nov 24, 2006

Gayle Peterson, Ph.D., LCSW is a parenting and family resource
expert with a research eye toward making healthy families. She
was on NBCToday's show in July and has authored several
books, articles and tapes. Her interest in families started with
her own, and continues to this day. If you are a new parent,
grandparent, or stepparent, a visit to her award winning Web
site can enlighten you with ways to keep your families'
relationships - child to parent or parent to parent, healthy!

The birth of your first child started you on the path of becoming
an expert in childbirth, parenting and creating healthy family
relationships - what were the circumstances?

When I became pregnant with my first child in1972, I
instinctually decided to give birth at home. However, I had
heard of no one who was giving birth at home. Fortunately, I
discovered the Santa Cruz Birth Center, run by a lay midwife,
Kate Bowland. The prenatal care I received from The Center
embraced my past, present and future in becoming a mother. Prenatal care consisted of not only
learning and participating in my own medical care, but a deep and caring exploration over the
months of the psychological nature of my relationship with my own mother and the feelings I had
about becoming a mother and giving birth. These midwives understood that the psychological task of
pregnancy is giving birth to the identity of mother. Becoming a mother is a life transition that our
culture greatly underestimates. Few other life changes are as irreversible and few life events provoke
as much ambivalence. I know of no other life event that simultaneously stimulates two powerfully
divergent fantasies: the promise of ultimate fulfillment and the threat of selfless sacrifice. The
impending birth of my first child brought me face-to-face with myself on an entirely new journey,
fraught with excitement and fear.

You have created the Peterson Method to help women prepare for childbirth and becoming a mother
- please explain.

I became deeply involved in research on the safety of homebirth and the psychological nature of
childbirth. My infant daughter and I visited women in their homes in the weeks before and following
their childbirth.

These research interviews expanded and highlighted the nature of pregnancy and the importance of
including a woman's psychological process in giving birth and becoming a mother.

The research showed that women giving birth experienced a smoother labor and postpartum when
they were able to process the psychological nature of their individual experience of pregnancy and
childbirth.
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What was found? How a woman feels about her experience matters and has far reaching effects on her
development as a woman, her confidence in mothering and her ability to bond with her child.

 

Through this research, further education and years of clinical experience working with women giving
birth, I developed a Preventative Prenatal Counseling Program to augment the traditional medical
care a woman receives from her doctor or midwife. Using this model woman benefit from the approach
I was fortunate to receive during my pregnancy. My book, An Easier Childbirth is an outgrowth of this
work and offers women a workbook to explore the significant emotional growth of this period and
helps to ready them for childbirth, whether it be a natural, home, hospital or medicated delivery. A
personalized visualization script offers women the opportunity to create a body-centered hypnosis tape,
which is one of the cornerstones of my Prenatal Counseling Model. 

 

3. What do you get out of the work you do?

 

My work with couples, individuals and families brings me an ever-deepening awe of the experience of
being human over the course of the life cycle. Over the next 3 decades since becoming a mother, I have
remained passionately and continuously engaged in not only what contributes to healthy childbirth, but
also what contributes to making healthy families. After all, childbirth is only the beginning. It does pay
to have a good start as this beginning forms the foundation for the future family relationships. Still,
much is known about what makes for dysfunction in childbirth and in family relationships. What my
focus and passion has been for the past 30 years is what contributes to healthy family relationships.
(Or just healthy human relationships!) The process of how people connect and disconnect continues to
fascinate me. Identifying these processes in vitro as they emerge interactively in counseling/therapy
satisfies not only my analytic mind but my creativity as well. I find I need both a challenging
intellectual and creative emotional outlet to engage my mind, heart and body in the process. As a past
serious student of Dance, I find this kind of work an important integration of body and mind,
particularly the body-centered hypnosis work with pregnant women..

 4. What are some keys to keeping families healthy?

 Family processes that promote connection over disconnection are key to healthy relationships. These
vary widely, but for example…family rituals and gatherings that keep family members coming back for
more over the years, raising and relating to your teenagers in ways that allow them to begin to pull
away and separate, yet remain connected, problem-solving conflict that allows for anger to be
expressed in a relationship and resentments aired, without withdrawing love, communicating more
(much more!) positive appreciations (1-5 ratio) to negative or neutral interactions, learning how to
recognize your partner’s “bid for connection” and responding instead of ignoring it, learning to express
anger without attacking, recognizing your own “discussion-busters”, that is what shuts down a
discussion rather than gestates it …..and of course being willing to look at your own family-of-origin
and especially your parents’ relationship with an eye towards incorporating the good but leaving behind
what does not work. (Learn more about developing healthy strategies for change using the free online
family seminars at www.makinghealthyfamilies.com)

 



One Size Does Not Fit All 
 
Copyright 2008 by Gayle Peterson, MSSW, PhD 
 
Hypnobirthing is a method, like LaMaze, that is based on Grantley Dick Read’s 
premise that fear of labor pain, alone, causes tension in childbirth. The circular 
and simplistic belief is that pain is caused by tension, based on fear of childbirth, 
which can be totally eradicated by banishing the belief that labor involves pain of 
any kind.  The use of hypnosis in this context is to dissociate from the belief that 
labor is painful.  The term, “Hypnobirthing” is misleading as it refers only to the 
use of hypnosis in the context of this belief.  Hypnosis for this purpose has been 
studied and proven unsuccessful for most women. Hypnosis can, however, 
greatly assist women in their adaptation and coping with labor, when adapted to 
their specific needs. Women should not be slotted into “one size fits all” methods. 
 
Dick Read’s approach was not a scientific one and represents an overly 
simplistic application of neurophysiology. In the first place, tension is not only 
related to the fear of pain in childbirth, but to many other factors which may 
impinge upon women at the time of her transition into motherhood. Childbirth is 
only a bridge to a great and underestimated transition in a woman’s life and 
identity. Tension around many factors, not labor alone, may cause difficulties, 
depending on how a woman processes this transition. 
 
Specifically, the tension-relaxation response is mediated by the hippocampus in 
the brain, which affects the production of labor hormones. A woman’s tension-
relaxation response relates to the difference between her expectations and 
reality, not to the presence or absence of pain.  A woman can experience pain 
and still experience physiological release between contractions. Body-centered 
hypnosis aimed at addressing a woman’s unique concerns about her labor and 
transition to motherhood, statistically decreases the need for medication, even in 
those few cases in which interventions, such as pitocin, are necessary. 
 
I use body-centered hypnosis to decrease tension about labor and birth and to 
resolve fears about the upcoming psychological transition to motherhood. This 
hypnosis is unique to each woman and is not a mass produced method. I support 
the individual woman in her process. It is not my goal that childbirth should be a 
certain way, natural or not, painful or not. Instead, my hope is to support the 
woman where she is in the context of her family history and culture. The result of 
this kind of support can be empowerment. 
 
An authentic approach to childbirth must forego ideas about how women should 
birth, and embrace, instead, a woman’s own desires. No method should dictate a 
woman’s experience or pressure her to believe based on another’s perspective. 
Instead it should be flexible enough to meet her individual needs and support her 
growth. 
 



Lastly, we should keep in mind that any method is only as good as its failures.
Exploring the failures of "hypnobirthing" will yield valuable insight into what is
missing for women, rather than interpret their failures as not living up to the
model requiring one right way to "succeed" at childbirth.

Gayle Peterson, PhO
Gayle Peterson's doctoral research and dissertation was on "Body Centered
Hypnosis for Childbirth". She is the author of "An Easier Childbirth", Birthing
Normally" and her latest book, "Making Healthy Families". She is in private
practice in Oakland and Nevada City, California and can be found on her site:
www.makinghealthyfamilies.com
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THE HETA-MODEL

The meta-model was developed by John Grinder and Richard Bandler to
identify classes of natural language patterns as a means to help increase
the flow of information bet~een human beings. The basic premise is that words
(sur!ace structure) are aeaning!ul only in that they anchor in an individual
soae sensory representation (deep structure). During'the codification of
sensory experience into words (as an individual speaks) and the process of
deceding (as a second individual listens and transforcs the auditory stillulus
into his/her own sensory representation) i~pcrtant in!orQaticn can be lost or
distorted. Deletions and distortions of experience may also occur within an

.. indiVidual as he/she codes sensory experiences.
The meta-model provides an identification of linguistic patterns which

could become problematic ~n the course of comcunication and a series of re-
sponses through which two individuals may use to insure ~ore co~plete C02un-
ication. Attention to non-verbal gestures and behavior and to context will
also greatly enhance the unambiguous transference of informaticn.
I. Gathering Infor~ation

A. Deletions
1. Sim~le Deletion: when so~e object, person or event (noun phrases or

noun arguments) have been left out of the sur!acestruct~re.
ego I'm really uncomfortable.
response: Uncomfortable abaut what specifically?

2. Lack of Referential Index: when an objecter person (noun) that is
being refered to i~·unspecific.

ego a) Th~y never believe me. ~esponse: Who s~ecifically never be-
lieves you?
b) That doesn't matter. Response: What specifically doesn't ~atter'

3. Co~uaratives Deletion: when a referent is deleted during a co~parison
(ie., good-better-best; more-less; most-least).

ego Its better not to'force the issue.
response: Better for wh.? coaparea to what?

B. Unspecified Verbs: verbs which are not entirely explicit where_so:eti~es
the action needs to be made ~ore specific.

ego He really frustrates ~e.
response: Frustrates you how specifically?

C. Ns.inalizations: when an ongoing process is represented as a static en-
tity in a way which may distort its =eaning.
ego I can't stand her insensitivity.
response: Her eensin~ what about whoa; anQ kew specifically?

II. Li~itations t~ an Individual's Model
A. Presu~~ositions: when something is implicitly assumed in t~e ather per-

son's communication which ~ay, if taken for granted, c~use li:itations
to a persons choices about the experience. .

~g. If you knew how auch Ls~ffered, you wo~ldn't ~ct this way.
There are three pre~uppc~itions in this statement:- 1) ~ suffer
2) you act this way and 3) you don't know.

response: 1) How specifically are you suffering? 2) Kow specifically
aa I actin~? 3) How de you know that I don't know?

NOTE: There are a large number sf different types of presuppositions that
can be identified. For a listin~ see The struc~ure of Ma~ic by
Rich~d Bandler & John Grinder.
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B. Modal Operators of Possibility and Necessity: statements identifying rules
about or li~its to an individual's behavior. (ie •• possibility = can/cantt,
it's PQss1ble/impo5sible, will/won't, may/may not; necessity _ should/
shouldn't, ~ust/~ust ngt, have to, et~.)
e~. t) possibility: I can't relax. response: What stops you?

2) necessity: I shouldn't let anyone know how I feel about that.
response: ~hat would happen if you did?

C. Comolex Sauivalence: when two experiences or events come tG stand for each
other but ~ay not necessarily be synony~ous.
ego She's always yelling at ~e •.•She hates me.
Resuonse: Does yer yelling at you al~ays mean that she hates you? Have yeu
ever yelled at anyone that you didn't hate?

III. Semantic III-?orrnedness
A. Cause-~ftect: when an individual makes a causal linkage between their

their ex~erience or response to some outside stimulus that is not nece-
ssarily directly connected, or where the connection i~ not clear.
ego This lecture makes :e bored.
Response: How specifically does it make you bored?

B. Mind-Reading: when an individual claims to know what another individual
is thinking without having received any specific cvmmu~ications,from the
second individual.
ego Henry never considers my feelings.
Response: Hew do you knew that Henry never considers your feelings?

C. LostPerformative:Statements and:judgements that an individual considers
to be true about the world which ~ay be generalizations based on the in-
dividual's own experienc e. ( Lost perf orma ti ves.:arc characterized by 'IV erds
like: g~ad, bad, crazy, sick, right. wron~, true, false, etc.)
e~. Its bad to be inconsistent about what you t~ink~
Response: Bad for who~? How do you know that it~is bad to be inconsistent?

D. Universal Quantifiers: Words which generalize a few experiences to a
whole class of experience; (characterized by words like: all, every,
always. never, etc.)
ego She never listens to me.
Response: She never listens to you? Hew do you know that she never ~"~--:~z t:':
listens to you?
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He's grateful
I'm scared
I'm angry

Nh1-fE of v:JcLA-·r:tO~

Deletion

C-IfAL.L£IJGl:: .

What,Who

11/1 rcl()/l1.. I\t=c. UVCKl=V

Deleted Material

They, we, everyone, some
people.

Upsets, hurts , gives,
loves, do es •

Frustration, depression,
happiness, confusion.

Lack of referential index

Unspecified Verbs

Nominali zation

What, Who

How, specifically

How, specifically

Specify Referential
Index

Specified Verb
Complex Equiialence

Specified Verb
Complex Equivalent2

All, everyone, everything,
always.

Universal Qu~tifier
Exaggeration

"Has there ever
been •••"

Counter-example
Subjectively perceived

consequences

Can't, should, must, ought,
necessary, couldn't. Modal Operators

(Pos~~~~l~ll~ld

What stops you I Meta- outcome
"What would happen Ilrojected effect

if •••"

The devil made me do it.
She makes me mad.

.--~.

how, specifically Subjectively Identified
x cause y 1 Cause

I know what you're thinki~g.
I know you don't like me.

Cause/Effect

Mind Reading
how, specifically

"how do you know ••T Complex Equivalent

All girls should behave
properly.

Lost Performative According to whoml Deleted Performer

i~
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1) 1 don~t understand,
res p 0 n s e: 'f 0 u 00 n 't un d e r s tan d wn at?

ex.~J'..s .
IN FtJ,e tv] h-J ION

~)l don·t like my doctor.
response: What don't you ljke about him?

3)1'm afraid.
response: ~hom or what are you afraid of?

4)He's the best.
response' He s the test what?

S)He's the Dest doctor.
response: He's the best doctor amongst whcm?

6)1 had a wonoerful birth.
response: What was wonderful about your birth?

7)1 had a terrible forceps delivery with mv first child.
res p 0 n s e : Wh a t was terr i b lea b 0 uti t for you?

8)1 had a hard ljme wjth the pain in laDor,
response: How was it herd for you?

LACK Of REFERENT1~L INDEX

l)No one seems to care atout th~ baby.
response: ~ho, specifically ooesn' t care about the baty?

2)They are insensitive,
response: wtlo/ specifically is insensitive?

3)lt was hard.
response: What specifically was hard for you?o UNSPECIfIED VERBS
UHe hurt me.
response: How/specifically did he hurt you?

2)They ignored me.
response·: How specifically did they ignore you)

~}The children force me to punish them.
response: How/specifically de they force you to punish them?

4}1 trled to remain calm during contractIons
response: Hc~ specifically did you try to remajn calm?

1)1 don t get any appreciation.
response: How would you like to be appreciated?



Z)Pay attentIon.
response: What wculd you like me to attend to?

3) 1 regret my decision.
response: Does anything stop you from re-deciding?

4)1 want help from him.
response: How,specifical1y do you want to be helped by him?

5)1 want support from my husband jurin~ labor.
response: Hew do you want your husband to support you?

6)1 want unaerstanding from the people attending my birth
response: What do you want people to understand about you?

Limiters-ways we ljmit our intake of information in the worlj
;') I2CfM.!~ ~ ~~-.i.s, ~.
'; UNIVERSAL OUANTlfIEJiS V

III never ~o anything right.
response: You absolutely nver do anything right?
or Have you ever done anything right?

Z)¥oure always lying to me.
response:l'm always lying to you?

3,lt 5 impossible to get what 1 want.
response Have you ever gotten what you want?

4,My husband never listens to what 1 say.
response: He never listens to anything you say?

MODAL OPERATOR5 Of NECCE5SITY
1)1 can't do it.
respcnse:What stops YGU~

2)1 have to nave my husband with me in labor.
response What would happen if he wasn t there?

3)1 have to take care of my mother'S feelings.
response: What would happen if you didn' t take care
mother's feelings-

of your

4)1 cant tell him the truth.
response. wn e t wi II happen if you dc,'?
or what stops you from telling him the truth?

5)1 can·t change a~ctors now
response: What stops you?

"'-6)1 must have my daughter present at the birth.
respcnse:What would happen if she wasn' t there?

3
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Semantically ill-formed statements

/
·r.,p~r- .J..f ru/<.s)be/:<fJ10('CAUSE AND EFFECT ~ ,-~~~

IJiour tone of voice bothers me,
How does my tone of voice tother you?

t)He makes me angry,
How is it possible for him to anger you?

3)l'm sad because you're late.
How does my being late make you feel sad?

4)His iaeas annoy me,
Hew does his ideas annoy ycu~or
How aoes his iaeas make you feel annoyej?

5 )''1y de c tor' 5 m anJ1e r mad e me fee 1 h 0 r rib led ur i n g my 1a s t pre 9 n an c v ,
How did his manner make you feel horrible?

6)My wifes anger made me feel inadequate.
How dij your wife's anger make you feel inajequate?
MIND HEADING / ~ r!fl'e~ f4lse. •• V' cDY'lcflA.'s /O,':;S

1) Everybody thcught 1 was taking too much time,
How,specifically ao you know they thought this?

2)1 know what is best for her.
How,5pecifically do you know what is best for her?

3)He knows what 1 will need in labor,
How specifically joes he know what you will need?

4)My mother will know what to do in the case of an emergency
~hat makes you think that she will know what to jo in an
emergency?

I R ~ 6e /.~f.$} ra le sLOET PERf OHJvlATr vr ~I'/'~.r ('n

1)lt's wrong for a baby to cry.
It's wrong for whose baby to cry~

2jThis is the right way to cope with labor.
This is the right way for whom to cope with ]!b~r?

3)That's a sick thing te do,
5ick for whom?

4)Homebirth is the test kind of delivery
The best kind of delivery for who~

S)Underwater birth is e~sier,
Eas i e r f or whom';

4



d J r e c t to n s :
Fill in the bJank with a true response for yourself. Tkry to make
it a meaningful statement about something in your life right now,
or in the past. State the sentence to your partner. Your partner
is to ask you questions to aerive aeeper experience based on the
meta model just described.
1. 1 CI on' t 1i k e _

Z.l get really angry when _

3. People oon t understand me when _

4.1 wish 1 were better at _

5.1 w f s h my (girlfriend, boyfriend,husband,wifej wouJd _

6.1 really appreciate my mother s way of
7.1t is contusing to me wnen _

6. If someone really lcved me they would

9.1·m really scared of

10. l'm very excited about

5



118/ PART V-Addillg Sub-Modalities

never again held or stroked by her mother. Lily was so amazed at
the clarity and detail of her image that she sketched it out and
took it to her mother, who was mystified, since Lily was showing
her exact and detailed sketches of a house that they had lived in
only until Lily was two years old.

SECTION 3
Equiualence in Sub-Modalities: Synesthesia

We usually consider that each of our various sensory systems holds
reign over unique domains of experience. It is more correct,
however, to say that each of our senses is capable of discriminat-
ing particular domains of environmental stimuli. Each of the
senses of vision, audition, kinesthesis, and olfaction monitor
different types of environmental stimuli, but organize that infor-
mation into similar classes of experience. These organizational
classes are what we are calling the sub-modalities. The representa-
tional sy"sterris~then, are unique in terms of the environmental
stimuli they monitor, but in most cases are equivalent in the per-
ceptual distinctions they are capable of making. For example,
all four of the representational systems (vision, audition, kines-
thesis, and olfaction) are capable of providing information in the
sub-modal classes of "location" and U;ntensity."1f we can specify
in what ways the sub-modalities o! the representaional systems
are equivalent and where they "cross-over," we will be in a posi-
tion to generate strategies for change at the sub-modal level
(which, as we have seen, is the level at which change actually
occurs anyway.)

Following is a chart of the sub-modality equivalences which
have come out. of the research reported in the appendix.

-VISION AUDITION KINESTHESIS OLFACTION7

color pitch temperature fragrance
brightness loudness pressure concentration
saturation timbre texture essence
shape patterning form
location location location location .,r :
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Multi-Modality Visualization and

Techniques of Indirect Hypnosis

This chapter focuses on the use of multi-sensory experience
(transmitted through memory) to aid in developing and facilitating
resources for labor, birth and parenting. The term "visualization"
has been used in the past to describe a process which engages
internal visual imagery for learning, or for resolving painful emo-
tional experience. However, "visualization" does not adequately
describe the process that we have been using with great success in
the perinatal period.

Much of the literature describing visualization has popular-
ized the term, but has not further defined it beyond the visual.
"Visualization" is misleading for our purposes, as it implies an
emphasis on the visual sensory modality, ignoring the significance
of the somesthetic and auditory cortices of the brain, which
include the other four sensory channels - hearing, smelling, tast-
ing, touching. It is symptomatic of our visually dominant culture
to describe all such internal experience, or fantasy, as "visualiza-
tion." If the internally generated experience is represented in only
the visual cortex (imagery), we fall short of the impact of
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emotional learning and the experiential quality of what multi-
sensory internal experience can offer.

Secondary Cortieel of the Brain;
the Limbic SYltem and Memory

The limbic system, considered a part of the "old" brain, is
intricately connected and related to biological interpretation of
emotional experience. It is this area of the brain that regulates
hormonal flow through the hypothalamus which activates or inhi-
bits hormone release from the pituitary. Pregnancy and birth
processes depend upon the maternal flow of hormonal release from
the pituitary to ensure both maintenance of the pregnancy and
labor contractions to bring forth the life within. The limbic sys-
tem is also connected through the hippocampus to the secondary
visual, auditory, and somesthetic cortices which are utilized in
long term memory storage.

For our purposes, the point of significance of the brain's
regulation of emotion through the limbic system is the experiential
data stored in secondary cortices of the brain. Memory is created
in a highly charged emotional experience, due to a registering of
significance through the limbic system of the brain. Because the
experience of a personal event is unexpected, out of the ordinary
(as in an emotionally defined traumatic experience) it is
transferred electrochemically (acetylcholine is the neuro-
transmitter) through the hippocampus which acts as a bridge
between the limbic system and long term memory storage~

If events are not perceived as carrying value or significance
to the individual, the data is kept approximately seven hours in
short term memory, never to be encoded in long term memory
storage.

An example will serve to illustrate the significance of emo-
tional intent in the creation of memory. Think of all the dinners
you have prepared for yourself or your family. Because the
dinners may amount to hundreds, without particular individual
significance, you will remember only those that carried some emo-
tional significance to you, either pleasant or unpleasant. If, for
example, during one evening of making dinner, a grease fire was
started, that dinner would be remembered, while others blend
together with little, it any, differentiation. Likewise, a particularly
satisfying, successful dinner might also be recorded in long term
memory due to its emotional significance.

i
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As events are re-lived, or remembered, the secondary cor-
tices of the brain are utilized for re-experiencing the event.
Without the involvement of the secondary cortices, memory can-
not be re-lived by the individual. These encoded memories of
significance form the screen through which the present is experi-
enced. The individual begins to create expectations for the future
based upon perception of past experiences.

By involving the secondary cortices in formulation of "new
experience" in the visualization session, memory is formed.
Memory of significant emotional events can be encoded in the
multi-modality visualization through symbolic experience involv-
ing the participation of the limbic system with electrochemical
transmittance to the secondary cortices. "New experience" is that
which is experienced anew, and can be either "real" experience,
generated from the outside, or "internal" experience, generated
from such a process as multi-modality visualization.

The term "multi-sensory visualization" more accurately
describes the work that we do with pregnant women in a holistic
context. It involves the creation of memory which can be
accessed during labor. Multi-sensory means the creation of
memory involving experience in all (or most) sensory channels
through the secondary (memory) cortices. Multi-sensory visualiza-
tion should serve to engage all three secondary cortices of the
brain (visual, auditory and somesthetic). The somesthe tic cortex
may be activated through one or more of the sensory channels it
encompasses - taste, smell, touch, hearing, or vision. The greater
the involvement of all sensory channels, the fuller and deeper the
experience. However minimally, all secondary cortices of the
brain must be included to justify use of the term, "multi-sensory."

Multi-sensory visualization for birth serves to offer a normal
birthing experience which becomes embedded in memory. A
multi-sensory visualization offers choice of response on an emo-
tional level, for the woman giving birth again, who has had a
difficult or traumatic birth.

Emotional Learning
Behavioral psychologists theorize that learning takes place

within an emotional context. A behavior may later be repeated so
many times that it becomes generalized. The first time we learned
to cross the street, for example, we are taught to carefully look
both ways, and are impressed with the potential danger and
importance of the task at hand. As we learn to cross the street
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alone, without the presence of an adult, we replay, or access the
emotional state of caution and care that we learned in order to
complete the task of crossing the street safely. However, in time,
we repeat the action of crossing a street so many times, and so
many different streets, that our initial learning becomes gennali1:.td
and the emotional impact falls away. When actions or learnings
are repeated numerous times, learning theorists have observed that
the repeated behavior becomes independent of the initial state in
which it was learned.

The experience of labor and birth is not sufficiently repeated
for the average woman of today, to become generalized. There-
fore, the emotional state associated with past births may continue
to be accessed during future labors. Women who adopt out babies
and have unresolved guilt or grief associated with this past expert-
ence may tind themselves having flashbacks to that prior birth
during labor and delivery of their next child. Similar flashback
type experiences can occur with other emotional states calling for
attention during the next labor to heal or resolve past pain.
When the associated feelings of a past birth involving stillbirth,
miscarriage, abortion, or adoption are not expressed, guilt or grief
emerges with increased likelihood during the next labor in order
for the psyche to pursue its natural, healthy course of resolution.
Such emotionally charged states can surface during pregnancy.
Holistic intervention can serve to travel through and soften the
charge of the previous experience. The following case example
from Birthing Normally illustrates this possibility.

Barbara was a twenty-eight year old woman planning a
home delivery for her second pregnancy. Ten years
earlier she had given birth to a baby which was
adopted out. During the initial interview (a routine
birth counselor interview included in the holistic pre·
natal program) Barbara was unable to recall any of
that past birth experience. She seemed afraid of
remembering the past, and spoke about this pregnancy
and birth as her tirst. This was her husband's first
baby. At seven months of pregnancy, Barbara was
told that she might benefit from relaxation training to
help her during birth. Her midwife suggested that the
actual physical occurrence of labor and delivery could
stimulate the currently unavailable memory of
Barbara's past birth experience and that she might
benefit from uncovering that memory before labor, and
learning what that birth had been like for her.
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Barbara came for therapy sessions four times in the
next six weeks. Because of the imminence of the
birth, this timing (seven months gestation) was a per-
fect stimulus for motivating Barbara to participate in a
healing relationship. As women enter late pregnancy,
the potential energy of the building pressure of move-
ment toward birth can catalyze emotional resources for
which insufficient energy had previously existed. A
sense of immediacy becomes increasingly dominant as
the date of delivery nears. In this way timing can play
an important role in facilitating needed psychological
growth.

During her tirst session, Barbara participated in reliv-
ing her birth of ten years before. In a relaxed state
she was able to visualize and remember the labor, her
feelings of shame and inadequacy, and her guilt about
her son. As she relived the experience, she was able to
create change in her visualization, to give herself the
right to hold and touch her baby and to say good-bye
to her son. She had not been able to hold, look, or
talk to her son when his birth had occurred. Visualiz-
ing her son, she was able to feel the loss she had so
long avoided. Her grief poured forth. As she became
aware of her gift of life to him, she was able to move
toward an acceptance of her actions and resolution of
her.guilt.

In our second session, Barbara created a visualization
of meeting her now ten year old son, knowing him,
and finding herself unafraid of the truth of her mother-
hood. Barbara had previously been tense and afraid of
the possibility of ever being sought out by her son.
After her second session she was unafraid of this possi-
bility. She felt she might welcome it, should it occur.
She had now accepted her past. As she reclaimed that
past, she experienced the beauty and strength of her
first birth which could act as a resource for the coming
labor and delivery.

During her third session, Barbara's focus was on her
present pregnancy and a visualization of the birth
experience as it could be for her this time. The com-
pletion of a labor with the birth of the present baby
which she would keep and mother was a fulfilling and
exciting visualization experience for Barbara. She was
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free of psychological guilt. Distrust of her body's asso-
ciation to her first childbirth was no longer a burden
for her.
Barbara came for a fourth time with her husband, who
had been experiencing performance anxiety about his
role as "labor coach." A deeper understanding of his
own coming identity as a father lessened his anxiety
about the birth, and further cemented their commit-
ment to one another and the family they were creating.

Barbara's first childbirth no longer remained hidden
"from her, but could be remembered in the present as a
source of strength and confidence of having created life
and given birth once before. Having accepted her loss
and grieved for the necessary separation from her first
child Barbara could express her guilt and resolve her
emot~onal pain before her next labor. S"he was free to
validate herself as a woman giving birth for the second
time. She had given birth once before, ten years ago.
Her body could now guide her present child into her
arms, as it had almost done years before. The present
baby could now be accepted as a new individual who
was hers to mother.
Through four counseling sessions during the last
trimester of pregnancy, Barbara was able to transform
past shame and failure into a present reso~rce for bi~th
and mothering. Anxiety about a possible meeting
with her first child no longer plagued her as she
became free to be the person she wished to be. Sbl!
gave birth naturally to an eight and one-half pound
baby boy at home, after four hours of active labor.

A multi-sensory birth visualization during her last "'~
served to create an experience encoded in memory offering grulfl
emotional choice to Barbara. With the added memory of the nf.·

alization experience, her first experience of birth was no ""'-,,{1 ~
only emotional association to labor. After expression of grief ~
acceptance of her past, Barbara was able to allow herself to p&f\t(1

pate in a multi-sensory experience of labor and birth for bef.•~-
ing child. We can never (nor should we desire to) "wipe OU' l*'-
experience as an accessible emotional state for a future 1,lbo'. W.
can offer choice on an emotional level for another emouom-l ~
associated to labor and birth - that of a normal and. he~
delivery in which she will keep her child. Mulu--~
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visualization for birth is the expansion of choice on an emotional
level.

A normal multi-sensory visualization of birth includes tech-
niques of indirect hypnosis and what has been popularized as
"neuro-Iinguistic programming" (NLP).89-91 However, the intent
and philosophy for application is different than that of NLP. This
difference is that birth cannot be programmed, as people are not
computers. Human nature defies such reductionism in all forms,
including the fields of psychology and medicine. The potential for
human creativity far exceeds the concept of "programming," and
doe. not explain the problem solving capacity of the human being,
nor the phenomenon of pregnancy, the creation of life in physical
form.

When we as holistic practitioners utilize multi-sensory visual-
inlion for increasing potential for problem resolution and normal
delivery, we cannot lose sight of the fact that the power of birth is
within the pregnant woman. All we can do is offer her choices of
emotional states on which to depend during labor and birth.

Strong emotional associations to an experience of normal
delivery provide an emotional context for the woman who has
never given birth before. A powerful experience can result from a
multi-sensory visualization for birth, beginning as a relaxation. A
bfle( outline of this kind of experience useful for childbirth classes,
I' described in Birthing Normally.55 As a woman enters labor, the
bil·th visualization is designed to trigger emotional resources for
dnling with the process, particularly in un medicated situations.
Developing resources for coping with pain in labor are also
Iddreased in holistic childbirth classes.

Women who have not previously experienced childbirth
quest Ior an emotional context to prepare for the unknown of
btrth. Since learning is dependent upon an emotional state, a
!Ir.!)m.ln preparing for her first labor will indeed find an emotional
\I)nlnt In which to embed her learnings. A normal multi-sensory
blftl~ visualization can provide an inner image of birth offering an
mtational or experiential context for preparation that is both real-
.uc and reassuring. In addition, her birth visualization catalyzes
prt1(mal resources for labor in the pregnant woman. Suggestions
~ Adjustment and adaptation stimulate resources for dealing with
•• upcoming labor.

Emotional "flashbacks" can occur when we are re-presented
,.,uh . . .a IltuatlOn already experienced as traumatic in the past.
"th ia no exception. When faced with a subsequent birth,
\l!llllee'Q commonly "flash back" to previous labor experiences. A
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free of psychological guilt. Distrust of her body's asso-
ciation to her first childbirth was no longer a burden
for her.

Barbara came for a fourth time with her husband, who
had been experiencing performance anxiety about his
role as "labor coach." A deeper understanding of his
own coming identity as a father lessened his anxiety
about the birth, and further cemented their commit-
ment to one another and the family they were creating.

Barbara's first childbirth no longer remained hidden
from her, but could be remembered in the present as a
source of strength and confidence of having created life
and given birth once before. Having accepted her loss
and grieved for the necessary separation from her first
child, Barbara could express her guilt and resolve her
emotional pain before her next labor. She was free to
validate herself as a woman giving birth for the second
time. She had given birth once before, ten years ago.
Her body could now guide her present child into her
arms, as it had almost done years before. The present
baby could now be accepted as a new individual who
was hers to mother.

Through four counseling sessions during the last
trimester .of pregnancy, Barbara was able to transform
past shame and failure into a present resource for birth
and mothering. Anxiety about a possible meeting
with her first child no longer plagued her as she
became free to be the person she wished to be. She
gave birth naturally to an eight and one-half pound
baby boy at home, after four hours of active labor.

A multi-sensory birth visualization during her last session
served to create an experience encoded in memory offering greater
emotional choice to Barbara. With the added memory of the visu-
alization experience, her first experience of birth was no longer her
only emotional association to labor. After expression of grief and
acceptance of her past, Barbara was able to allow herself to partici-
pate in a multi-sensory experience of labor and birth for her com-
ing child. We can never (nor should we desire to) "wipe out" past
experience as an accessible emotional state for a future labor. We
can offer choice on an emotional level for another emotional state
associated to labor and birth - that of a normal and healthy
delivery in which she will keep her child. Multi-sensory~
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visualization for birth is the expansion of choice on an emotional
level.

A normal multi-sensory visualization of birth includes tech-
niques of indirect hypnosis and what has been popularized as
"neuro-linguistic programming" (NLP)~9-91 However, the intent
and philosophy for application is different than that of NLP. This
difference is that birth cannot be programmed, as people are not
computers. Human nature defies such reductionism in all forms,
including the fields of psychology and medicine. The potential for
human creativity far exceeds the concept of "programming," and
does not explain the problem solving capacity of the human being,
nor the phenomenon of pregnancy, the creation of life in physical
form.

When we as holistic practitioners utilize multi-sensory visual-
ization for increasing potential for problem resolution and normal
delivery, we cannot lose sight of the fact that the power of birth is
within the pregnant woman. All we can do is offer her choices of
emotional states on which to depend during labor and birth.

Strong emotional associations to an experience of normal
delivery provide an emotional context for the woman who has
never given birth before. A powerful experience can result from a
multi-sensory visualization for birth, beginning as a relaxation. A
brief outline of this kind of experience useful for childbirth classes,
is described in Birthing Normally.55 As a woman enters labor, the
birth visualization is designed to trigger emotional resources for
dealing with the process, particularly in unmedicated situations.
Developing resources for coping with pain in labor are also
addressed in holistic childbirth classes.

Women who have not previously experienced childbirth
quest for an emotional context to prepare for the unknown of
birth. Since learning is dependent upon an emotional state, a
woman preparing for her first labor will indeed find an emotional
context in which to embed her learnings. A normal multi-sensory
birth visualization can provide an inner image of birth offering an
emotional or experiential context for preparation that is both real-
istic and reassuring. In addition, her birth visualization catalyzes
personal resources for labor in the pregnant woman. Suggestions
for adjustment and adaptation stimulate resources for dealing with
the upcoming labor.

Emotional "flashbacks" can occur when we are re-presented
with a situation already experienced as traumatic in the past.
Birth is no exception. When faced with a subsequent birth,
women commonlv "fllI~h har-k" to nrpv;olls bhor P vn(>r;I'nrl'. A,
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labor immediately preceding the current one is usually prominent.
If the previous labor was experienced as a positive, uplifting
experience, "flashbacks" occur as commonly as when labor wu
experienced as deeply depressing and fearful. The WOIlWl

experiencing flashbacks to a previously positive and exciting
memory may not notice or label such flashbacks as they do not
call up anxiety. Her reliance upon past experience to prepare and
make sense of her current labor will be significant, and represent.
the same phenomenon as flashbacks identified as frightening or
negative. We simply flash back to any associated past experience
and will usually associate to that emotionally charged association
which is the strongest. Flashbacks serve an emotional context
reflecting a woman's resources for dealing with labor. A multi.
sensory visualization for birth may also serve this purpose. Dur-
ing labor, many women report flashing back to the images and
sensations used during a multi-sensory birth visualization. Several
women have experienced repeating metaphors from the multi-
sensory visualization which helped them in labor. These include
"I knew the wave (contraction in an ocean metaphor) would
always come to shore."

The multi-sensory experience of visualization can offer IlJI

effective means of linking an emotional state with learning and
preparing for birth. This emotional context offers a sound foun-
dation of confidence and security in the labor process for llle
woman expecting her first child. It also offers a viable alternative
for experiencing increased confidence and security as an emotional
state for the woman who has past traumatic or fearful labon.
When emotions from past trauma have not been resolved, it il usu-
ally necessary to resolve the emotional rejection that so often
ensues, before turning the attention to a birth visualiutivD
Accepting the past "self' that gave birth renders a woman free \0

forgive herself. Connecting, reliving and healing past Iou.
whether it be the loss of a child or of self-esteem, yields a woman
more access to her resources for coping with the upcoming labot
The experience of acceptance or healing reclaims parts of herself
needed for her next labor (as with Barbara). The emotional wor~
of forgiving forms an experience which becomes a strongly av••l·
able choice for access or linkage during birth. We could (,nit

think of forgiving as transforming the past traumatic expenence

For many women, the experience of birth has been auoci·
ated and inextricably linked with traumatic experience. Becautt
emotion serves as the "glue" of human perception, traUD\ltk
memories can be triggered when the physiological state of labot It
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re-entered. If an experience of forgiveness has already occurred
during visualization, the emotional association to forgiveness or
acceptance will also be experienced in association with the physio-
logical state of labor. Memory operates in this manner of emo-
tional association, since creation of memory is dependent on an
emotional context.

The following case from Claudia Panuthos' Tramformation
Hrough BiTt~2 reflects the emotional work of integrating past
parts of ourselves in life experience.

Amy lost her daughter, Tara, two hours after birth.
Amy had carried to full term and seemed to have a
normal pregnancy. Tara was delivered vaginally after
a seven hour labor. The delivery was very pleasing to
Amy, since her son had been born by cesarean section.

Tara had multiple birth defects, including a mal-
formed, lower-intestinal septum. Joe, Amy's husband,
immediately said he wanted to hold Tara, and
encouraged Amy to do the same.

In an act of absolute courage, Amy and Joe named
their daughter, held her, and said good-bye to her.
They did so against the advice of medical personnel,
and they felt they had to fight to claim their child.

After several months of grieving, they came to us
because they felt a deep lack of peace and a painful
hole in their lives. They both wanted children, yet felt
they could not become pregnant again until they
resolved their loss.

We recalled the events of the pregnancy and birth and
settled these so that both Amy and Joe could move on
to' full grieving of Tara. Then, we introduced the
healing process derived from the Senoi ritual.

We asked them each, in separate sessions, to see Tara
as they remembered her, focusing her into view as best
they could, and to let us know when they saw her. We
then asked them to ask Tara from their hearts - not
minds - if she wanted anything further. Amy said
Tara wanted her, Amy, to forgive herself. Joe said
Tara wanted nothing.

We asked Amy if she would be willing to forgive her-
self. Amy replied that she would. We then asked
each of them to ask Tara to take them to the source of
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her power. Tara took each of them to the summer
home where she had been conceived.

We then invited Amy and Joe, separately, to ask Tara
for a gift - a gift that would represent her apprecia-
tion to them as loving parents and a sign of their eter-
nal love. Each of them received a heart. Amy's came
in the form of a gold locket. Joe's came in the form of
a red valentine.

We then invited each of them to go out into the world
and find these gifts, to bring them home, and to keep
them as reminders of Tara and the eternal love
between them.

We then asked each of them to let Tara know that
they would be okay - so that if she, Tara, needed to
move on anywhere, she would be free to do so. We
reminded Amy and Joe that they would never forget
or stop loving Tara, and added that if anyone ever
encouraged them to do so, to reject this advice
immediately. However, losing a child and suffering
were very different, and we asked them to consider
never suffering unnecessarily again - to welcome their
sorrow and tears but never to suffer from self-criticism,
or attempts at justifying, or anything else.

Last year Amy and Joe gave birth to a beautiful son,
Matthew. They brought Tara's gifts to Matthew's
birth and felt they acquired much self-confidence from
her symbolic presence. They grieved and healed and
allowed the birds of sorrow to pass without nesting in
their hair.
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We can never "get rid of" our past, as we can never deny
our own past experience, feelings and actions. All that we have
been must be accepted and integrated if we are to have fullest
access to our resources for coping and problem-solving in the
present. When clients speak of "getting rid of" an aspect of them-
selves, our job is to help them accept, or welcome that part, of
themselves and their past. Our task is to facilitate an integration
which can recover important and necessary resources. As with
Barbara, her past became a resource for her coming delivery,
instead of a shame to be forgotten. For how could she ever for-
get?
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Integrating that which we desire to reject in ourselves or our
past deepens our resources for coping or problem-solving. We
render ourselves more accessible to our capacity to accept and love
ourselves as well as others. It is only natural that such an emo-
tional state leaves us more resilient and able to solve and resolve
challenges as they come up. A child is more secure, resourceful
and capable of dealing with life when she has been raised with at
least minimal consistency of love and caring. Research on autistic
adults and children have long documented the absolute necessity
of love for normal human development. Love and acceptance are
not luxuries, but essential elements for life. Babies raised in insti-
tutions with little handling, have been observed to die for lack of
loving care communicated by touch.97

To be self-generative adults, we must not only be able to
love others, but also ourselves. The pregnant woman is no excep-
tion. As she grows a child within her, she must be given every
opportunity to generate her own self-acceptance for any part of
herself that has remained unacceptable, particularly in regard to
past childbirth or mother-daughter relationships. Women who
have lost their own mothers at an early age often experience rejec-
tion of themselves as mothers-to-be. Resolving grief, anger, and
love from the past can free a woman to relearn a living concept of
motherhood in her life.

Learning takes place in an emotional context. Emotional
associations to past events can be relearned in an alternate con-
text. Multi-sensory visualization is the creation of memory on a
neurophysiological level which engages the limbic system. The
use of multi-sensory visualization may provide an alternate emo-
tional context for association at birth, and may also serve as a pri-
mary emotional background for the woman preparing for her first
baby. Birth visualization in multi-sensory context simply provides
for choice of emotional response to labor. Unlike other childbirth
methods of preparation, a multi-sensory visualization must address
emotional learning.

Didactic VI. Emotional Learning: The
Search For an Emotional Context

Holistic prenatal care is oriented towards the emotional and
experiential aspects of preparation that prove so meaningful in
labor and delivery outcome. Didactic teaching is the usual
western method. However, an emphasis on more "education" to
the childbirth process, when done in only a didactic fashion,
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ignores the emotional integration that is elemental to learning.
Our society is so lacking in community and the experience of
group sharing on a daily level, and so women are left with what-
ever emotional impressions about birth that they have picked up.
Women have been left alone to fill in the emotional "glue" neces-
sary to understand and prepare for childbirth in the prenatal set-
ting. For some, this emotional context may be very conducive to
normal birthing and fear may be minimal. For others, past
experience or associations (mothers, sisters, friends) are called
upon to fill in the emotional background, and fear may be the
emotional candidate used for learning. In a holistic approach, we
must respect a woman's need and search for an emotional context
in which to embed her preparation for the unknown. Whenever
we prepare for something of significance for which we have never
before prepared, (as with a first baby), we search for an emotional
understanding of what to expect. The emotional aspect of
preparation is inevitable. It is not a choice. Therefore, we cannot
offer a woman preparation in which we expect her to have "no
expectations" for birth. Traveling through emotional preparation
is recognized and encouraged in a holistic model and a multi-
sensory visualization provides an opportunity for experiential
learning of the birth process. It does not take the place, but
occurs in addition to the didactic teaching that may take place
with the aid of a birth atlas?3 Multi-sensory birth visualization is
the inner, experiential path of birth, while didactic presentation
for the external eye is provided in the usual manner with diagrams
and definitions of first, second, and third phases (stages) of labor.

In a basic, multi-sensory birth visualization we attempt to
provide the potential for "flashbacks" of experience which may be
utilized during labor. Suggestions for a woman's intimate and
individual adaptation and adjustment to the process is also com-
municated during the multi-sensory visualization.

Flashbacks are experientially linked to the individual's past
experience, and can come out of memory experience which was
"real" or created within the context of the multi-sensory visualiza-
tion or even the relationship between practitioner and client (espe-
cially true in psychotherapy relationships). The brain does not
differentiate between "real" memory (that which happened in the
"real" world) and memory that is generated internally (through
multi-sensory visualization, dreams, etc.) in the manner in which it
is encoded neurophysiologic ally in the brain. The person is
aware, knows whether an occurrence is a "real" event or one
experienced internally, but the emotional significance can be
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equal, and both can be remembered. Like multi-sensory visualiza-
tion, past "real" events no longer exist -"- are no longer happen-
ing, except in the experience of memory as the mind re-lives that
emotionally encoded experience. Such is also the case with visual-
ization.

The greater the practitioner's ability to engage all the sen-
sory channels in the visualization the more experientially deep the
process may become. As the visualization is experiential, it
becomes a valid memory which can be utilized as a resource when
that memory experience is activated during labor. Like any other
flashback of a positive, normal experience, multi-sensory visualiza-
tion memory can provide an emotional context in which to adapt
to labor and birth.· It can provide a framework for faith and belief
in the body process.

Birth is a doorway for the integration of body and mind. A
woman's body encompasses her baby during pregnancy, and much
work is being done to nourish and grow a child, but without the
attention of the conscious mind. Everything happens automati-
cally until birth when the process becomes "conscious-cized," and
a woman must relate to her baby as consciously separate from her
body. Once the baby is born, conscious thought determines when
to pick the baby up, to feed, change, and dress the baby to protect
it from cold. Birth constitutes the transition from intuitive moth-
ering to conscious, deliberate mothering. Birth visualization aids
in the development of trust and faith during this transition.

The advantage of using multi-sensory visualization for physi-
cal processes is that it becomes possible to identify emotional fac-
tors related to physicality. Emotional correlates to physical prob-
lems may be rendered more available for resolution when such
resolution is needed. The use of multi-sensory visualization to
explore the emotional associations to body experience can be
invaluable for resolution of the presenting problem. Applied to
pregnancy and birth, an exploratory visualization may be utilized
as a tool for resolving complications of pregnancy. Multi-sensory
visualization is a technique in the holistic model for prenatal care,
which allows for an understanding of the emotional aspects which
are a part of the woman's experience. A holistic model for prena-
tal care must include the emotional, as well as physical aspects of
the woman, as important and meaningful. When using this
method to explore the emotional correlates to the physical

• The reader is referred to Holistic Prenatal Care workshops offered by the authon
for further experiential learning.
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experience, the woman and her practitioner involve themselves in
free discovery of internal experience. The following example can
briefly represent the spirit of the exploratory nature of visualiza-
tion for one particular woman experiencing a breech presentation.

Martha came for relaxation and visualization after her
midwife discovered that the baby had just turned to
the breech presentation. During the visualization,
Martha was asked to become her baby: to describe
the baby's experience and perspective in the first per-
son, such as "I'm now sitting upside down." She
presented the real fear of the baby inside her, which
was also the fear of the psychological baby of her own
ego. She feared losing her husband through birth.
Martha discovered that she felt she predominantly
mothered her husband in their relationship together.
She found that his son-like dependence upon her lent
stability to their relationship. She had hoped for a
shift of energy as the pregnancy developed so she
would be receiving more of the "mothering" attention
from him. She had expected to shift her mothering
energy as the pregnancy became term, to redirect this
"mothering" energy to her baby. She also discovered
that this had not occurred. She had expected their
roles to change, and that having a baby would cause
her husband to switch into the "mothering" role for
her, in this way affecting what she felt had been a
needed change in the relationship for a long time. She
felt her husband was withdrawing from nurturing her
and simultaneously demanding more and more mother-
ing attention from her. She expressed verbally that
she wanted "a turn," "a change in the direction" of
that energy.

Linguistically, people often speak in literal terms which have
direct symbolic as well as literal meanings. Freud had discovered
this long ago when he developed his method of "free association"
in a reclining position. Carl Jung took Freud's discovery one step
further in utilizing symbols as expressions of living, or "real"
experience in his therapy with patients. Jung used "active" asso-
ciation, or dreaming, to change emotional experience and redirect
the patient's energy towards self-acceptance. However, he also
recognized the symbolic, verbal representation of his patients as
very concrete and real experience. "Freudian slips" of the tongue
have long been recognized as having meaning on a "sub"
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conscious or intra-psychic level. Milton Erickson found that he
could diagnose physical problems, and often did so, by listening to
the linguistical choices his patients used to describe experiences of
an emotional nature.504 Erickson believed this phenomenon to be
based on the fact that the patient has unconscious, or "body"
knowledge that he/she is unaware of on a conscious level. We
have found this to be true in pregnant women who intuitively
"know" the sex of the baby, based upon the belief that their body
"knows" such details. Although below her common awareness,
inside herself and with her body's knowledge, she is either "mak-
ing" a boy, or a girl. As a woman accepts the fact that her body
"knows" the sex, it has been our experience that she may in fact
get in touch with such body knowledge which is then spontane-
ously verbalized during the visualization process.

The Unconscious Construction of Language
The reader may now be asking the question, "But why

should such information come out linguistically, on a verbal
level?" The answer is that our selection of words is not consciously
determined. We begin a sentence without knowing yet how it will
be completed. Verbal expression may be started consciously,
meaning the left hemisphere of the brain is involved, The choice
of words to describe an experience emotionally are taken from the
thought processes of the right hemisphere of the brain, formerly
called the "unconscious" or "sub-conscious." As a culture we have
emphasized the importance of left hemispheric thinking, (i.e. ana-
lytic logic, and reducing a whole to analyzable parts). As right
hemisphere phenomena are recognized they have been labeled as
"sub-conscious" or coming from the "sub-conscious. " Yet no
"sub-conscious" exists as an organ. There does exist a right hemi-
sphere of the human brain which thinks in wholes, rather than
parts, and synthesizes the feeling content of verbal expression.

"Freudian slips" were simply the right hemisphere's search
for the correct linguistical representation for the feeling content of
the patient's communication. Erickson identified language choice
as involving knowledge beyond that of which the patient was
aware. Erickson considered body knowledge part of the patient's
knowledge as a human organism, below their conscious experi-
ence, but nonetheless available.

To complete sentences, talk, or express concepts, ideas, and
experience through language, a person must "intuitively" or
"unconsciously" select words that describe, and tonality and
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phrases (pauses, variation in pitch, loudness] that express or
represent, the internal experience. The right hemisphere of the
brain is involved in choosing the tonality, phrasing, emphasis, and
descriptive words of the communication. We do this automati-
cally, using the right hemisphere to search our vocabulary for
words and phrases which communicate feeling, while simultane-
ously utilizing the left hemisphere to identify the intent to begin
and complete sentences about the phenomena being described. As
children, we had to learn how to speak in complete sentences.
The left hemisphere is involved in grammatical construction of
sentences, which later becomes automatic as we utilize language.
When children first talk, they speak in concepts represented by
one word or one phrase, just as adults learning a new language
will tend towards incorrect grammar, or incomplete sentences
while the right hemisphere offers phrases (hand movements and
non-verbal expression as well) or a significant single word in an
attempt to describe something. As the left hemisphere learns new
vocabulary and grammatical construction, the right hemisphere
has more word choice from which to effectively communicate the
emotional expression. Linguistically, it is the right hemisphere
which chooses the words used, even as the left hemisphere com-
pletes the construction in grammar and sentence form. Oftentimes
in multi-sensory visualization, a woman may be speaking in
phrases, or incomplete sentences, as she speaks from a deep relaxa-
tion, using more the feeling (right hemisphere) part of the brain to
communicate. This is often the case in dreams as well.

Jung recognized the value of "symbols" as communicating
emotional significance in dreaming. The right hemisphere is the
half of the brain involved in emotional feeling and association. It
is also connected into the autonomic nervous system which helps
to regulate the unconscious body workings, such as the beating of
the heart, respiration, digestion, and other workings of the smooth
muscles ofthe body. The involuntary, or autonomic nervous sys-
tem is connected into the lower uterine segment as well.

We can begin to understand that there is much that we are
not conscious of at any particular time. When engrossed in read-
ing a book, we may be unaware (not conscious) of someone enter-
ing the room, or the hands on the dial of our watch. What can be
accessed through the right hemisphere of the brain has long been
labeled as "subconscious" or "subliminal." Perhaps it is time in
the twentieth century to demystify ourselves from this shadowy
and sometimes disturbed "subconscious" as we begin to recognize
our culture's natural bias to left hemisphere thinking. Betty
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Edwards writes beautifully of the bias our educational system has
taken in its emphasis on analytic left hemisphere skills applied to
areas of math and reading while ignoring the skills of the right
hemisphere in spatial relationship of wholes and expression of
emotional content?6 As children, most of us have not developed
right hemisphere skills and thinking. So, as adults, we find our-
selves aware of "intuition" and "hunches" but having no idea
where they originate! The thinking processes of the right hemi-
sphere go unrecognized, and have been given a mysterious loca-
tion called the "subconscious." There is more freedom (and leas
fear) in exploring that which is felt and expressed by the right
hemisphere. It is no longer mysterious that we may "feel" in our
bodies what may be occurring on the inside ("making" a boy or
girl, etc.) aad express that knowledge through the words chosen
by the right hemisphere to communicate.

Betty Edwards was able to teach non-artists to draw, using
exercises to develop the skills of the right hemisphere. Her exer-
cises necessitated the participation of the right hemisphere on an
experiential level, resulting in an amazing (to us, culturally)
increase in her students' abilities to draw. What· we have called
"talent" is becoming recognized as skill which has fallen by the
wayside as our educational system teaches mostly from a didactic,
left hemisphere orientation.

As holistic practitioners, we too have come largely from a
didactic educational background with little integration of left and
right hemisphere thinking and skills. Our ability to perceive and
think using input from the right hemisphere has often been
ignored. Naturally, we use our right hemisphere on a daily basis
- to talk, to feel, to write, to persuade, and even to communicate
caring and love. But most practitioners of medicine do not know
how to use right hemisphere thinking on a conscious level. Thus,
we often refer to "hunches," and may rely on our intuition as well
as professional training. We are limited without the development
and utilization of the right hemisphere in our understanding and
ability to identify the source of our "hunches. "What contributes
to "hunches" that are correct and to those not born out in physi-
cal reality as we know it?

In addition to being culturally non-dominant in right hemi-
sphere thinking and application, we are a predominantly visual
and kinesthetically oriented society. Logic of the twentieth cen-
tury has followed that which can be seen on an external basis.
Problem solving and resolution has been limited to some extent to
the visual cortex of the brain. Role modeling has proved an
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effective means of teaching in our society because of this heavy
orientation to the visual modality for processing experience. The
development of the auditory cortex has lagged. Utilizing what is
heard as well as what can be seen is of vital importance in the clin-
ical setting.

We cannot "see" a woman's experience, except with our
inner eye, or secondary visual cortex, which must represent that
which is heard. The accuracy of our hearing will determine our
ability to accurately represent her experience to ourselves. To
describe her experience of a multi-sensory visualization of her
baby within her womb, a woman must use both right and left
hemispheres to put that experience into the auditory realm of
language. As we develop our capacity to hear, we can identify
where our "hunches" come from, and begin to understand the
relationship of linguistics to human experience and physical man-
ifestation.

It is therefore not at all mysterious that Martha uses the
phrases "a turn" or "change in direction" when describing her
feelings about her relationship with her husband, discovering how
she felt about the couples' dynamics in relation to her coming
baby. Without having yet discussed her breech presentation, an
acute listener (and experienced practitioner) would have been able
to identify the potential for the baby having changed positions,
much as Erickson listened to language and could identify probable
diagnoses.

Many practitioners who tend toward an affiliation with a
holistic philosophy can identify times when "hunches" experi-
enced clinically were born out in actuality. Many midwives attri-
bute "psychic" descriptions to such experience. However
"psychic" such experiences may be, they are also logical and can
be heard in Iinguistical representation of experience. Our task as
holistic practitioners is to make available description of an
experiential and emotional quality, such as is possible in a variety
of ways, including multi-sensory visualization, for exploration of a
physical problem. We cannot look for cause and effect, as that
would presume that we know more than we do. As practitioners
we must learn not to interpret a woman's experience, but simply to
explore and discover the experiential nature of her pregnancy with
her. This unassuming and open attitude is necessary, in explora-
tory visualization. A holistic practitioner does not presume
knowledge, or proclaim the "cause" of a physical symptom, but
simply explores and discovers at the same time as the client. Any
pre-judgement will color and limit the practitioner's ability to be
useful.

I
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Skills of hearing and right hemisphere thinking must be
developed, if the practitioner is to clearly trace and identify where
such "hunches" and "intuition" have originated. As practitioners,
we must be able to trace our "hunches" or conclusions to the
client's linguistics to be accurate and not mistake our own internal
experience as the client's. The more experienced a practitioner
becomes, the more easily he/she can trace feelings to their correct
source. In this way, we continually develop our capacity to think
with the right hemisphere, as well as the left, to make clinical use
of our feelings and apply them accurately.

As Martha talked about her need for a "change in direction"
of the energy between her and her husband, she began to imagine
an energetic reversal with her becoming the recipient of the nur-
turing energy she needed from him. Doing this, she became
aware that it was she herself, lying on the couch in the room, who
was giving herself that energy. She followed suggestions to con-
tact an inner part of herself that could begin to give her the nur-
turing she needed to have the energy to mother her baby. She
felt herself experiencing the nurturing she had been missing. She
discovered that she had been waiting for this change in energy to
come from outside herself, rather than searching for it within her-
self. The awareness Martha came to is sometimes all that is
needed for the baby to turn head down. Body adjustment can
occur as the mind becomes aware of conflict being expressed.
Body tension comes from the work of hiding conflict from con-
sciousness. If Martha is scared and is not supposed to know she's
scared, and can hide these fears, her everyday life seems undis-
turbed. In peak experiences such as birth when the veil of such
secrets lifts, body functions may break down as neuroregulatory
systems struggle to handle and sort previously hidden emotions.
Emotions provide the link between consciousness and body. Cry-
ing is a good emotional release, and helped Martha realize she
could begin directing her energy inwards to her baby, and begin
her long delayed nesting. Her body had known this need longer
than was comfortable. As Martha began to redirect her mothering
energy inward, she also increased (in her initial belief system) her
risk of losing her husband. She became aware that either she
could risk the loss of her husband (according to the unconscious
family rules she was abiding by) or lose her experience of mother-
ing. Her visualization provided a form of psychophysiological
centering. Martha's husband was planning to be present at the
birth. He was ambivalent in his desire for her to become a
mother as her due date approached. When Martha stopped moth-
ering him, and began paying attention to herself, he in turn began
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to give her more of the nurturing and support she needed from
him. Changing or re-balancing the family system needed to hap-
pen, but required facilitation from the therapist in the multi-
sensory visualization experience to overcome the family inertia
toward that change. The family system had insufficient resources
to change its own patterns. An intermediary system of therapist
and family was required to create change. Then the family could
separate from therapist and continue its own unique path of
growth.

The baby did turn back to vertex and Martha had a normal
vaginal birth.

A similar situation occurred with another woman whose
baby had turned to the breech position. Her family was having
many financial and emotional problems. Other people were sleep-
ing uninvited (by her) in their house. Catherine had become the
recipient of much stress and tension. Two other children were eli-
citing behavior problems in association with the tension of the
household. At the beginning of pregnancy Catherine had bled
and had threatened miscarriage. Her midwife intuited that the
family situation was not helping Catherine and referred her for
therapy in her eighth month of pregnancy. Therapy continued
until the day before labor began. Many feelings were expressed
along with important life changes. Much relief was in the air in
the last therapy session, when feelings of love and acceptance
could finally come through between the marital partners. Later
that evening the baby turned to vertex and was born the next day
with a normal one hour and forty-five minute labor.

Women give birth in a style unique to how they live. How
a woman handles crises and challenges arising during or before
pregnancy gives clues as to how she and her body will handle
birth. No birth can ever be predicted, but tendencies and trends
can be identified. Multi-sensory visualization can provide oppor·
tunity for expression and exploration, as can other forms of family
or individual counseling.

One woman referred by her midwife often worried intensely
about events just before their occurrence. She realized, "You
know, things always turn out real fine for me and I'm always
surprised." Such a statement reflects an underlying biobehavioral
tendency positive for birth in revealing that the objects of
Charlotte's anxiety usually transform to gratifying events. Her
experience of her anxiety, even in the form of worry, cannot be
underestimated in its impact on problem resolution. Worry gives
expression to anxiety which can end in rearranging perceptions of 1
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the world and even plans for events, such as birth. Birth can be a
positive and normal experience for her despite high levels of sur-
face anxiety. Charlotte's work of worrying could be explored and
perhaps identified as "fruitful" rather than merely compulsive or
without benefit. Pregnancy and birth did not differ from other
aspects of Charlotte's life in the sense that Charlotte is a person
and will give birth in her own style. Women can make tremen-
dous changes during labor. Visualization may facilitate changes
and reorganization of perceptions before labor, thereby increasing
the likelihood of normal birth. Early intervention is most prefer-
able; however, some emotions are not easily surfaced before seven
months pregnancy when birth is experienced as imminent to the
woman. Some emotions do not surface until labor.

Utilizing Both Hemispheres of the ·Brain
Research on the functions and activities of the two hemi-

spheres of the brain have revealed the right (in most people,
although sometimes reversed) hemisphere to be attentive to wholes
or gestalts, in terms of comprehension?B-99 The right hemisphere
participates in selection of tonality, and phrasing used in construc-
tion of verbal sentences, while the left hemisphere gives the con-
tent, or thought. The right hemisphere utilizes spatial relation-
ship engaging in activities such as drawing and understanding the
contextual framework involved in communication. The left hemi-
sphere specializes in "taking things apart", or "breaking things
down" (to components to analyze), while the right hemisphere is
utilized to "put things back together", or to synthesize.

In today's society, we have become "left" hemisphere
oriented, only because we have specialized in analytic thought and
applied such thought to most fields of endeavor, even to the arts,
in order to "perfect" technique. The right hemisphere, however,
has been given recognition for "creativity" and the tide is turning
as we now exist in a new age, a kind of renaissance of holism.

Holism comes from the old English, hael; to heal, or to Pllt
together again. In language, to convey meaning, or context to our
messages, we must choose words, tonality, emphasis and phrasing
to communicate. We engage our right hemisphere of the brain to
choose the emphasis and words from a feeling context for the
whole of what we are trying to say. Of course, we do not even
need to think about it. Language construction becomes as
unconscious or automatic as walking. Yet at one time we did not
walk and had to learn, and we did not talk, except in phrases and
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incomplete sentences. Before the left hemisphere comprehends
grammatical construction and acquires an enlarged vocabulary, a
young child is dependent upon the right hemisphere to communi-
cate messages, using only phrases and tonality for emphasis. Very
quickly the young child acquires language skills and vocabulary
and becomes able to express tonality, phrasing, and emphasis
(right hemisphere) while utilizing complete sentence structure and
being able to choose from a more complete vocabulary (left hemi-
sphere) to express him/herself.

Language is one of the most intimate expressions a person can
use to represent personal experience to another human being.
How a person synthesizes language to represent experience reflects
the feelings and beliefs about that experience. The words chosen,
the tonality and phrasing generated, in addition to non-verbal
expressions (right hemisphere selection) all come together from a
person's internal experience. The verbal expression is a very inti-
mate representation of what is being felt (right hemisphere) and
thought (left hemisphere) on the inside. It is one of the closest,
most immediate and accessible symbols of the client's internal
experience. Words actually grow out of internal thought and sen-
sation for all of us, much like a painting grows from the artist's
hand, or music from a musician.

We are all artists of our native tongue. As practitioners we
can increase our sensitivity and auditory skills to better
comprehend the beliefs and feelings of the pregnant woman as she
describes her experience through language. Feelings, attitudes
and beliefs are all part of the gestalt of human experience com-
municated through language.

Language: A Medium for Experience
We all use both hemispheres of our brains, particularly when

we are enjoying ourselves. When we enjoy and indulge in music,
we utilize the right hemisphere to participate in tonality change,
or melody. Following the melody line along, we participate in the
sensation of rhythm and rhythmic alterations (left hemisphere)
providing a totalization of experience that can be very enjoyable.
With both hemispheres immersed in experience, there is no
"observer" or "ego." There is only experience.

Un-self-conscious experience results from integrating both
hemispheres in the participation of the process whether it be
music, art, or multi-modality visualization.

I
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The practitioner utilizes language as the medium for creat-
ing experience in a multi-modality visualization process. In order
to fully appreciate the multi-modality birth visualization included
in the transcript of the next chapter, it is necessary to hear it. and
be able to study in depth the nuances of tonality, phrasing, and
linkages to suggestions that occur. An in depth study of this
nature can begin at a workshop or seminar. However, the tech-
niques for indirect hypnosis (suggestion) utilizing both hemi-
spheres of the brain can prove effective in understanding the tran-
script of the birth visualization to follow. The following tech-
niques of indirect hypnosis will be identified as they appear in the
transcript.

Embedded Commands
Embedded commands are suggestions which take the form of

phrases, or separate messages for the right hemisphere of the
brain. These messages stand out because of pauses between
words, changes in intonation (including volume, pitch, speed, and
tex.tural quality of th~ voice) or an ungrammatical use of language
which creates confusion (to the left hemisphere) causing the mes-
sage to stand out separately to the right hemisphere. Using a
person's name can also serve to punctuate the sentence so that a
par.t of it (a phrase) is emphasized as a separate message that is
easily comprehended by the right hemispher~.

Example: You don't have to ... Mary, cry, ... if
you don't want to.

"~ary, cry," can be separated by (1) pauses in language, (2)
change 10 volume or textural quality of voice or (3) use of the per-
sonal name, Mary, to break up the sentence. "Mary, cry," can
stand out as a suggestion to the right hemisphere in one or all
three ways.

Truism

A truism is a statement that the client accepts or believes to
be true, followed by a suggestion, which is often secured by yet
another truism that follows that suggestion. Because the left hemi-
sphere is "satisfied" by truth or fact, it does not seek to question,
analyze, or negate, leaving the right hemisphere free (without any
self-talk) to accept the suggestion given.
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Example: "With your next breath you can become
aware of the fact that you are breathing oxygen right
into your baby now, so that you might even imagine
what it might look like on the inside of your womb,
because you too were on the inside of a womb at one
time, a different womb, but still you have been on the
inside so that you can give yourself the right to imag-
ine what it might look like on the inside of the womb
right now, the placenta carrying oxygen through the
cord right into your baby."

The suggestion to "give yourself the right to imagine what it
might look like on the inside of the womb" is preceded by three
truisms - that oxygen is coming into her body and into her baby,
that she was once inside her mother, and that her womb is not the
same womb as her mother's, but is a womb. The suggestion is fol-
lowed by truisms of physiological validity, including the existence
of a placenta, an umbilical cord, and the passage of oxygen into
the baby. The left hemisphere is occupied with asserting (partici-
pating in) the validity of the truisms both before and after the
suggestion, and so is less likely to interfere with the suggestion to
the right hemisphere to create an experience (imagine) as an
image of the inside of the womb. Women will usually be able to
focus themselves internally, sometimes much to their amazement
afterwards, when recalling the visualization experience.

Linkages or Couplings
Linkages are conditional statements which associate an

action, behavior, or event with a suggestion. Linkages are usually
best used in conjunction with a truism for distraction purposes, in
satisfying the left hemisphere of the brain.

Example: "As you stand up and walk, the baby's head
can come right down with the force of gravity and
movement, and the cervix can continue to open."

"As you stand up and walk" is linked to the cervix opening,
and secured with the truism that gravity will cause the baby to
come down. The left hemisphere is likely to be occupied in one of
two ways: (1) by tonal inflection of conditional statements (if this

then that) which have been and continue to be rewarded as
true throughout life to some degree. Since childhood, we have
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learned that if (as) we turn a door handle in just the right manner,
we can pull the door open. If we follow directions on a inap, we
are likely to find ourselves at our desired destination.

In addition, the linkage is secured by (2) occupying the left
hemisphere with a "truism" about gravity, which is not likely to
promote negation. The suggestion that the cervix can continue
opening is more likely to be accepted, and entertained by the
right hemisphere if the left hemisphere is engaged and so not in a
position to reject the suggestion, or censor it.

Interspersal Technique
Interspersal is a technique of making certain words within a

sentence or a paragraph, usually with volume, tonality, or textural
changes in voice, stand out as a separate communication. Like
other techniques of suggestion, it can be used in conjunction with
other suggestive techniques. Interspersal is often layered between
truisms and embedded suggestions.

Example: "You might think that you can't even relax
into the discomfort of labor because you're not into the
pain at all and I can understand that of and about you
and your labor. "

The suggestion to "relax into the pain of your labor" is
given within a larger sentence that occupies the left hemisphere of
the brain. Rather than insist to a woman that she can deal with
the pain of labor, she may be more able to accept the pain, as her
left hemisphere is validated (and occupied) with the also very real
validity of her fear. The message to "relax into the pain of your
labor" is a separate communication through use of tonality,
volume, or textural quality of the voice. Other forms of emphasis
are also possible (non-verbal, body, facial expression) but are not
mentioned here, as we are restricting our focus to increasing the
use of voice and language for creating experience. This is espe-
cially reassuring for clients who close their eyes as they visualize,
to represent internal experience.
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Therapeutic Double-Bind
A therapeutic double-bind occupies the left hemisphere,

involving it in deciding between several choices, each leading to
participation in the given suggestion.

Example: "You may find it more comfortable and
easier to go deeper into the relaxation lying down on
the floor, or sitting ... whatever position is comfort-
able for you to go deeper into a relaxation, is fine."

The suggestion "to go deeper into a relaxation" gains the
participation of the left hemisphere, as it becomes involved in
choosing a position to relax into. Any chosen position presumes
cooperation with the suggestion to relax. If the left hemisphere
becomes occupied with choice of position, is is unlikely that it will
be able to "talk" the right hemisphere out of the suggestion to
relax, with such beliefs as, "but I'm not good at relaxing," or "I'm
just too nervous a person to relax now in this setting," etc. As the
left hemisphere is occupied, beliefs which might limit the
experiencing of a relaxation are suspended, and the person is most
likely to discover their own ability to relax, given the participation
of both hemispheres in the process.

Metaphor
As with any of the previously mentioned techniques, meta-

phor utilizes embedded commands, truisms, linkages and double-
binds in a variety of interconnected layerings of communication.

The beauty of the metaphor has long been recognized for
healing purposes. Water imagery for healing and reducing pain
has been with us from times past. One of the reasons for the
effectiveness of the metaphor in suggestion relates to the meta-
phorical imagery acting as a kind of double-exposure to the actual
process being described. Therefore, suggestions of all technical
variety can be given about the metaphorical images that are true
(the water falls cooling the rock) which occupy the left hemisphere
and gain its participation, while the right hemisphere is free to
accept the suggestions regarding the actual physical occurrence
(soothing a burn by "cooling" it).

Example: "You might even feel the contraction com-
ing, surging like a wave building on the ocean, and it's
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building, and building, and building, and your baby's
diving and diving and diving right down on the cer-
vix, and you're breathing and breathing right through
it, but then the wave comes to shore and you always
know it will, the waves of the ocean always come to
shore, and you rest and your baby rests, always sinking
down, like the sand does, as the wave goes in, sinking,
sinking down into the very bottom of the ocean,
between each and every contraction, so safe and
secure, because the waves always come to shore, always

"

!
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The suggestion for feelings of security and safety as the c~n-
traction builds, are believable in the context of the metaphoncal
ocean. Truisms about the ocean, "waves always come to shore,"
"sand sinks down to the bottom" occupy the left hemisphere in
the context of the ocean, and leave the right hemisphere free to
accept suggestions for feelings of security and confidence in the
birthing process, as well as suggestions for sinking into a deep
relaxation in between contractions.

i

I
Reframing

Reframing is a technique used to completely change the
beliefs about a particular event or process, by describing it from a
point of view which presumes differe~t beliefs a~ut t~at sam~
process or interpretation. The result 1S often an Aha expen-
ence as reframing suspends a person from their belief system, and
tem~orarily engages them in a completely different experience ~f
the world. Reframing can also be used to redefine a person s
interpretation of an experience, in order to transform the experi-
ence from something "negative" into something that can be used
as a resource for the future. In the case of Barbara described ear-
lier reframing took place as Barbara began to view her past
experience of childbirth as a resource for future childbearing,
rather than a shameful event to be hidden.

Example: A woman comes in for her prenatal exam.
She is one week from her due date. She puts her
hands on her womb and wonders aloud about how
hard it will be for her baby to leave the nice, warm
walls of the womb and the security of this beautiful
place.
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The practitioner replies by "reminding" the mother that
babies do grow out of the womb, even the security of the womb
itself would be threatened for it to go on beyond exactly the right
time for that baby (approximately 9 months) and besides, of
course it gets a little crowded in there after awhile, and a baby
wants, very much senses the biological need to come out of the
womb, into its outer home, into her arms, the arms of the family
to grow in.

The practitioner and woman might go on to talk of the
woman's pregnancy coming to an end and her natural feelings
about not being pregnant, but the reframing of birth, coming out
of the womb as healthy (desired) for the baby, has already been
addressed. .Reframing served to introduce a belief (based on
truisms and other forms of suggestion) that the baby did not
necessarily find the womb as forever secure but that in fact,
beyond a certain point, it became more secure to be on the out-
side. The security or "home" for the baby was. reframed IU

becoming more desirable on the outside, in her arms, than on the
inside of her body. Arms become the "home" for the baby, rather
than the womb. In this way, a mother can be encouraged to
abandon the view of her baby as "reluctant" during birth. The
baby is therefore no longer "homeless" to be on the outside, for
the definition of home has changed in anticipation for birth.

Synesthesia
Synesthesia refers to the mlxmg or synthesizing of two or

more sensory modalities, resulting in an experiential quality to the
phenomenon being described. Artists of all mediums have mixed
sensory experience to create artistic expression. The artist's audi-
ence is able to participate in the experience of mixing visuals with
somesthetic sensations. Some visual forms may even impart an
auditory quality to the observer.

Poets are long time artists in the use of synesthesia, overlap-
ping auditory phrases with visual imagery to create a somesthetic
sensation or quality. Artists impart experience, as we all attempt
to do in our daily communication with others, by mixing the
visual, auditory, and somesthe tic equivalencies. David Gordon, in
his book Therapeutic MetapkorslOO delineates the following table of
equivalencies in the various sensory modalities.

The word "synesthesia" comes from the latin, syne, meaning
to mix and sthesia, meaning feeling or sensation. Synesthesia is
the opposite of anesthesia, which means to take away, or separate

I
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out, feeling or sensation. While anesthesia deadens sensory
experience, synesthesia heightens the experiential quality of the
message being communicated by deepening the sensory involve-
ment. Many readers may remember a form of synesthesia taught
in high school English classes, onomatopeia, simply meaning that
a word sounds like what it feels like, thereby crossing both the
somesthetic and the auditory cortices of the brain. Words such as
"slippery" or "slick" may impart the quality of sensation through
an emphasis of the sounds of these two words as they are pro-
nounced. Another example of synesthesia comes from Lewis
Carroll's poem Jabberwocky~Ol

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:
All mimsy were the borogroves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

The word "slithy," for instance, calls to mind many similar words
evoking the sense of slithery or slimy or sliding. This is a form of
synesthetic onomatopeia.

Synesthesia is utilized by all of us on a daily basis and is an
element of our deepest experiences of joy and sorrow. The practi-
tioner can utilize and expand on the naturally occurring
synesthesia found in language to enhance the communication of
the suggestions given in a visualization experience. Synesthesia
allows the client to deepen his/her faith in the suggestions
imparted. It also allows for changes in beliefs through altering or
reframing the sensations of particular events and processes. Use
of synesthesia will be noted when possible in the visualization
transcript in the following chapter. All textural qualities of voice
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and intonation represent the application of synesthesia. Some
words are misspelled intentionally in the transcript to give the
reader an indication of change in volume or vocal texture. Only
the obvious variations will be visually marked in this manner
(such as ooopen). Nuances of synesthesia will be individual to
the practitioner, and can only fully be appreciated on an
audiotape."

I,
: The Power of SuggelUoD

To understand the clinical usage of suggestion or indirect
hypnosis, it is important to remember that no amount of sugges-
tion or hypnosis will ever make a person do anything that they do
not already want to do. Suggestion can be very effective in help-
ing a woman give birth who fears motherhood or feels for some
reason that she hasn't the resources to birth her baby. However,
she does want to birth, even though she may have difficulty believ-
ing in herself.

Suggestion, or indirect hypnosis, whether used in context of
multi-modality visualization or verbal interchange, can only serve
that part of the person wanting or desiring a particular outcome.
Without access to personal motivation, hypnosis is useless. Hyp-
nosis simply serves to tie up the cerebral beliefs, fears, or criti-
cisms of the left hemisphere, enabling the right hemisphere of the
brain to experience that which the left hemisphere has inhibited
but would like to experience. For example, a woman may feel
that she is too "nervous" to relax effectively for natural childbirth.
She does, however, wish that she could relax. She just does not
believe in her ability to do so. It is her belief in herself that is
lacking, not her motivation. Desires and wants reflect motivation,
while beliefs may restrict or enhance a person's ability to attain
that desire.

If the holistic practitioner is to engage the woman in a
relaxation process that occupies her left hemisphere, thus suspend-
ing her ability to repeat her beliefs to herself (and censor partici-
pation in the suggestions to relax) then she may easily find herself
attaining that state of relaxation desired. Hypnosis is the art of

f Audio cuaettes (inquire about video cassettes) are available through Mindbody
Pren to demonstrate the authors at work utilizing these techniques for var!olil
problema. Popular tapes include vaginal birth after cesarean visualization, birth
visualization, infertility visualization, and breech visualization.
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suspending belief systems, so that a person may engage in that
which they desire.

The holistic practitioner should understand that the power
of suggestion always lies within the individual to accept such
suggestion. Acceptance is possible only where there i. motivation
or desire for that suggestion to be realized.

We can never make a woman birth normally. We can, how-
ever, support her in believing in herself and facilitate her ac:ceu to
her own resources for birthing or mothering through the use of
suggestion. The holistic practitioner remains ever aware that the
power of actualization lies within the individual, and not witb the
practitioner. We can only be facilitators to the process.

Indirect hypnosis is always being used, without conscious
awareness, by everyone who uses language to communicate. We
often intuitively utilize truisms and tonal emphasis of the voice to
help a woman through labor. We can increase our effectiveness as
practitioners through a deeper study of the techniques of visualiza-
tion and of indirect hypnosis, and through a constant attention to
our intent and personal goals in helping to facilitate the normal
birth process.



Chapter Seven

.Applled Visualization

The following birth visualization and its discussion can
further our understanding of the conscious utilization of language
to create an experience to facilitate movement of the childbirth
process towards normal outcome. The comments offered about
this visualization can serve to bring together for the reader the
concepts of the elements of suggestion, right and left hemisphere
communication and use of the secondary cortices of the brain to
create memory. The reader may be aware of many of the intuitive
suggestions given in his or her own practice, without ever know-
ing the elements of what was being done. Language comes more
or less naturally to all of us, with varying ease of expression.
Linguistics serves as a prime source of human communication and
internal experience. Multi-modality visualization provides a kind
of poetry that we are all capable of mastering to varying degrees.
Marks in the text will highlight Information pertinent to the con-
struction of the experience for the woman.
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Birth Visualization
Celine is expecting her first baby and is eight months preg-

nant at the time of this visualization. She speaks about the births
of friends and relatives who have had difficulty with their babies
getting "stuck" in labor, or not starting labor and needing induc-
tion. She has come for relaxation preparation for labor and wants
to prepare for something she has never done before.

This visualization represents a birth visualization of the type
that can be used in classes. Suggestions given specifically for
Celine will be identified. While techniques will be discussed,
tonality and phrasing cannot be fully appreciated without the aid
of an audio tape and further training in a seminar taught by the
authors. Celine's birth will be discussed following the discussion
of the birth visualization.

The following table for the identification of indirect hypnosis
will be used in the transcript:

T truism
E embedded command
L linkage
R reframing
M = metaphor
D = double-bind

Pauses are designated by dots ( . . . ). Capitalization and
phonetic spelling indicates emphasis in volume or other textural
quality of voice tonality as noted.

Hypnotic techniques identified by no means represent a con-
c1usive identification of technique, but serve as samples of what
appears throughout the text on multiple levels. The reader can
identify further technique for self-learning.

Celtae's Birth Vilualization

So just now, I'd like you to give yourself the right to just listen to
your breathing, now, for a moment, so that you can just take that a little
bit deeper by breathing right down ... your body deeper and deeperdown
into the diaphram ... and any sounds that you hear, [R] you can just ILt
them take you deeper [E) . . . into the relaxation gradually, taking
your own time ... so that with your next breath you can just begin
to imagine breathing any tension out from your shoulders ... right down
through your arms to your elbows ... and even deeper down to your arms,
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your wrists, and hands ... and even right out your finger tips .... rOil

just don't need any tension there right now IT] ... you can just begin
. . . to relax, to let go IE] . . . so your arms don't have to do anything
right now, [T] they can just be ... supported ... by the floor ... so that
with your next breath, IL] you're free ... to go right down into your hips
now, just beginning to breathe out any tension from the hips IE) ... Alld
you can just become aware of the fact that the hips, have actually .oPed
outwards, [T] actually moved outwards in space, actually created a era-
dling space for the baby . . . created that cradle, from which YOIl can
actually ... take the baby out of lE] ... as it's nearly grown now IT)
... And as you go into labor, there's a hormone that relaxes the cartilage,
a hormone called relaxin, IT] ... relaxes the cartilage, and evm the
bones, the bones connect so that it can OPEN. IE] ... SO that with your
next breath you can go even deeper down into YOllr thighs, and YOIlmight
even give yourself the right to just BECOME AWARE lE] ... to just
becomeaware of, what the thighs might look like on t!t.e inside, the nerve
network, the blood vessels, IT) and each nerve connects ... at exactly the
right place and at exactly the right time in the thigh without you even
needing to think about it IT] . . . and the hormones. that flow from the
pituitary right down through the blood ... are also another thing that
you don't even need to think about. [T] It's much like the pituitary
gland of the baby that releases the hormone, that releases the oxytocin
from your pituitary gland to start labor IT] ... and each nerve connects
to exactly the right part of you, without you even needing to think about
it. [T]

Comments

The relaxation process is begun, utilizing many truisms to
gain the participation (and trust) of the left hemisphere, so that
Celine is free to experience the suggestions to relax (embedded
commands) and participate in them through linkages to her
breathing. The relaxation induction is a most important part of
the visualization as the entire birth visualization will draw on the
suggestions that will be experienced in the relaxation induction.

I have just begun to address Celine's fear of labor not start-
ing on time, by connecting the event of labor to her experience of
nerve connections in the body, thereby building an experience of
faith in the body which continues to be linked to labor as the visu-
alization experience evolves.

It can happen incredibly fast ... an impulse from your brain, can
reach your toe in less that three hundredths of a second [T]. It's an
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incredibly fast process [T) ... So that with your next breath, you can
just begin . . . to continue breathing right down your knees, so that any
sensation, or certain sensations that you might feel in your knees right
now can just begin to build ... and ... Build ... And ... BUILD, until
finally it's just breaking free, right down your legs, just washing right
down through your ankles and feet, right out your toes, just like a dam
breaking, and just washing down, into its natural places where it wants
to go' . . . in the mountains and streams, coming very, very peaceful ...
as the water's not dammed up anymore, it flows ... right down ... mak-
ing it's way down to the source where the water might come from, down
into the ocean even ... so that just now, your legs, too, can just begin
... to relax can just begin ... to let go [E) . . . They don't need to
walk anywhere rn or hold up your body or anything . . .. They can
just begin ... to let go [E) ... supported by the pillows [T) ... so you
can then feel free ... to focus on your throat now ... and the throat is a
very important part of the body ... and has a connection to the vagina in
childbirth ... so that you can just give yourself the right ... now ... to
become aware of the fact that you're taking in the air that you need for
yourself, for every cell in your body, [T) your baby, for labor, for birth,
[L] and as you breathe out ... just letting the throat open, a little more,
and a little more, with each breath down . . . so it's almost as if the
throat very gently responds by ... yielding [E) ... a little more ... a
little more to the air coming into the throat .... You might even imagine
what that might actually look like on the inside . . . the actual cells of
the throat . . . loosening a little more, and a little more with each
breath down ... and out down ... and out ... so that as you're
breathing [Ll. each cell is getting all the oxygen it needs [T], which
makes it ... incredibly resilient and stretchy ... you might have noticed
that in the skin, that when your skin has the oxygen it needs, even from
vitamin E, which increase oxygen absorption rn. that your skin is much
more flexible, resilient ... stretchy! so that you can take yourself even
deeper down now, into your chest following yourself deeper and
deeper down into your body, without even needing to think about it ...
the air travels to places, to all places, in your body that need that oxygen,
[T) even in this moment ... all movements just releasing [R] ... letting
go, yielding ... a little more, and a little more, with each breath [L]
down . . . and out . . . down . . . and out . . . as you can just become
aware that as you breathe in, you're ... actually creating more space in

• This refers to the waters breaking. The waters are reframed u bringing labor on,
rather than not bringing it on u her friends have experienced.
, This refers to suggestions for flexibility and stretchability in the vagina. The
throat serves as metaphor for the vagina, as the linkage between the two hal .1·
ready been made.
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your body [T) as you breathe in, your chest, your stomach rises, and falls
[Tl. . .. rises and falls again ... so that as you breathe in [L), you
actually create more space on the inside of your body [T], more s/HJeefor
your heart, your lungs, for every internal organ in the body to fired its
natural, healthy position on the inside, always adjusting to find tlu
healthiest place in the body at any given moment in time [T] ... so as
you go deeper down into the stomach, you're very aware of tlu stomlUh
having done that throughout pregnancy of having moved up and out
of the way of the baby as it grows. of having adjusted . . . to a
higher space in the body for the baby to be made before it's pushed out
... and before it dives out. . . the stomach is an incredibly jlexible organ
on the inside [T] ... incredibly flexible ... always adjusting ... elUh
part of it, finding exactly the right pllUe that it needs to be ... without
your even needing to think about it ... it's automatic ... tlu same pro-
cess takes place ... the same for you that adjusts the stomach without you
even needing to think about it ... is the same part of you that adjusts tlu
hormones . . . in the body in the labor process [L], pushing, as the baby
dives out ... so that with your next breath, you can just begin to take
yourself down to your stomach now, just beginning to . .. BREA THE OUT

any tension from the stomach [El. you just don't need it there anymore
. . . so that you can just begin to . .. FEEL the stomach [EJ, kind of
smoother . . . and smoother . . . and SEE it [E) . .. much like a very
calm, peaceful, lake [M] . . . in which you might ... skip a stone ...
and that stone might make circles outwards and outwards and OUT-

WARDS ... creating more and more calm and inner peace, a kind of
calmness you could almost HEAR ... you could almost hear that calm ...

Comments

Further suggestions are made now, to strengthen the sugges-
tion that labor will start spontaneously. Trust in the body process
is being experienced as Celine experiences truisms about her
body, which are linked to the labor process. Continued sugges-
tion to experience the automatic processes of the body are given
to build trust and belief in the body's abilities in labor. Celine is
being guided towards indulging herself in the experience of many
bodily workings, which are continually linked to labor. Seeing,
hearing, and feeling are specifically mentioned now, in order to
gain the participation of all of the secondary cortices of the brain.

. . . just letting yourself go, just as you did there (as she sighs) go with
your body, it's so easy ... It's almost as if you can't even resist it at all
. . .. When those twinges come up, they happen, they're discharged [R)
(referring to slight bodily twitches) it's an adjustment on the inside,
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very much a deep, Deep, adjustment ... organizing and reorganizing the
resources, organizing in new ways and better ways, that's what the
organs do .... So that with with your next breath you can take yourself
even deeper down, right through tlte pelvis, and even deeper down through
to the vagina, just .beginning to BREA THE OUT any tension from the
vagina [E], so that ... it's as if you were breathing in through your
throat (as she inhales) ... and right OUT your vagina (as she
exhales) ... * just go in through tlte throat, opening ... and right OUT
through the vagina (as she exhales again) . .. a very, clear OPEJf
passageway ... for learning, ... for birth ... and you might even begin,
now to imagine, what your actual vagina does look like on the inside ...
the pink, resilient cells, full of oxygen, very, very stretchable now with the
relaxin coming through Very stretchable ... just OOopening, a little
more, and a little more with each breath OUTT, each breath OUTT
and down ... OOPening (soft voice now) from the inside OUIT (soft
and breathy) ... so that as you breathe, the oxygen goes to the
Deepest, Deepest tissues first ... and then SPREEAADS (soft and breathy)
from the INside out ... t SSPREADS out ... like a ripple, in that water,
in the lake ... spreading out, SMOOOTHHING out, Oopening (very soft
voice) . .. and your body always giving you what you need [R] (refer-
ring to her movements, jerks) to adjust, on the inside ... adapting,
always adapting. Your skin does that automatically, without you even
needing to think about it (said very quickly, lightly) If it gets too hot,
the pores open, and you begin to sweat . .. so that it keeps internal
adjustment ... perfect [T] (pronounced with perfection, emphasizing
consonants) or when it's cold out, the pores then tighten [T], so that ...
internal process is maintained perfectly (consonant emphasis again)
. .. always adjusting on the inside ... for the natural outcome, that the
body wants ... to maintain that temperature, inside of the body ...

Comments

Synesthesia through voice texture and tonality now increases
in variety as the relaxation induction is nearly complete. Now in
a deeper state of relaxation and participation in the visualization,
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* I match my words to her breathing to engage her participation in the sugges-
tions. This is a form of truism, matching her own bodily experience which she
would accept as true.
• An example of synesthesia, using voice tonality and tempo to deepen the sugges-
tion. This is one of many examples of synesthesia which the reader may identify
throughout the transcript.
t The reader can recognize the truism present within the metaphor in this exam-
ple.
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Celine is free to experience resources within her body that are
presently occurring (skin adaptation, etc.). These suggestions con-
tinue to reinforce confidence in the automatic workings of the
body. I can now already begin to refer to past experience within
the visualization itself, such as the "lake." The relaxation precess
continues to build on itself in this manner.

The "natural outcome that the body wants" is again referred
to here, sandwiched between truisms. This suggestion calls on the
part of herself that is motivated (desires) a natural, normal
delivery.

NOW (little louder) I'd like you just to go to a point on tlte back of your
neck, and this time just breathing right DOWN (louder and deeper
tonality) your back just SSLLlPING and SSLlDING right down each
vertebra, and you don't even need to think about it, as you go from
the FIRRST (long and drawn out, sounds like the voice is sliding, as
tone lowers, slows, on particular words) to the SSECOND (tone is
deeper, low, even sleepy) one, even deeper down to tlte THIRRD one.
there's more and more SPACE between each and every vertebra (T) [return
to more normal speed) more and more space created between each and
every vertebra, more and more SSPACE (soft and breathy) on t"~ inside
. . . So that as you relax (L] in this way, Celine, ... you release to your- .
self . .. an INCREDIBLE amount of RESOURCES [E] (sounds incredible
in tonality) . .. an inCREDIBLE (softer) amount ... for the body ...
to Find it's own natural, healthy position on tlte inside (E). Each verte-
bra is always adjusting like that, just as you are now [R] (rolling over
on to her side) . .. each vertebra is always adjusting on the inside,
finding the perfect positioning ... perfect positioning. Sometimes MOVING
itself can be very, very relaxing (referring to her change in position)
. .. much like when ... you roll over in your sleep, without even thid-
ing about it, and the minute you do, you roll over, you move around (said
very quickly, lightly) . .. you fall into a DEEEPER sleep. (R)*

Your body knows how to do those things without you even needing to
think about it [T], just trusting, always trusting it, as it does now: .. so
that your breath just continues RlIGHT Down your back, slipping and
sliding right Down towards the middle of your back, even deeper Down
through to the lower back, as you breathe, you might even remember ...
what it's like to slide down ... a slide [M) ... when you were very

* Reframing, or incorporating movement, or environmental sounds in the clinical
setting can provide great impetus to deepening the suggestive experience. When-
ever there are sounds, etc. that the practitioner might Imagine could be disturbing,
It il very beneficial to include them in a reframing proceu.
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young perhaps even ... coming to . .. a slide for the very first time you
might imagine how you (said very quickly, with speed, light and
high tonality) walked up the ladder and how it's pretty scary 'cause
you'd never done that before, you'd never slid down a slide before, you
might have seen or heard other people sliding down it, but you'd never
done it yourself (refers to the words she used in describing the fact
that she'd never given birth before) and when you got to the top, it
was so high up (tonality very high) and you were so small, so high up
there, and so scary, that you thought you might even fall, but you sat
down (tonality drops and deepens) and you were gripping very tightly
to the bars. at. the top, but you just went ahead and you LET GO [E)
(louder, with much breath and excitement, releasing the sound)
and right Down you slid, right Down to the bottom .... And it was SOO
much Funn, so much fun, that you went back around again . . . to the
steps, and climbed up the steps, one by one and one by one, to the the top
again ... where you kind of remembered the scary feeling, but you also
remembered,MOREPOWERFULLY[L) the time when you let go at the
top ... the time when you let go So you sat down, and you let go,
again (in a forceful whisper, as if like a secret) it was so much fun,
and you knew it's safe, 'causeyou've done it now (grammatical changes
in past and present tense to link the metaphor to the present task
of labor) and you went down again, and again, always learning how to
let go ... at just the right time .... So that now with your next breath,
you can come all the way DOWNthrough to your tail bone.

Commenta
The slide metaphor creates the experience that Celine has

described about birth - that she's never done it before, though
she's heard of others' experiences. She is scared of first time
experiences. I take her through her fear to the learning adjust-
ment of another new experience she has mastered in her life,
creating a sense of knowing and confidence in her ability to let go
for birth, at just the right time, reminding her of her own ability
to learn and adjust, linking it to birth in the fact that it appears in
this visualization. Note the changes in the nature of the truisms
as the session progresses. Initially truisms are very practical and
realistically oriented, to gain the trust of the left hemisphere. As
this trust grows, resulting in a deeper and deeper relaxation, the
truisms can become freer in form, since the left hemisphere will
continue to believe in the factual quality, if the pacing has been
accurate. Pacing refers to the increased freedom possible in the
construction of truisms tied directly to the responsiveness of the
client. Truisms are anything that the client will consider
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believable given the context. The deeper into the process the
client lets herself go, the more freedom the practitioner has to for-
mulate suggestions that will be helpful to her. Trust, in any con-
text constitutes a form of truism, as for whatever reasons, the
client trusts (believes), she is more capable of experiencing and
using suggestions given in simple conversation.

I'd like you to just ... becomeaware now ... of a muscle ... that wraps
around your pelvis, the back of your uterus, which is called the psoas mus-
cle [T). It's an inCREDIBLY STRONG muscle ... beeause it's tlu
DEEEPEST,DEEEPEST muscle in the body [T] ... and it's like a fan, it
fans out along your lower back and across from your left side to your
right, so that, it maintains a balance. It's an incredibly important mus-
cle in that it creates balance in the body because it does Spall you from
left to right, in the very center. .. of your body (changes in grammati-
cal articles from neutral "the" to possessive "your" are intentional)
and it's very subtly activated by breathing [L], you can just SENSE IT
now [E), very subtly activated, and more so ... by making love [L], alld
by pushing a baby out [L], and because it's the DEEpest, DEEpest muscle
in your body [T], it spans the whole lower back [T], wraps (said so that
it sounds like its wrapping) itself around the uterus in the back ...
it's an incredible ... STRENGTH in the center of your body lE) ... an
incredibly strong muscle in that way [T) ... so that, just II.OW witla your
next breath, you can just take yourself back to that point on the your 1II(k
[E], ... just beginning to let the relaxation. .. SPREEADDlE) ... all
by itself ... just up your scalp, so that any remaining tension can just
begin to fall away from you on the lines of your hair, riglat Down to tlu
floor . . . right down your forehead, so that Jour eyebrows ... can just
begin to drift ... further [E] ... further apart, right Down through your
nose and cheeks, jaws and ears . . . right Down through to your tlaTtHJt
again . . . so that Now as you're breathing [L) ... you can just b#COfIU
aware [E] . . . of the fact that your baby is getting oxygen witlaout you
even needing to think about it [T]. It's taking in the oxygen, aad tveJI

feeling the movements now as you move, as you rock [T] ... senses that
on the inside, fully equipped with sensory meehanisms (small chuckle)
just like we are now [T]. You can give yourself the right to imagiae (E],
what it might look like on tJ,.einside becauseyou were once on the inside,
too so you have been there in a way [T], . .. to just feel what it migAt
feel like on the inside of the uterus, now ... And even to hear the sounds
that are happening, Right Now, on the inside, the beating of your Aeart
... the baby can HEAR that [T, E] . .. The sound of the blood coming
very, very effectively through the placenta, and into the baby ... tlu baby
can . . . hear that sound [T, E] . .. the rumbling of your stomatA, tlu
baby can ... hear that sound [T, E]. So that just now (very softly,
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slowly spoken) I'd like you to go ahead, and if you want to ... describe
to me what it Looks Like on the inside right now [E] ... only if you
want to ...

Exploratory Visualization
Using truisms about the process (sounds on the inside; hav-

ing been on the inside of a womb herself) and embedded com-
mands to see, hear and feel the internal environment of the womb,
Celine is guided towards exploring the nature of the experience
inside of her own womb. "Exploratory" visualization is the part
of the visualization in which the practitioner may receive verbal
feedback from the client to further ascertain the direction to pur-
sue. Sometimes the exploratory part constitutes most of the ses-
sion, although this is not the case with Celine.

Celine: It looks ... shiny, glistening ... red ... kind of bumps and
bulges ... cushiony.
Gayle: Mmmhhh ... and does it have a kind of smoothness over the
bumps ... ?

Celine: Shiny, smooth .
Gayle: Shiny, smooth even slick, huh ... on the inside ...

Celine: Glistens.

Comments
Celine begins to represent her experience visually (shiny,

glistening, red) and switches into a somesthetic representation
(bumps, bulges). Her somesthetic (sensation) representation mir-
rors her fears of the baby getting "stuck" on the bones of the
pelvis, expressed earlier in the initial interview. Her fears are
revealed in her internal representation of the womb. The
"bumps" and "bulges" are cushioned, but are parts of the womb
which represent her concern for the baby getting stuck.

I begin an interdimensional shift - meaning that I want to
create a reframing of the bones (bumps and bulges) as something
that will facilitate rather than hinder labor. I proceed to describe
the "bumps" and "bulges" as "smooth," the opposite end of the
rough-smooth scale of her somesthetic description. "Bumps" and
"bulges" have been defined by Celine as making it "rough." (She
described the labors of her friends in this manner, saying their
babies became "stuck" on the pelvic bones. By switching to the
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opposite end of the somesthetic dimension (rough-smooth) within
the same sensory modality (somestheticl, an interdimensional shift
occurs ensuring that the internal experience of the bumps and
bulges is facilitative of the labor process.

Celine accepts the suggestion, taking in the description of
the smoothness in her repetition of it. The process of reframing is
completed in Celine's acceptance of the "slick" quality of smooth-
ness on the inside of the womb. She nods and embellishes the
suggestion visually (glistens).

Gayle: Mmhhmmm ... and can you see your baby right now, it's got
little foot prints, little hand prints, all its own, [T] aLready made, and
little hair that grows all over its body now that will very soon fall off
[T] ... as it gets ready . . . to dive out ... and as you Look at tluzl baby
[L], just give yourself the right to now . .. hear any message lluzl it
might want to communicate to you [E), right now, about ... anytlaing in
particular. .. (Long pause, Celine's face flushes, eyes water at the
corners) and just Feeel your Love ... as your most Powerfol, Powerfo~
resource ... always, always ... there ... Anything it needs to communi-
cate with you, needs not even be said, out loud, but will laappen, on the
inside the part of you that will be asking, can get the answer witlaout you
even needing to think about it, it all happens on the inside just like labor
[T] ... the hormones flow and the process begins ... as it comes o.d,
as it comes out, to the outside Any reorgani<:ation, any adllptation can
take place, as you hear the baby [L) now speak to you ... to that part of
you that would want to know ... or need to know . . . how . . . to do it
... so that throughout the uisualization [L], now as you go forward in
time you can continue, the fine tuning, the adaptation of the inside ...
reorganization, the fine, fine tuning can occur, without you even need-
ing to think about it, it just happens on the inside ...

Comments

During our initial interview I had asked Celine what she
thought she needed for labor. She replied that she needed to trust
in her love for her baby and to feel a sense of inner peace. I can
embed these resources that Celine has identified as needing into
the visualization. "Peace" has already appeared several times,
beginning with the stomach and the lake metaphor. I incorporate
her flush as the sense of the love connection between her and the
baby. Because of the deepness of her trance state I can continue
giving suggestions for adaptation and adjustment to labor, as if
coming from the baby, creating an experience she has already
defined a need for - trust in her love for this child.
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A trance state represents the combined experience of relaxa-
tion and a concentrated internal focus. Celine is both deeply
relaxed and intensely focused on her internal experience. This is
a similar state to labor which requires an increasingly focused and
internalized concentration. Celine is now guided towards the cer-
vix and into the labor and birth part of the visualization.

Birth Vlaualization
... So that just now I'd like you to go ahead and take yourself forward
in time now, as if through a time tunnel ... just going a little forward
in time when your baby will be just a liittl« bit bigger than what you've
been seeing [T] ... just a little just right ... and as the baby gets
very, very ready to dive out [L] it's pituitary gland releases a hormone
... a part of it KNOWS when its ready, and then you respond, by CLICK-
ING (synesthesia) . . . into the response of releasing oxytocin from your
pituitary gland ... and as that happens [L) the head also becomes ...
(tone shifts to very deep and heavy, tonality falls low) very, very,
HHeavey ... comes right DOWN on the cervix ... so that even right now
as I speak [L] , the hormones are already softening the cervix on the
inside in the last month of pregnancy [T] (shift in time from future to
present is intentional) already adjusting on the inside, so it's like a ~oft
pillow, the inside tissue of the vagina . . . that surrounds the opening,
very soft tissue, on the inside ... as the baby's head comes DO WN the cer-
vix begins to oopen, so that you might be going through early contractions
very soon in the next few weeks. [T] You might have a twinge here and
a twinge there, as the head comes down a little more and a little more as
the baby gets very ready . . . to dive full force out. . . because it wants to
see you! And besides you know, it gets very crowded in there after
awhile, it does not want to stay in there after awhile, when it's ready to
come out, it WANTS to be out, very much wants that, and that's something
that mothers can know, can feel very good about knowing that their
babies in labor very much want to come out of that space and into their
arms [R). It's just a natural, INSTINCTIVE process ... natural LIFE pro-
cess .. . just doesn't wanna stay in there anymore then . . . and then
there'll come times when the contractions are coming and GOING and com-
ing and GOING but always the head is the heaviest part of the baby's
body now (T) , so the baby's head, comes right down on the cervix, comes
right Down, that's. the way nature has it, comes ri~ht Down on ~h: UT-

vix, 'cause of gravity [T] , so that ... as a contraction comes [L) It s lik«
a wave were building on the ocean (M) , and it's coming and it's Build-
ing, and it's BUILDing, and it's BUILDING, and the baby's head is Div:
ing, Diving Diving right down on the cervix, and you can feel th~ baby s
head diving right down, and firmer and firmer and OOPenlng and
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OOPening, and OOopening, and you begin to breathe and breathe and
breathe right through it as the baby dives and dives and dives. . . bllt
then the wave comes to shore ... the wave comes to shore (voice tonality
falls, slows) and then the contraction ebbs away and you always t."w
that each and every wave, is very, very safe, and the most effective it can
possibly be ... very safo because (L) the wave always comes to shorl IT)
. ... Always, and you know that. You know it morl and TlllWeas IL)
you continue into the next contraction and the next 0'" (refers to both
the visualization and to actual labor) ... and in bttwetll NUh and
every contraction (L] , you can sink Down (voice falling in tonality,
slows, then picks up) deeper and deeper down into your own resources,
and just resting in between even as you do things, in early labor ...
internally you'll be resting, and very, very peaceful, and noisy Ill) (refers
to noise outside) as the case may be ...

Commenta

Voice tonality and texture is so subtle and varied at this
point it is virtually impossible to fully convey the nuances of tech-
nique in written word alone. Voice intensity rises and falls with
contractions creating synesthesia - mixing the auditory with the
implied somesthetic sensations for labor, yielding an experiential
participation in the process. The ocean metaphor continues, used
to embed truisms and other forms of suggestion that can be trig-
gered in labor. The ocean matches her geographical environment.
Metaphors are most effective when matching the physical habitat
in which the woman lives. In the southwestern part of the coun-
try, desert and mountain imagery with running streams work well,
while in the Midwest, the sound of traveling vehicles coming
down a winding country road has been useful. Any metaphor may
work for embedding suggestions but naturally occurring images of
the woman's environment may be more readily accepted by the
woman as it already represents an intimate part of her daily
experience. Additionally, when a woman feels alienated from
where she is living, metaphors matching her childhood environ-
ment can return her to the sense of communion with Nature that
is so helpful for labor. .

... but then with the next contraction, you can Feeel it coming; it's as if
another wave is building, and it's swelling up in the ocean and it's
building, and it's BUILDing, and the baby's coming down Firmer and
Firmer on the cervix, Diving and Diving and oopening and ooptning,
and you're breathing and breathing and breathing right through ... and
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you always know, the wave will come to shore (tonality begins to fall
now, after previous build in intensity) always know it, so that, just
now the contraction ebbs away, (in a whisper) and the ocean, when the
wave goes in, it takes sand with it [T] and the sand goes very DEEEP
DOWN into the bottom of the ocean so that the ocean is always WASHHING
the sand ... rePLENISHHlNG it ... from the bottom of the ocean ... the
sand goes DEEEPER and DEEPER (tonality lowers and softens)
DEEEPER (tonality lowers more, softens more) down ... in between
. . . each and every contraction the sand . . . sinks down . . . to the very
bottom. There's an inCREDIBLE amount of resources ... on the bottom of
the ocean ... kelp, seaweed has MLLL the minerals and trace elements
known and not known to man . . . incredible amount of resources on the
very bottom every element is there. .. (suggestions for labor) ... and
you rest, and your baby rests .... Now another contraction is coming and
you can feel it swelling and you can hear it almost as the wave builds.
You can hear it Building and BUILDing and BUILDING and the baby's
Diving and Diving and Diving right Down on the ceruix.. and your
breathing and breathing and breathing right through, and you're cervix is
OOPening and OOPening and oOOPening and you're breathing and breath-
ing and breathing right through, and this one is STRONGER and FASTER
(said very quickly and with emphasis) than the one before and it's
coming faster and FASTer into shore as it's still building and building
and building . .. and the baby's diving and OOpening and the cervix
OOPE}{S and OOPENS and OOOPENS. and then the wave comes to shore
(tonality lowers, softens, slows) and you always know it will, it'll
always come to shore . . . can feel so safe and secure so secure, always
make it to shore ... the waves of the ocean always make it to shore ...
and again taking the sand back down as it goes deeeper and deeeper down
into the bottom (voice fading to a whisper) ... the sand drifting,
drifting, down . . . and then you rest . . . and your baby rests . .. in
between, each and every contraction. And just the sense of knowing ...
Tom's there, just the sense, reminds you [L] ... to sink down (voice
very soft, drops even lower in tonality on this word) to the bottom of
the ocean ... sink down (barely audible, but clear) ... just his voice
[L] and his face [L], his touch [L] ... guides you down, into the bottom
of the ocean. All the elements are here ... trace elements needed in the
earth ... are there ... and there's even little fish [M] down there (little
louder, even tone) and th« ones on the very bottom of the ocean even
generate their own little lights, as they travel ... little schools offish .
you might even see a school, yellow fish coming out of. . . a coral .
caaao« ... coming right out ... of a cave ... almost as if they're being
pushed out of there by their Mama fish shooing them along, shooing them
along. They must go somewhere else to find something to eat now. And
some of them ... some of the little babies ... stop and gather something
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to eat. They might even get a little stuck 'cause they're so little tluy
might get stuck onto a rock here or there but always their mother co~
and pushes .them along, pushes them ~lon~ and so. they new: are J.

danger of ever getting stuck or left behInd caus« their mother IS always
there pushing them from behind . . . and with the help of tlte wain (Ill
. . . they swim on, to a place where they need to go to find new food ... a
place they Need to go . .. 'til they come to, perluJps, tlte arms ~f an ~ld
crab, that they can then ... eat from. But now another waw IS cOlln.g

Comment.
It is important to link suggestiqns to naturally occurring fac-

tors (such as Tom's presence) to secure the triggering (accessing)
of suggestions to labor at the time it occurs. I link all of the
suggestions from the ocean metaphor (sec~rity, rep~enished
resources) to seeing, touching, hearing, or knowing Tom IS there.
Her senses are directly linked, via Tom, to stimulating the sugges-
tions given during the actual labor process. This is someti~es
referred to as post-hypnotic suggestion. Linking future occurrmg
phenomena to present suggestions forms a linkage. th~t can ~
associated to. Seeing and touching Tom forms a truism 10 expert-
ence when it occurs in labor, increasing the likelihood of the
suggestions and feelings from the birth visualization ~ tri~ge~ed
in association as they have been mentioned in the visuajization
and will predictably occur naturally in the labor envir~nmen~ of
the future.. Physical settings (such as going to the hospital, birth
center, etc ..) can also be used in this way.

... you can feel it surging and surging and building from the inside, and
this one is more and more powerful, more and more effective at moving tlte
baby right DOWN and it's building and BUILDing and BUILDING ~nd the
baby's diving and diving and diving right down towards the cervIX, ~nd
the cervix is oorening and ooopening and OOOPENing and the baby d~'Dts
and dives and the wave builds and builds, coming faster and fasln Into
shore, faster and faster into shore (emphasis on the "s" sound, and
with speed) and more and more effective, at getting there ... and the
baby's coming now ... the baby's head is coming right through the cer-
vix, you FEEEL it, coming right through the cervix, right through as th~
cervix is completely oopen and free, and the baby's diving right thr~ugh. at
now . .. then the wave ebbs away (tonality continually falhng 10

volume intensity) the wave always comes to shore .. , AL WArs comes
to shore: always comes to shore. It feels good ... your baby's ltead is
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coming right through your cervix ... (in a whisper) right Down ... it's
like it's coming home, it's coming into it's own home ... your own house
whne you live, it's coming . . . it's coming home in that way . . . as it
comes out ... to it's outer home, in your arms, and now you rest, and your
baby rests, in between each and evny contraction, you rest and your baby
rests, always sinking deepn, deepn down (sing song tone, very soft)
dtepn and deeper down illto the bottom of the ocean ... now another con-
traction is coming, it's buildillg and building (tonality accelerates,
gaining in volume and intensity) it's coming fastn and faster than the
one before, as the baby slides down, as it slides down through the slip-
pny, slippny, shimmering ... sltimmning cells of the sides ... and it's
gaining momentum, and now the baby's DIVing and DIYING, and DIVING
down for the opening, and you begin to push, and to push, and to push,
and to push, and the baby's diving and diving, and diving right down
towards the middle of the vagina . . . but then the wave comes to shor«
(tonality fades, slows) and you always know it will, you always know
it will ... and vny soon, in the next, pnhaps, several contractions, as th«
baby dives through the vagina . . . the wave will bring your baby out
(tone lowers) the wains will bring your baby out, tuaters'l! bring your
baby out (in a whisper) ... sinking deepn and deepn down to that
place, Tom reminds you Tom reminds you of it ... place in yourself, bot-
tom of the ocean, psoas muscle* . . . Now another contraction's coming
(voice tonality picking up in volume) and this one's building [aster
and faster and faster, and the baby's diving, and DIVing and DIVING
right down ... you begin to push, and to push and to push right out, and
the pressure's coming right down as the bobs's head, DIVING DOWN for
that opening and your vagina's (very forceful, but with less volume)
beginning to open and OOPen and OOOPEN and OOOOPENas the hahy
comes like a ripple, just like a ripple (refers to waters bringing the
baby out) ... and then the contraction fades, and you rest, and tlu baby
rests, always sinking deepn and deepn down, always deepn and deeper
down in betuuen . . . each and evny contraction . . . and with tiu next
contraction, now you can feee] the baby coming down. Lots and lots.
Lots and lots. The wave's building, and BUILDing, and BUILDING and
the baby's diving and DIVing and DIYING right down, right down on the
opening, so that just your vagina hegins to burn a little, burn a little bit,
but the contractions building, and BUILDing, and BUILDING and you
begin to pant and open pant and open pant and open (breaks into pant-
ing learned in childbirth classes for crowning) and you begin to
pant, and pant, and pant and pant and pant and pant and pant alld

* I can now go back to one word phrases which represent experience in which
suggestions were embedded during the relaxation. These are reinforced and linked
again to something which will be present during the actual labor.
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pant ... and right out comes the baby's head (tonality communicates
excitement) slippny and warm, hetween your legs, rigltt oilt it c01RfS,
right bettoeen your legs, right there ... you can !tear it hreat4ing (10ft
whisper) there's another contraction coming ... and it's b"ilding ...
and it's building ... and it's building ... alld JOu hegin. to par" alld
pant and pant and pant and pant aU pant and rigltt OUT comes the
baby's shoulders, rigltt OUT (tonality communicates enthusiasm and
relief) slippny and warm bahy, and just as you see it, you reach down to
HOLD the hahy in your ARMS, Celin»; (refers to holding in arms now
instead of womb) that's wlane it's headed, headed for yo"r arms, Cdill"
and this isn't even that far away . . . vny, vny mueh yours, your right to
feel that hahy in your arms, now, and as you feel tluu [L) as JOU su it
[L) , as you hear it [L) , your bodJ will even continue, to contract down
without you even needing to think about it . . . and rigltt OUT will corne
your placenta, vny whole and full; and you'll feel vny, vny good, vny
good, vny good to have the placenta come out . . . and tltm your utnus
continues to contract DOWN, vny Firm, and hard like a rock, vny /irm,
vny fast . . . because that's the way the body's made, as you conti"ue the
process as you look at the baby, as you hear it, it stimulates the oxytocin
in your body to continue ... heing ... made ...

Comments

Seeing, hearing, touching, or even knowing the baby is born
is linked to the placenta coming out with continued linkage for
the uterus to continue contracting down to a pre-pregnant size.

Some very interesting research by Niles Newton and Mar-
garet Mead have substantiated the fact that oxytocin is released as
a mother does actually see, hear, and touch her baby. Even more
interesting is the data Margaret Mead collected on tribal people
who believed that it was necessary and important for the mother
to see, hear, and touch her baby after birth in order for the pla-
centa to be expelled! Perhaps indirect hypnosis is simply another
kind of knowing, or intuitive body knowledge.

... so that now you can just enjoy, and indulge in holding your haby
with Tom . . . the most important thing right now to just give yourself
the total right to just enjoy that baby in your arms right now ... and
the trust . . . it has, and have . . . in your love (in a slow, deliberate
whisper) the trust in your love ... trust in your love ... trust your love
(changes to a statement, tonality remains soft, gentle, but firm) ...
(very long pause)" ... Now, vny gently, you can just let that scene

t Celine is again given the direct suggestion to trust in her Jove, one of the
resources she reported needing for Jabor.
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begin to fade, into the future, the near future very much where it belongs,
as the baby gets very, very ready to be born, to dive down ... you can
very much, just let that fade into the future now, taking yourself back
now, to your breathing, to your body on the inside, very much giving
yourself the right to ENJOY this last bit of pregnancy (tonality sounds
like a question) ... just fully enjoying this last bit of pregnancy (voice
tonality drops on the last word, sounding like an answer to a ques·
tion) ... even though you may be very, very ready ... to have it be over,
and to have your baby in your arms, just fully enjoying, the last bit of
pregnancy (intent is to build a sense of the inevitable end of preg-
nancy thus the implied suggestion of the inevitable beginning, or
starting of labor) .. , (long pause) ... so that just now as you're
breathing [L) , without yet opening your eyes, you can just BEC~ME
A WARE of yourself in the room now [E) (tonality gradually becoming
louder to a normal, conversational level) just SENSING how far your
body is from the ceiling [E) , locating your body in the room, how far you
are from the walls, very much the CENTER of the room right now, very
much the CENTER . . . and as the center [L) , you can become . . . very
ENERGIZED (emphasized to sound full with energy) , reorgani~ed
(referring to the many suggestions throughout the relaxation) ...
and whole . . . and just taking your own time, I'd like you to just think
about coming to a comfortable sitting position, but only in your own tir:at
... giving yourself the right to imagine moving each muscle, and matn·
taining that relaxation [E) (refers to all. suggestions, experi~nce
within the relaxation/visualization) as you come to a natural SItting
position [L) , just moving each muscle that you need to get =: and
relaxing each muscle after you move it ... just like a cat m~ves In t~
warm sun [Ml. just taking your time . . . (implied suggestlOn to Sit

up) ...

t
l

Celine took a copy of the audiotape home with her to use
for relaxation purposes as she desired. Her copy of the tape did
not contain her own verbal statements in the exploratory part of
the visualization, since hearing herself in the past would not neces-
sarily serve her in future and changing experiences when listening
to the tape at home. Copies of tapes made for client's use do not
include client statements but contain only the guided expenence
to re-use on their own. Change naturally occurs, and varying
suggestions may stand out, at different times that the cl~ent util-
izes the audiotape. The client is not held back by remlDders of
their own experience in past sessions. It is not advisable to tape
the client's response on a tape she will utilize at home as it may
also contain awareness of issues or beliefs that the woman is not
willing to be aware of in her regular waking state. If she is not
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ready to be reminded of such associations, she will be likely to
reject the visualization altogether and not make use of it.

Celine's Birth
Celine's waters broke on a Monday morning at 1:35 A.M.,

approximately four weeks after the visualization session. She was
not, however, in labor when she called her midwife at 2:30 A.M.
Contractions had not yet started (Celine's fear). She decided to
take a bath, and then lay down to listen to the tape of the visuali-
zation. She fell asleep listening to the tape and awoke a few
minutes after 7 A. M. with very strong contractions. Her labor
picked up quickly in speed and intensity. She gave birth to a
healthy seven pound, twelve ounce baby girl at 11:26 A.M., with
no complications. Her total labor was less than four and one-half
hours, and she had no perineal tears.

Exploratory Visualization for Phobias
Physically presenting symptoms, including those linked to

phobias, can provide opportunity for exploratory visualization, a
technique for ascertaining the psycho emotional aspects of physio-
logical functioning.

Having discussed in detail the general construction of a
birth visualization, we can further an understanding of the nature
and use of exploratory visualization through the following case
example presented in descriptive form.

Marianna complained of a phobia to having her blood
drawn. Whenever she was to have blood drawn for testing, she
became extremely anxious, cold and clammy, and would then
faint. She felt trapped and frightened, as she was pregnant and
expected to have blood drawn for testing several times during her
pregnancy (related to anemia). She came for help when she was
four months pregnant, having fainted one month prior and fear-
fully anticipating the next time blood would be drawn. .

The following visualization is presented in shortened form
(instead of transcribed form) and without identification of tech-
nique, to give the reader an experiential (right hemisphere) feeling
for the flow of a multi-modality visualization experience and its
impact upon outcome. The exploratory component is emphasized.
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After a complete relaxation induction, I (G.P.) began
to describe Marianna's vein on the inside of the arm at
the elbow joint (antecubital vein). I asked her to
imagine being just that one tiny part of her, her vein,
which is, in fact, a part of her, so that she really does
have the right to "imagine now, being just that one
small vein part."

As she imagined herself being just her vein, I
encouraged her to speak in the first person, as she, as
the vein anticipating the needle corning toward her.
Marianna described herself as frightened as she saw a
man corning toward her with a needle. She "knew"
the man was corning toward her to get information
from her and she feared that he would find out "some-
thing. "

I asked her what it was that he might find out and
exactly who wanted this information. Marianna saw
the doctor and "knew" it was her father. She had not
seen her father since she was two years old and her
parents were divorced. Thereafter, she was cared for
by her grandmother while her mother worked.

In the years of growing to adulthood, she recalled her
family discussing her father's "badness." Though
Marianna had not seen her father in 21 years, she had
received regular birthday gifts from him during her
childhood. She remembered her feelings of anxiety
receiving his gifts and the quiet family discussions
inevitably ensuing, painting him as a negative and
worthless human being.

As Marianna remembered her anxiety about her
family's opinion of her father's worth, she described
the face of the doctor becoming that of her father (as
she remembered him from a picture seen during child-
hood). She continued to speak as the vein, stating her
fear that her doctor/father would test her blood and
find something wrong with it. She associated to the
idea that something was wrong with her blood, as if
being of her father's blood and being genetically the
daughter of both her father and mother had created a
fear of not belonging with her family. They might dis-
cover the secret of the "badness" of her family blood.
Her badness reflected the feelings that she was made
biologically from her father who had been condemned
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by her mother and grandmother. The creation of an
irrational fear - that she did not belong - related to
the phobia.

Marianna began to recognize her need to accept the
part of her corning biologically from her father and to
resolve her distrust of her own basic "wholeness" and
"goodness. "

I proceeded to explain to her the similarities of veins
in the body to the nurturing vessels and roots of a tree
traveling from the tips of the branch arms of the tree
deeper down into its trunk, and even deeper down to
its root system from which the tree springs. I went on
to extrapolate in fine detail how the roots origillaling in
the tree corne from a variety of sources in the ground
(streams, minerals, etc.) involving differing points of
origination contributing to the tree's wholeness. The
point that differing points of origin (metaphorical
referral to her father and mother) create the wholeness
and goodness of the tree's solid existence in form was·
continually developed through various truisms involv-
ing various nutrients needed by the tree which were
corning from different and unknown (father) reservoirs
in the ground. Then I proceeded to turn the direction
of attention to the entry of the needle for drawing
blood.

I first described how the sap (blood) in a maple tree
flowed easily into a bucket when a person tapped
(drew blood) its bark for excess maple syrup. I talked
about how proud the tree was of its fine use for all the
nutrients entering the rootlets -in making a most deli-
cious, life-giving syrup. I further described how easily
the tree would spill forth syrup when tapped correctly
by an experienced syrup gatherer, and how quickly
and efficiently the sap would coagulate to stop the tlow
at exactly the right moment ... and how good it (the
tree) could feel by knowing naturally exactly how
much syrup to let flow and exactly when to seal over,
without any inner disturbance to the tree itself.

As the visualization was brought to a close, I gave
Marianna the suggestions that she could, at her next
blood drawing, call upon the strength of a tree, and, as
she felt the needle, she could remember the image of a
maple tree (she had grown up in Vermont).
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Marianna had her blood drawn the next week without
difficulty, and continued to report no problems with
blood-drawing.

Therapy continued for further resolution of identity
changes during pregnancy. Eight months later, during
the last phase of our work together, Marianna wrote a
poem about her personal symbol of the tree. She
showed no awareness of the relation of the symbol
chosen to our session eight months prior, yet, her
poetic description gave reference to roots and the sense
of belonging to a family.

.Marianna's visualization experience was a valid reality with
its unique and inviolate memory storage and living symbols.
Marianna used the secondary visual, auditory and somesthetic
brain cortices to create a real and valid reality - that of being the
vein and confronting symbolically her inner fears of personal
inadequacy and incompetence.* By turning her attention almost
exclusively to the secondary cortices of the brain involved in
indirect, secondary rather than primary sense data, Marianna was
able to give concrete form to vague and anxiety producing feel-
ings. Secondary sense data is that which is seen, heard, or felt in
the mind, as opposed to what is actually before the sense organs of
the eyes, ears or fingers. Sitting in a cafe, remembering last
night's dream or imagining the plan of afternoon events, involves
secondary sensory experience. Primary sensory experience
involves the visual lay-out of the cafe, sounds of the waiters and
diners, and feelings of the hardness of the chair.

The working ground for resolution of her phobia was the
territory of symbolic experience, involving the secondary cortices
of the brain. The reason for the effectiveness of suggestion,
indirect or direct, was the concrete nature of experience in the secon-
dary cortices, involving the creation of memory identical to memory
created from primary experience (usually defined as "actual"
experience) .

If you were to remember an event from childhood, you
would become aware of the use of secondary information brought
to primary awareness through encoded memory in the secondary

• The reader is referred to Douglas Hofstadter's chapter on Brains and Thoughu
in his book, Godel, ESCMT, Bach: an etema! golden braiJl2 for further discu ••ioD 01
living symbols and the nature of brain symbols during the visualization proce ••.

I
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cortices of the brain. If we were to tell you of Gayle's Polish
grandmother or Lewis' Cherokee-hillbilly grandmother, you would
think of your own grandmother, as well as conjuring images of
these colorful characters from the authors' lives. Secondary, alSO-

ciational brain areas would be at work.

You can remember the sound of a person's voice, even
though that person is not actually present. By "hearing" it in the
secondary auditory cortex, you may re-experience that person's
presence. You may remember the sight of a face, again by stimu-
lation of the secondary visual cortex, since the person's face is not
actually before you, but must be recreated from memory. The
pain of a slap on the face may also be re-lived through the secon-
dary somes the tic cortex, and you may even put your hand to your
face or flinch at the memory-experience of that slap. In short,
secondary data can be brought to the level of primary focus, and
is experienced as if it were occurring in the present. Even child-
hood events can be so vividly re-experienced. Equally, symbolic
experiences can carry the power of actual experience> as in
Marianna's example. Marianna's visualization as she experienced
it is actually the creation of memory. Once the symbolic experi-
ence occurs, it can be remembered as easily as any past experi-
ence. This memory of symbolic experience is not neurophysiologi-
cally different from memory of verifiable, consensual events. Both
are accessed identically and neither have a "real" (in the mundane
sense of that word) existence in the present.

Symbolic experience is identical to "actual" experience by
the time it reaches the stage of memory. Neither memory could
be seen as presently occurring. Both are brain events. Recall of
the intensity of a symbolic experience (a dream, for instance) can
be as high as a prior, consensual event. Both memories can claim
equal validity to influence the client. Only the whims of yet
another brain area (usually considered the "reality tester" of the
pre-frontal cortex) differentiate symbol from consensual actuality.
Indirect hypnosis aims to relax the usual critical observation of
this reality tester long enough for the symbolic experience of
labor, or of personal goodness in Marianna's case, to be accepted
into long-term memory storage as reality and not imagination.

Through symbolic experience, including multi-modality
visualization, memory is created. As such, symbolic inner jour-
neys provide experience from which the client can change beliefs
about the world.

Examples of technique have been identified in the preceding
transcript. The reader can further extrapolate techniques of
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suggestion not labeled for practice. The following section contains
shortened versions of visualization transcripts for specific cases in
which the reader is free to read through the visualization without
interruption.

Visualization for Complication
Relolution and Prevention

Visualization for prevention of complication can be very
effective for a variety of presenting problems, as well as recurrent
complication in past obstetrical history (repeated inductions,
prematurity, etc.). The following cases are presented here in
shortened form to stimulate the reader towards possibilities of
application in the clinical setting.

Visualization for Breech
Jessica was a twenty-seven year old mother referred for

breech presentation at thirty-two weeks gestation. She had a pre-
vious history of breech presentation with her first pregnancy,
fifteen months earlier, resulting in a cesarean. She had experi-
enced ruptured membranes with no onset of contractions, also con-
tributing to the decision for cesarean. Other women in her family
had also experienced breech presentations at term. She had been
told by her previous obstetrician that she had probably inherited a
pelvis shape encouraging the breech position.

In our experience, it is advisable to do a visualization for
breech as soon as the diagnosis is made. Our society has such
fears of the breech presentation that women can be acculturated to
think of themselves as abnormal or at-risk even if the baby might
spontaneously turn to vertex within several weeks. If the woman
is already past thirty-two weeks, time is of the essence. The!
sooner she can address issues pertaining to motherhood or belief.
about the baby and birth, the more time there is for adjustment to
belief change. This was particularly true for Jessica, who not only
had a past history of breech presentation, but also an absence of
onset of labor, both leading to her cesarean. Had she started
labor on her own, she would have had the option of vaginal
breech delivery in the past. Jessica is planning a vaginal birth
after cesarean with her second pregnancy. A breech presentation
would preclude her option for a trial of labor for vaginal birth.

The following transcript represents the exploratory part of
the visualization, in which the reader can become aware of t.bt
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beliefs Jessica has about the cervix which encourage a breech posi-
tion. I (G.P.) work with Jessica on this imagery, until she is
finally able to experience the suggestions given.

· .. so that you can actually TAKE TIME in your pregnancy tVtTJ day ...
to follow that baby ... that you nlld to Follow it . .. (refers to her
having said that she needs to give herself more time with this
baby before it's born) ... to follow it DQW}f, DQW}f, DQWN (voice
tonality dropping) to the cervix even . .. where you n"d to follow it
· .. now ... as you look DQW}f, at the cervix down, just like tltat baby
way up high looking DQWN at the cervix now, down towards the ceroix
just tell me what the cervix might look like, foeel like, on the INside now,
the INside of the ceroix now as you look DQWN at it ...

Jessica: ... looks ... warm ... inviting, pink in color ...

Gayle: and the shape what shape is it?

jessica: ... round almost like a ... pool, yet it's pink ...

Gayle: and soft did you say?

Jessica: No, it's not soft. It's like something that ... you dive into.

Gayle: Hmmm. It may be very helpful to know now what happens in
the last months . . . of pregnancy . . . and on into . . . labor, is that the
RELAXin- inCREASES, the relaxin inCREASES, and as the relaxin
inCREASES into the PEL VIC AREA NOW, ... begins to soften, even ai
thirty weeks, even at thirty-one Willes, more so at thirty-four Willes, more
so at thirty-five Wilks (voice gradually gains in volume and speed
and then drops as softening begins) . .. begins to sooofften, sooften
from the INside out, from the inside out it starts from the INside out ...
softening ... becomes very, very soft (voice drops softly) and that soft-
ness spreeaads, spreeads out outwards ... through the cemix. Just now I'd
like you to go ahead and folll what that actually feels like on the inside
· .. and just tell me how soft how soft it can filion the inside of the
cervix as you look at that warm softness ...

Jessica: It fills ... like a sponge .

Gayle: almost mushy in a way .

Jessica: No. No, it feels like a sponge that ... set out to dry, ~nd it's
hard. It's ... it needs to be wet, to make it soft again ...

Gayle: Uh-huh ... and you know ... about the fluids on the inside
of your body . .. (whispery soft) '" and what is happening right

• Relaxin is a hormone found in the body which increases in pregnancy, eapecia1ly
with subsequent pregnanciea.
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NOW. And this can b.t very, very HELPful information to know actually
what's happening physiologically on the inside ... (vocal quality
assumes a sing song informational tone) ... as mucus is being formtd
and reformed and REformed and inCREASes in the last few months
towards labor. . . inCREASes towards labor in FACT, the sponge would
soften ... more ... 'and moore ... and MOORE (deep and breathy)
until it almost was mushy (voice goes up very high in a hypothetical
tone) ... on the INside, a kind of healthy, healthy mushiness ... soft
(voice softens) and spongy and wet ("Tn sound emphasized) very,
very wet ... so wet and So slick almost ... that, when the baby's very
ready, that it is like a slide ... is like a slide that you can't even help
but go right down can't even help but go right down, and with the
waters breaking YOIl can imagine what that would be like on a slide,
coming right DOWN ... if you've ever been a child or seen a child go on
it's stomach head first down a slide, sometimes they'll put wax paper
down to make themselves go down very, very fast (slight laugh) very,
fast, have you ever seen that?

Jessica: Mmm huh

Gayle: ... ever seen a child do that, or wax the slide, they do that in
the park down the street. That's what the waters -do with the help of the
mucus, the COMBINAtion of waters and mucus is inCREDibly slippery,
slick even, and just as that child goes right DOWN the slide (voice
lowers, slows) children like to do that, they like to ... fly in a way,
down the slide, head first men ... very slick and wet. So that just now
you can begin to feel, perhaps . . . a little more of what's actually hap-
pening on the inside ... the softness, the wetness ... what does it look
like NOW in the cervix, what does it foeel like ... as you begin to TAKE
THA T INFORMAT/ON IN, process it ...

Jessica: It feels more comfortable . .. it feels like . .. like a ...
dampness, like a lawn with ... with dew in the mornings ...

Gayle: Hmm. It might even be soft like a pillow. That's why peopu
like to lay their heads, just like you are now, laying it on a pillow,
almost soft like a pillow is ... but only it has an opening to it ... like
a doughnut, (slight laugh) but that pillow ... How does that [eel to you
now, that cervix, does it feel ... like a soft pillow?

Jessica: It feels ... soft, like to ... like to rest my head on it ...

Gayle: And now, we can just go on a little bit with the physiological
learnings, about labor, birth, starting labor ... sometimes with women
I've worked with who have had some difficulty in the past, one woman
didn't understand exactly HOW labor STARTED. it's usually some piece of
information they're missing ... but as you know that, that piece of infor.
mation, it stimulates an even deeper adjustment in the body, as if yolt
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have the right hemispheres and the left hemispheres of the brain working
together, harmonizing in a way, it can be very helpful, to just JC.NOW

what's actually happening on the inside, the wetness, tlu softans,
inCREDible softness, that inCREASes as th.e baby grows, as the r,laa/ion
continues to spread . . . to become more and mor« dominant in YOllr body,
so that there's more mucus, more and more waters, slippery, slippery,
warm and wet ... on the inside ... and as the baby grows (voice
becomes louder, after having been very soft) if we take ours,lves for-
ward in time now, when the baby will be very, very READY to b« bona,
very READY to come out into your arms, to Sit you, feel you on th.t outside
.. , to hear your voice on the outside, too, the baby will really, really
WANT to be born. And this begins, it just begins to happen, in about th.t
seventh month, when the baby's becoming bigger, and a little bigger, just
right, and very very ready to be born, where th.t inside becomes less
interesting, because the baby WANTS to be born, and so th.t outside
becomes more and more (builds in volume) enticing ... and just as you
move, and SETTLE INTO ... these learnings, you can even identify, in tlu
next couple of months of what it's like when a baby just wants to be oliL
It no longer wants to stay inside ... it WANTS to be born, an impulse to
be born, instinctive even, biologically, physiologically, ... th.t baby
KNOWS on a physiological sense that it is time to come out, the h.talthiest
place BECOMES th« outside, it BECOMES that way, and when th.t bdy's
very, very ready to be born, it releases a hormone from it's pituitary gland,
which causes a hormone to be released in your pituitary gland, wkicb
CLICKS labor into place, which STARTS th.t oxytocin flowing, just
STARTS the oxytocin flowing (softer, but with intensity) as th.t waters
... break, sometimes that happens first, sometimes it doesn't, hut it's a
sign of beginning, that the baby's putting that hormone out, and the
HEAD can come DOWN, (voice becomes heavier, slower) HEAD can com,
DOWN so that, I'd like you to just IMAGINE what it would be like, for a
moment, to totally indulge in what it would be like if you didn't netd to
worry about positioning, but you just had to . .. CONFRONT THE LABOR
... and deal with labor ... and this is something you can afford to do
while you listen to the tape and at other times, you can deal with otlter
possibilities, but right now, just as you listen to this tapt, you can give
yourself the total possibility to INDULGE. in what you would FEEEL like,
(now, becomes a whisper) if the baby were head down right NOW ...
incredible relief, which affects the lower uterine segment, incredible
RELIEF of the baby being head down, but HOW ... how would that
happen as the baby grows, it's head gets HEA VIER, and '"
HHEA VIER HHHEA VIER . .. and the hheavier and hhheavier th« head
gets, ... and there's so much more room down in the soft wetness
(whispering gently) ATTRACTS DIVE right DOWN onto that
pillow, right DOWN onto that cervix ... the baby can just DIVE ... just
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like a pear, ... that's getting very, very ripe, but not dropping yet, a
chemical kind of reaction has to take place in the tree, in the stem, the
very STEM of the pear, it just gets ready, and ready (voice picks up
speed) and it just gets hheavier and ""eavier and hheavier and right,
THUD (loud, then immediately returns to soft voice) right DOWN it
comes to the ground . .. w/w, you're least expecting it, ... you might
hear a THUD, and there's the ~ar on the ground if you were around the
~ar tre« Of course. most ptople won't eVIR HEAR the THUD, it'll just
happen . . . and they might be aware when they eat a pear, or fruit that
it happened, but they don't think about it, it's just something that's taken
for granted (matter-of-fact tone) that yeah, the pear was ripe . . . and
ready ... to come right DOWN to the ground ... as the baby gets bigger
... it comes right DOWN, because the head is the very hheaviest, hheaviest
part (softly) of the body. .. (now voice rises in volume, as heading
towards the birthing part of the visualization) ... I'd like you to
take yourself forward in time now . . . to when, the baby will be very,
very ready . . . to be born, very ready to be born . .. (continues into
birth visualization with baby assumed to be in the head down
position).

Comment.
As jessica talked during the visualization, her experience of

her cervix can be heard to be not only unrealistic to the internal
body processes, but uninviting to dive into. Her imagery is not
congruent with labor and birth. I begin to build an image that is
more yielding to the birth process, and work with her on that
imagery until it becomes actually changed in her own experience.
This is often necessary in order to work with a client towards
changing the beliefs. It is a client's beliefs which develop the
imagery that she will allow herself to experience. As a practi-
tioner is able to work with a woman to change her imagery, she
helps to change her beliefs and orientation towards her birthing.
jessica's imagery reflected beliefs that may have been reinforced
by her past cesarean. However she was able to re-work her
imagery of the cervix as a soft and pliable part of her body, which
did become congruent with the reality of a baby diving through.
The practitioner can be aware of his/her own reactions to the
client's imagery, as it is not difficult to identify the incongruity of
"diving "into a "hard, dry" cervix. When incongruities are
identified, the direction for change (softening and moistening the
cervix) is also evident.

Other issues that were significant for jessica included the
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belief in the baby as delicate and the security of the womb· beyond
the nine month gestational period. Suggestions which address
these issues can be identified in the transcript.

I was able to very briefly discuss the experience of pain in
birth with jessica, and asked her to return at a future time to talk
further. We also touched on her tendency to rely on her mother,
who was there at her first birth, to do the work of labor for her.
She chose not to come in an additional time before birth, but to
use the tape to prepare due to lack of funds.

jessica gave birth vaginally to a healthy, full term baby boy
weighing nine pounds, thirteen ounces. The baby turned to ver-
tex the week after the visualization session. Her labor was aug-
mented by a very slight amount of oxytocin (her obstetrician
described it as "placebo") when her dilation slowed down at nine
centimeters. jessica was very joyful about her birth experience.
She did report that it had been longer and more painful than she
had been prepared for, never having been in labor before. As of
this writing she is currently pregnant with her third child and
looking forward to another vaginal birth." She came in for a visu-
alization session early in the pregnancy for nausea and getting in
touch with this baby, and plans to return to talk about the issue of
pain in labor.

Visualization for Put Neonatal Death and Prematurity
Melinda was a thirty-five year old mother, pregnant with her

fourth child. Her first child died in utero during labor from a cord
accident. Her first labor started three weeks past her due date.
Her second baby was born four weeks premature and her third
baby was born nine weeks premature. She had also been hospital-
ized twice due to problems with bleeding after a miscarriage
which occurred one year prior to her fourth pregnancy.

Melinda traveled a great distance to come for holistic inter-
vention toward what she believed would be her final pregnancy
and birth experience, as she did not desire any further children.
She very much desired this final birth to go smoothly, normally,
and naturally and wished to do all that she could to give herself
and her baby this opportunity.

• Jessica gave birth vaginally to a healthy eleven pound girl after four hOUri of la.
bor, twenty·five minutes after her arrival at the hospitall
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The following transcript represents part of a visualization
session in which issues of obstetrical risk were addressed. The
suggestions are aimed toward maintaining the pregnancy to term
(she is almost seven months pregnant) and creating an emotional
experience within the visualization of the safety of the inside of
the womb in the last two months of pregnancy. I make use of
Melinda's own experience in her mother's obstetrical history to
build experience of safety and normalcy as an emotional possibil-
ity, given her own past complications of birth.
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(very softly, intimately) and as I talk of you ... then to some
extent I'm also talking to your baby on the inside right now of you
right now ... you're very much ONE with the baby, even though when the
baby's very, very ready ... you'll become, two, and at that point you'll he
very, very ready . .. to become two, but right now (voice picks up
excitement) you're very much ONE, it's a very special, special time in the
life cycle. And no matter how many times you've done it ... it remains
very, very (emphasized) special, and very unique (reframing) very, very
unique even as your mother . . . had . . . two pregnancy experiences with
babies, in which, ONE was very, very different than the other. One was
very different than the other ... and as you came into your mother's
womh, ... you grew . .. and you grrew and you grrew (increasing
slightly in volume) until you were very, very READY to he horn, very
HEAL THY and FULL, very whole . . . a full seven and one-half pounds
... seven and one-half pounds ... that's a perfectly AVERAGE weight,
perfectly average weight. And a baby can feel very, very good ... about
being seven and one-half pounds ... can feel very good, just as you must
have felt, or your mother must have felt, when she was HA VING a second
baby growing so large and full, even after the first baby had not made it
. . . that full or large. Her first baby had been very complete and had
only grown to ... a lesser weight ... still, she probably felt very good to
know, that you were growing full and strong despite all the medical
doctor's worries (sing song quality) and aaalll their worries, about your
mother's health, and her history and on and on and on, and your father
being a doctor, all those factors ... your mother created, and helped nOUT-
ish ... you on the inside, and in a very important way, Melinda, you
cooperated WITH her, a baby cooperating with the mother . . . to reach
seven and one-half pounds! very, very fulll term ... very full term
experience that you have in your own blood, Melinda because you grew to
seven and one-half pounds as a baby so in a sense there's a part of your
body, or unconscious, whatever you want to call it, that has ALREADY
experienced that very normal, normal growth pattern . . . that very nor-
mal, coming to term ... and that can feel very, very good to know that's
part of your cellular memory for yourself, part of your cellular memory ...
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and you just, vicariously fantasize how it might have felt to your mother,
to have done "that, despite aalll the medical people who were wOrrUd
around her . . . even including . . . her husband tltat she was able to tiIJ
that with you. That's a fine bond to have with a mother ... a vny, fin,
bond that you can DRA W ON NOW llJen as you begin to go duper tilJWfl
into the chest, now as you relax, little more, and maybe just a little more
... so that your breathing (The relaxation process continues through
the body. The following metaphor is included here for the
reader's interest.)

. .. you might even remember when you were very young, swinging on a
swing . . . and going up ... and going back ... and going up ... and
going back (picks up rhythm) but then you'd go up higher ...
'cause you'd pump your feet higher and then you'd fall back ... and
then you'd go higher ... very high as high as the swing could go ...
because the poles, if you remember the poles in some playgTOllflds, were
very securely cemented ones that were VERY SECURELY CEMENTED ...
INto the tar, or the blacktop. .. THOSE were the ones that you could
swing very, very high on ... you might even remember SEEING somebody
swinging very high ... and FREE, and you might even remember yourself
how much fun it could be, the thrill of going DOWN to gravity and right
hack up ... just swinging ... back and forth . . . back and forth ...
your body LEARNED HOW to do that, without you even needing to think
about it, it came to terms, with adjustments, minor adjustments, but very
significant adjustments in the legs, even as you're adjusting now (as she
mo.ves) in the legs, and the arms, and the whole torso of the body, to
swzng . . . back and forth, and up and down, back and forth, and up and=: (voice lowered to a whisper) each body muscle, groups of muscles
zn the body, all had to COME TO TERM ... with ... that movement ...
all had to come to term with CARRYING your body, in your body up and
down . . . and hack and forth . . . carrying it, very, very securely in the
s~ing . . . very securely seated in the swing ... each muscle group, each
~Igament group ... each tiny neTVe in the body, you might llJen THINE of
It, that way even . . . adjusted . . . to coming to terms with CARRYING
your body ... forward, and back, carrying your bady ... forward as
in time going forward ... a time when you got off of the swing and
then you were very, very READY to get off the swing, but the time when
you were on it was very much fun ... the time when you sat down (voice
drops) very safe, as you sat down, and the seat cradled you . . . cradled
your buttocks even, and you were very secure if you had one of those
swings that bends like maybe one of your daughters swings on sometimes
... so that it fits you, uniquely FITS rou, the person who is swinging ...
and then you can even continue DOWN through your lower back ... all
the way DOWN to the tailbone. .. (relaxation continues through the
body)
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d it's so nice to know that you've already made the elements before... an ) , d l . ,
(visualizing on the inside of the womb now it s ma e p acentas, It s
made cords before, tluy've been DIFFERENT. and as the body learns how

to k tL"e elements it's EASIER, much EASIER for the baby tomae ... -. ,
much EASIER fior the cord to come very SMOOOTHLr. very

grow .. '. h b b '
SMOOOTHL r. and very flexibly out of the placenta and INto t ~ a .'] s
navel ... and you might even imagine now that little baby growing TIght
now, getting what it needs, flowing very freely .. ,.. FREELY and yet
attaclud, but yet flowing very freely even though It s attached ... on the
. 'J. as If the bab'] could make friends with the cord becauseInSlae now . . . d
you know cords can be very playful ... cords can be very playful, an
sometimes babies even squeeze them, squeeze them . . . and always the
cord can remain, very, very flexible inCREASingly so with subsequent preg·

. 'nC'D'" 'sl'nglv so more and more relaxin is able to come through
~~I~ ~, .'

. k that's whv women o'ien comment on the fact that thei: hIps. . . qulC er v 'J' (h) d
got so wide so fast with subsequent pregnancies slight Iaug an
they're only a few weeks pregnant you know, but because they 'ue be~n
pregnant before their body KNOWS HOW THOROU~Hly, ~s the pregnan.c~es
progress ... their body responds quicker .. '. to Increasln~ the fleXIbIlity
in the bones in the very cartilage ... and TIght through Into the cord as
well ... th~e's a certain flexibility that's involved ... in the cord .
which is part of a response to ... and in response to, the p~egnancy .
and the availability of the RELAXin ... which inCREASes with eac~ su~.
sequent pregnancy a little bit ... just exactly RIGHT at that point In
time ... and it can feel so much BETTER ... so much BETTER to ... a
placenta, or (little laugh) even to a uterus or even to the hips, to have
already done it once, to have already known how that can happen and
how it can flow . . . because the body responds quicker . . . the amRlotlC
bag ... can be tough and FIRM and yet ... very FLEXible: .. the cord
can be tough and firm and yet MORE FLEXible, more FLEXIble ... and
the baby can be very, very FREE . . . to move around, ... free to move

d and to get to KNOW. get to KNOW the intrautetme enVIron-
aroun ...' b b '
ment, much larger now, and you're much more yielding, to the a y s
kicks, than you would have been with a first pregnancy, or even. a second,
because you spread out faster . .. there's more room on the inside ...
you've been stretched before, more room for the baby to .FIND IT'S WAr
AROUND, to find it's way around (implying to find Its way ~afely
around the cord) .,. on the inside . . . without you even needing to

think about it .. '.
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Comment.
Melinda gave birth naturally to a healthy seven pound,

twelve ounce baby girl three days past her due date. Her labor
was approximately three and one-half hours. She expressed feel-
ing wonderful about the birth, and a sense of peace about her first
stillborn child.

Visualization for Uterine Fibroida
Celia was a thirty-five year old woman with a daughter from

her previous marriage, pregnant with her second child when she
came for visualization. She was five months pregnant and diag-
nosed with uterine fibroids. .

She had been referred by a friend in Minneapolis (Celia's
home town) who had been urging her to see us for some time .
Celia had not done so in deference to what she called her skeptical
part. The crisis that led to her decision to come related to her
obstetrician telling her she would have to stay in bed for the next
ten weeks to reach thirty-six weeks of pregnancy and' not deliver
prematurely. She said she realized that the threat of a miscarriage
gave her a sense of choice about becoming a mother. She now
realized that she really wanted motherhood, and wanted to do all
she could to lessen the chance of miscarriage or prematurity.

Celia's daughter, Pauline, was born ten years ago. Celia
had been following a strict macrobiotic diet. Pauline was very
small, but otherwise normal. Celia didn't have enough milk and
had begun supplementing with goat's milk by four weeks postpar-
tum, since Pauline did not gain weight. Celia believed she had
the first natural birth at her hospital in St. Paul. She had a five
hour labor, experiencing herself having to chase the nurses away
who were coming after her with shots and potential injections.

Celia became pregnant with Pauline on the eve of the
break-up of her first major relationship with a man who helped her
manage a graphic design shop which she owned with her brother.
They split up at four months of pregnancy. She moved out. She
continued to see him every day at the shop. That pregnancy was
miserable from an emotional standpoint. She was depressed, irrit-
able, etc. From a physical standpoint, she was very healthy,
without even a trace of nausea. She had been diagnosed as having
a small fibroid by her doctor prior to that pregnancy and had been
using natural methods to rid herself of it. She returned to the
doctor to learn if it was gone, when he told her she was pregnant
with Pauline.
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Her current pregnancy had been emotionally "fine" but
physically very stressful. Unlike during her first pregnancy, Celia
experienced much nausea for the first four months. Her ulcerative
colitis had also been acting up. Two weeks prior to her initial ses-
sion, after a long car trip, she began to feel something "different"
and her doctor noticed another fibroid above her bladder, causing
her discomfort. The old fibroid was six centimeters on sonogram.
She expected it was eight centimeters when she came to us for her
first consultation for holistic treatment. Her new fibroid was
bigger. Her obstetrician told her that he didn't want the fibroid
to compete with the baby for the blood supply, because the baby
would win. He feared the fibroid would die and become necrotic,
starting premature labor. Celia was afraid to work on her fibroid
going away; since she was afraid that would start premature labor.
We told her that there were other natural ways for a fibroid to
disappear than to become necrotic and die. We suggested that if
visualization had the power to make it go away, it could certainly
have the power to do so safely.
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Celia'. Visualization

Issues addressed during the visualization included the threat
of premature labor and the possibility of cesarean for this birth.
The larger fibroid was currently blocking the uterine opening with
its mass between the cervix and the baby's head.

When Celia talked in the visualization, it became apparent
that she had previously made a clear and emotionally charged
decision never to have another child after the trauma she felt she
went through adjusting to a family in her first marriage. She felt
as though her first husband had "pushed" her to have the first
baby, and then resented his lack of sharing in the parenting which
had been far more than she had bargained for. Since her second
marriage, she had become pregnant and wanted to have a child,
even though she felt conflict concerning her past feelings and deci-
sion not to have another child.
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. . . even coming to TERMS with, the eighth or ninth vertebra, coming
right DOWN the back ... and you might even remember, Celia, with
Pauline (her daughter) or maybe even yourself, going down a slide for
tile very first time in your lift . . . a child (voice lowers and gradually
rises) steps ... up the 14dder ... rung by rung (very deliberate) and
step by step . . . up . . . and a child might have sat down at the top,
looked around, and been kind of frightened because how was she going to
figure out how to get down the slide from so high up (slight laugh) it
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might have been kind of scary, and they might have let go too soon or too
early or maybe somebody coaxed them down, but tluy came at an angle,
maybe they had a spill, and maybe they picked themselves up, picked
themselves up, and ... maybe they didn't even want to go again. on tlee
slide for a long, long time, but ... I don't know if you've ever SU1I this
happen to a child, but sometimes they have to be given TIME ... given
time TO ADJUST in order to ... to try it again, and they might even try
it ... get half way up there, way up there and then come back down, bait
SOMEtime, SOMEtime . .. children WILL do it again, tluy will do it
again, as they See other people doing it and they See them djoying it,
they WILL do it again ... it's kind of the beauty of childhood and of tlee
body in that sense, when they see that kind of freedom in somebody else,
that kind of enjoyment, they will FINALLY come to the top, but usually
it's when they get ther« themselves ... finally they step, one by OIU up tlee
ladder to the top the very top and ther« might be even ... might be tvtJI

kind of ... scary at the top, but if they can SIT OOWN and can MAIN-
TAIN and SUSTAIN themselves down the slide, ... can sustain and can
REALi~e, that they can. .. LET THEIR BODYGO to gravity and without
pushing them, without anybody pushing them they can 00 it. They can
DO IT, and it's safe, and then finally they can SUSTAIN and MAINTAIN
until right OOWN they come at just the right time, right down to the bot-
tom of the slide, finally, ... and it might have been so much fun, that
then they might go around again and climb rung by rung, step by step up
the ladder to the very top, until . .. again they feel free, and more
confident in that sense children LEARN that kind of confidence in the
playground, actually children LEARN that kind of confidence. I don't
know if you ever remember Pauline, if she had any experiences like that,
but ... just now with your next breath you might even imagine sliding
right down, to the tailbone . .. (relaxation continues and Celia
explores the baby on the inside of her womb, and the visualization
continues in addressing the fibroids and the ambivalency to moth-
erhood) ... why don't we go ahead and continue ... to look around ...
as babies actually CAN MOVE AROUND (refers to an earlier conversa-
tion of fibroids moving out of the way of the baby) ... until
perhaps they can see ... can see them (fibroids] even like gentle mush-
rooms, gentle, small mushrooms ... soft, flexible ... where do you see
them, in your house, since actually your womb is like a house right now
to you (she is imagining herself as the baby) just like it's a house to
the little balls (fibroids), too ... and can you SEE THEM MOVE ...
Celia have you ever seen those little pearls of oil, that you can put in
water for an oil bath, or a bubble bath? (she nods) you know how they
can come together and move around and float ... how they can kind of
stick together and move? (nods) You might even SEE THAT happening
... with ... with the little balls ... of them moving ... out of the way
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... out of the way of the baby, there can be plenty of room, there can be
plenty of room, . .. in a sense you know you're like a garden (gentle
laugh). rou like to make things on the inside of the womb (laugh-
ingly) even when you have babies or not ... and so there's no need to
think that you can't make a baby (in answer to her fears she
expresses while describing the womb earlier). rou can. But it's
like a garden. It doesn't mean you can't grow other things too. And in
gardens, if you've ever done a lot of gardening you'll notice, that you call
PLANT THINGS so that certain things MAINTAIN and SUSTAIN and CON-
TROL ... other things in the garden. rou can plant corn, just the right
height to NURTURE other plants BENEATH it. It works in harmony that
way ... or you can, ult, grow tomatos, in more sun or less sun depending
on how much, you want the tomatos . . . how prolific you want the toma-
tos to be. And so gardens, you know, there's that way of PLANTing gar-
dens, and MAINTAINing them, but also in nature there comes a certain
balance where trees, shrubs, in the wild . .. will work things out, in
order to SUSTAlN certain balances of things in the forest. Large trees
won't let too . . . too many little trees grow, but they'll let a certain
amount of little trees grow. Or a small tree growing up may shoot up,
and TAKE THE SPACE of other smaller shrubs. And yet the shrubs may
remain, but they only maintain at that level. They don't grow beyond
that, because one of them, namely the tree, just shoots up faster. And so,
there's a certain balance ... in nature. And it seems to me that for you
that might. .. BE TRUE about the womb in your case, it's a veryprolific
womb (slight laugh) and, we can be happy about that, or maybe even
proud about that in a sense, I don't know what that would mean to you
personally, but (very conversational tone throughout unless other-
wise indicated), you might not like that in SOME ways. And yet it is
very prolific, it tends to make things, and it's the part of the body, it's the
only part of the body, Celia that can . . . really do that in reality ...
really make another person, and well, you can also make other things on
the inside of the womb ... and there CANBE ROOM,as the baby's on the
INside. (visualization continues with Celia talking about how she
feels about the balls, fibroids, on the inside of her garden) ... rOUT

womb can be a very special womb, a very softly cushioned womb Irefram-
ing fibroids as cooperative with the pregnancy) softly cushioned, just
the right amount of cushion, just the right amount of cushion, 011 1M
inside . .. and can you see the placenta? (description of placenta
takes place) ... the placenta READIES the womb for mothering, in a
way, READIES the womb, as it's the only time you make a baby, is when
you're a mother, already on the inside, mothering a baby in the womb
now ... It's like the internal mother on the inside .... If you wert to
fall backwards in time ... you'd come to a time when you'd had a baby
in there before and decided not to have one in there again, just faWlI'
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backwards in t~me ... you might come to that time you had in the past,=: you pro":lStd yourself to not tver do this again (have a baby) and
... Just describe that time to me, now (Celia does so, and the visuali-
zation continues after she has described feeling trapped in mother-
hood, and that all that brought her through w~ her love for her
daughter) ... you might even now MOVEFORWARDi" time Celill wluw
you decide~ to redecide . . . to redecide llult decision. When was j'.ut IAe
first seedlmg of that redecision? (She describes it as when she was
f~lling in love with her new husband, and wanting a child with
him) .... And Vick is very, very different, isn't he, a very differnat per_
son? Because he didn't even push you to do this, did he? (Vick is her
second ~usband.) So there must have become a time when your own lit-
tle. seedling began to grofI,J... when you decided for yourself to Iulve a
child ... and we can move forward in time now . . . to a POi,.t wlaenyou
not only Wert willing to, but you WANTED to ... have a baby (voice
lowers) .... And can you see that younger Celia,. the one who made
those .vows, to not ever have a child, can you see her face, now (Celia
descnbes her) and if you could REACH OUT to her now, reach out to her,
and soothe her, becauseyou know, she really needed someone then, really
net~ed someone.to hel~ her . . . all she had was this vow to herself that
she'd never do it again, but she really needed something more didn't she
(Celia nods) she really needed somebody (Celia begins to cry) ... and
just cradle her ... cradle her ... comfort her . . . to MAKEFRIENDSwith
the past ... (the visualization continues, and the resource of
Celia's love for her daughter is brought to the forefront as a
resource in her redecision to have another child and to find peace
with this decision in the present)

At her next session, Celia engaged in art therapy, drawing a
good-bye card to her fibroids. Her doctor had informed her that
he could no longer feel the fibroid he was worried about, and had
ta~en ~er off ~drest. Celia was exuberant about being able to go
swrmmmg agam.

Celia gave birth to a full term healthy baby boy after a nor-
mal labor of approximately four hours.

Many decisions, or promises to ourselves, are made in life in
order to get through a difficult time. As with Celia, these past
d~vout. resolutions can come up to haunt us and impede our hap-
pmess 10 the present. The power to re-decide at any point in time
IS always with us, but sometimes needs to be brought to light in
the present. Accepting the part of ourselves in the past that was
hurt .or grieving can free us to re-direct the intent and energy of
our lives. This is the spirit of how we can best use multi-modality
visualization.
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tactic might not be the most efficient rem-
edy. Imagine forcing an aviophobe onto a
plane-a severepanic attack could trigger
a midair rerouting to the nearest loony
bin. But LeDouxmay have uncovered a
better way.After a two-decade-longpur-
suit into the depths of the brain, LeDoux
has shown that it's possible to eliminate
deep-seated fears. All you have to do is
remove the memory that created it.

Last year, in a landmark experiment
in rats, LeDoux opened a path to doing
just that. He showed that it's possible
to obstruct the memory of a specific
traumatic event without affecting other
memories. He also demonstrated that
when the memory was stifled, the fear it
roused vanished as well.

This sudden ability to produce
selective amnesia stunned the scientific
community. It also offers unimaginable
promise. It could relieve soldiers suffer-
ing from post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD)or rid sexual abuse and rape
victims of haunting memories. My
spiders would be fair game, as would
LeDoux's enduring aversion to snakes.
Other researchers have been quick
to adapt Lefroux's findings. One has
already begun experimenting on human
subjects, and a startup company has
emerged that plans to eliminate fears in
the comfort of your own home. All you
need is a mail-order box of pills and the
accompanying DVD.

THE SHOCK OF DISCOVERY
Down the corridor from LeDoux's office,
near a paper sign reminding students of
the lab's Wi-Fi password ("fearisgood"),
heavy glass doors open to reveal the
fear factory. Inside, 300 plump white
rats live like rodent royalty. Each gets
its own transparent acrylic cage and is
fed a continuous supply of filtered water
and top-notch rat chow. Their cages,
neatly aligned on stainless-steel wire
shelves, are scrubbed regularly and ven-
tilated with oxygen-rich air. When we
enter, we have to wear surgical masks to
keep from sullying the rats with germs
we might be tracking in from the out-
side world. According to Marie Monfils,
a postdoc here, these rats are treated
exceptionally well because happy,

NOTHING TO FEAR BUT ... According to a
recent poll of American adults, we're a nation
of ophiophobes (50 percent of the popula-
tion reports being "very afraid" of snakes),
acrophobes (fear of heights, 36 percent),
arachnophobes (fear of spiders, 27 percent)
and aviophobes (fear of flying, 18 percentJ.

healthy, easygoing rats make ideal test
subjects when it comes time to scare the
holy crap out of them.

To understand why rats-and
other animals, including humans-get
scared, you have to start at the amyg-
dala, the place where sensation and
memory join forces to spawn the vener-
able beast we call fear. The amygdala is
buried in the forebrain directly behind
the eyes. LeDoux first started research-
ing the amygdala in the late 1970S with
early experiments that investigated how
rats adapt to danger.

In one experiment, LeDoux played
a tone to the rats and then dispensed
a mild electric shock. After a few rep-
etitions, the tone alone made the rats
freeze-a classic Pavlovian response. He
had expected this, but at the same time
he wondered what was actually occur-
ring inside their brai ns when they froze.
He injected a dye that mapped out the
connections in the rat brains and found
that the auditory thalamus-the part of
the brain that receives signals from the
ears-connects directly to the amgdala ..
He then surgically cut the pathway that
connects the auditory thalamus to the
amygdala, repeated the tone, and found
that the rats no longer feared the sound.

Somehow, the amygdala was form-
ing and storing what LeDoux labeled
a "fear memory" that preempted all
other brain activity whenever it rec-
ognized the offending input. The rats
were essentially oblivious to their freez-
ing behavior, responding to the tone
without the use of their higher brain
functions, precisely the way I might
squeal like a schoolgirl at the sight of a
spider before I can reason that it's not
going to eat my left arm.

The studyrevealed that when it
comes to fear, the "thinking" part of
your brain is instinctively subordinate
to the amygdala. Your fears forestall
your thoughts, and the amygdala is the
reason why. It takes a new input, checks
it against your fear memories and, if
there's a match, initiates a response.

Without the fear memory, though,
the chain falls apart: If my brain can't
remember why I'm afraid of spiders,
then I won't be afraid of spiders. Yet
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selectively eliminating a memory
would seem to be impossible. LeDoux
suspected it was not.

THE YOUNG BRAINIAC
LeDoux is the hippest nerd I know. His
salt-and-pepper hair is smartly slicked
back, and a soul patch crowns his chin.
He's wearing flip-flops, black jeans and
an embroidered lime-green shirt with its
square-cut shirttails untucked. The rocka-
billy look is fitting when you learn that he
spends most of his spare time jamming
with his band, The Amygdaloids, play-
ing guitar, singing, and writing lyrics. Of
course, one can only be so hip: Most of
their songs are about neuroscience.

We're sitting at a round conference
table in his office on the i ith floor of
NYU's Center for Neural Science, where
LeDoux is giving me the Fear 101 primer.
The s8-year-old's Cajun accent, though
refined, still lingers from an upbringing
in Eunice, Louisiana, where he raised
prize-winning cows, bulls and horses and
aimed to become a priest. "I went to Cath-
olic school, and the nuns thought of me
as their pet project," he recalls. "I made
rosaries and was the alter boy. I used to
hold mass in my bedroom by myself, just
to practice. But in eighth grade, the hor-
mones kicked in and I started thinking
more about girls than religion."

He first started tinkering with brains
at his father's butcher shop. "In those
days, they would slaughter the animal
by shooting it," he says. Pops tasked the
young LeDoux with digging through cow
brains, a local delicacy, to retrieve the bul-
let, because "you wouldn't want to chomp
down on a piece of lead." While poking
around in the mush, LeDoux remembers
pondering its purpose. "I'd reach in there
and would always be thinking about
what each part does."

LeDoux was one of only three
people from his 1967 graduating high-
school class to leave the bayou for the
big city-Baton Rouge. He enrolled at
Louisiana State University and begrudg-
ingly obliged his parents' desire for
him to study marketing. After all, they
were paying the tuition. But his bud-
ding interest in the mind led him to
study consumer psychology, where he

mused about how it might be handy for
understanding consumer behavior. (At
one point, LeDoux wrote a letter to B.F.
Skinner asking the eminent psycholo-
gist what he thought of the concept.
Skinner replied, scolding it as unethical.
Today you'd be hard-pressed to find a
single major ad agency that doesn't have
a consumer psychologist on staff.)

LeDoux went on to get a master's
degree in marketing. But a course he
took taught by LSU psychologist Robert
Thompson that examined the roots of

memory convinced him to become a lab
scientist. He applied to Ph.D. programs
in biological psychology-12 in all, to
ensure that he got accepted somewhere.
(His grades weren't stellar, LeDoux
says: "I got hooked up with people in
college who showed me the good life.")
He ended up at the only school that
accepted him, the State University of
New York at Stony Brook.

At that time, scientists scoffed at
the idea that emotions and fear dwelled
in some kind of tangible neural mesh
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!EYES
Fight-or-flight hormones like norepinephrine dilate your
pupils to improve vision.

•HEART
Your heart pumps faster, increasing blood pressure to
accelerate the delivery of oxygen. Prolonged high blood
pressure increases your risk of heart attack or stroke.

LUNGS
Your breathing rate increases as your lungs take in more
oxygen. Long-term stress responses exacerbate asthma,
and hyperventilation can trigger a panic attack.

SKIN
Sweat glands start working to cool the body down. But
long-term stress can suppress wound healing, making the
body prone to infection.

HORMONES
The adrenal glands secrete cortisol, a stress hormone.
Too much cortisol corrodes bones and muscles and weak-
ens the immune system, diminishing an immune response.

STot-1ACH
The stomach stops digesting so the body can divert energy
elsewhere. Slow digestion may result in an increase in
stomach acid, causing nausea or inflaming an ulcer.

INTESTINES
During a stress response, blood is shunted away from
the intestines. Continually suppressed digestion can
trigger irritable bowel syndrome.



hidden in the brain. They believed that
emotions were complex psychological
phenomena that, for the most part, had
little to do with what LeDoux imagined
as rogue bits of brain circuitry. But he
suspected that he could understand
human emotions by starting small.
Because fear was easy to isolate-a raw
and universal emotion that spanned all
species-it seemed like a sensible thing
to tackle first.

In the 30 years since grad school, as
a professor at Cornell University Medi-
cal College and later at NYU, LeDoux
has become the undisputed King of
Fear, having written two acclaimed
books and published dozens of ground-
breaking studies based on the simple
premise that memory and fear are, in
fact, inextricable soulmates.

ELIMINATING MEMORIES
LeDoux populates his lab with kindred
thinkers, resourceful polymaths who
can draw from multiple disciplines to
arrive at unforeseen solutions. There
are people like Monfils, who explains to
me how she programmed rats to forget
their fears while she cradles one of the
rodents in her arms, stroking its white
coat as if it were a cuddly housecat. This
rat, it should be noted, is one she has
"modified"-the top half of its cranium

ries aren't immutable objects encased in
museum glass. Rather, they are living,
changing things and can be manipulated
whenever evoked. "It sounds like science
fiction, but long-standing memories are
vulnerable to change," says LeDoux.

More important, it also proved that
a specific memory could be altered or
erased (remember, it eliminated just the
rats' fear of the cricket, not the beep).
The rats remembered getting a shock
after hearing the cricket tone, and so
they froze whenever it was played.
U0126 blocked that fear memory, but
only because the drug was dispensed
when the rats were prepared to get
the shock again. "Your memory of a
specific event is only as good as your
last memory of that event," LeDoux
says. Thus, every time you dredge up
a memory, good or bad, it's suscep-
tible to change. (Incidentally, this is
how neuroscientists account for "alien
abductees" who pass lie-detector tests.
The victims recall their close encoun-
ters so exhaustively and so often that
the repeated recollections gradually
alter the memory until the fabrications
become indistinguishable, neurochemi-
cally speaking, from truths.)

News of Lefroux's experiments
spread, and the neuroscience com-
munity quickly took notice. The
conventional practice of "talk therapy"
suddenly seemed tedious and of dubi-
ous efficacy. Why would I want to
spend hours of couch sessions with
my shrink when a shot of an amnesia-
inducing compound into my brain at
the exact moment I'm remembering my
childhood spider invasion would make
me fearless in an instant?

"When you recall something, you
don't recall what originally happened;
you recall what you recalled the last
time you recalled it," explains Roger
Pitman, a professor of psychiatry at
Harvard Univer- [CONTINUED ON PAGE 82)

"YOUR MEMORY OF AN EVENT IS
ONLY AS GOOD AS YOUR LAST
MEMfJRY OF IT," LEDOUX SAYS.
EVERY MEMORY CAN CHANGE.
looks like it has been sliced off, and in
its place sits an implantable microchip
that lets Monfils watch its brain activity
in real time on her laptop Pc.

In a study published in Nature Neuro-
science last year, LeDoux's team repeated
the tone experiment, except this time
there were two tones: a high-pitched beep
and another like a digitized cricket. The
rats heard both tones 20 times and then
got a shock. This sequence was repeated
three times, enough for the rats to learn
to fear the tones as before. Now it came
time to break the memory and, hence, the
fear. While only the cricket tone played,
the rats were injected with U0126, a
chemical that prevents long-term memo-
ries from forming. Twenty-four hours
later, when the rats heard both tones
again, they froze only after listening to
the beep. The drug had flushed away any
memory of getting shocked after hear-
ing the cricket noise-and no memory
meant no fear.

The study joined a growing chorus
of research demonstrating that memo-

VIRTUAL THERAPY Researchers are testing memory drugs to help veterans who suffer
from post-traumatic stress disorder. Virtual-reality simulations [Left], aided by a drug that
helps memory formation, work to disassociate thoughts of battle from the real trauma of
warfare. In the future, videos of heights (for example) could help cure ordinary fears [right].
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Healing Traumatic Childbirth
Visualization in body-centered hypnosis vs Drugs to erase memory

by Gayle Peterson, MSSW, PhD

When you recall something, you don't recall what originally happened; you recall what
you recalled the last time you recalled it ...Roger Pitman, Prof. of Psychiatry, Harvard University

The quote above is taken from the January 2008 issue of Popular Science in an article
explaining the use of a drug, d-cycloserine (DCS) to treat victims oftraumatic stress
disorder. But what the article reveals about the brain shows us that it is not as much a
memory-erasing drug, but a drug that blocks fear in the amygdala of the brain, while
inputting other data into the visual cortex of the brain. Sensationalist reporting would
have us believe that the drug eliminates memory. In actuality, it changes it.

This is what occurs in the treatment of traumatic childbirth experience when women
undergo visualization in the context of body-centered hypnosis to separate fear from an
upcoming childbirth. Take for example, the case of Deborah, whose mother lost two
babies in childbirth before giving birth to herself and then to her sister by cesarean.

Deborah grew up hearing the stories of her mother's traumatic loss, which overshadowed
her own delivery with dread and fear. Deborah experienced a cesarean for failure to
progress after 2 days oflabor. When she came to me for help with a vaginal birth after
cesarean, it was evident that her mother's birth history had become her own and Deborah
suffered from second generational post-traumatic stress related to giving birth and
parenting. Her history of her mother's losses in childbirth as well as her own cesarean
presented stressors which were triggered by childbirth at this stage of family life.

Even ifDCS was available for treatment, certainly it would not be given to a pregnant
women. And the long-term effects of such a drug could show detrimental side effects in
the future. (The potential negative effects of dissociating versus mastering/coping with
trauma or possible over- use of such a wonder drug are topics for another time.)

I saw Deborah for treatment only 3 times (one hour sessions) in the last month of
pregnancy and once on postpartum follow-up. The first session (Birth Counselor
Interview) revealed the roots of her history offear surrounding childbirth. The second
session (visualization in context of body-centered hypnosis) addressed this fear by
reviewing emotionally her mother's losses in childbirth and her own cesarean with her
first child. By evoking the emotional state offear that surrounded these traumatic events,
I was able to create a safe environment in which Deborah could release her grief and cry
for the dead babies in her mother's womb. I could then help her respond with sadness for
her mother and review the fact that her own son, though subject to many hours oflabor,
came out strong and healthy! The third prenatal session focused on accepting healthy
pain in labor, reinforcing a separation from her mother's traumatic labors. Deborah went
on to have a vaginal delivery with her second child. In her postpartum session, Deborah
was asked if she thought about her mother's childbirths. She reported that it did not cross
her mind, even though it had plagued her during her first labor. She also reported that this



was the first vaginal delivery in her family since her mother's losses. In her final
postpartum session, Deborah reported,
My mother had two cesareans, my sister had two, and I had one before I came to work
some things out here. This is the first vaginal birth out of 6/

Together, Deborah and I created a new memory of these traumatic, historical events that
lived in her body. Because she learned these events within a state offear, she had to re-
enter that living memory and change it. Scientists refer to this as state dependent
learning, whereby we must re-learn a new response to an event by remembering the
original event and changing our orientation to that event. Re-entering the emotional
state, we are able to change how we respond to the traumatic event. If successful, we
attain a sense of mastery regarding the trauma, and fear is no longer associated with the
new experience, which now becomes the new memory of that event.

Joseph LeDoux's new research on blocking memory with DCS is claimed to eliminate
the fear associated with the trauma. One of his research team member's describes it as
working with rats that are programmed to forget their fears. In other words, the fear is
blocked chemically in the brain, and then new input to the visual cortex is stimulated,
likely giving a new context (association) to the memory. This sounds like great new
research, but hey not so fast! If these memories are altered, rather than actually removed,
what is the difference between how Deborah's memory and association to childbirth
changed without a drug? And although rats may not need to feel a sense of a continuous
sense of self through time, what might be the adverse effect of random reconditioning
without understanding and psychological participation on the human?

For Deborah, visualization in the context of body-centered hypnosis evoked past
emotional associations of trauma during childbirth. Creating a bridge through the
secondary visual cortex and the limbic system to create a new memory and evoking the
context of her son's live birth (successful birth) took only one session. Roger Pitman's
statement

When you recall something, you don't recall what originally happened; you recall what
you recalled the last time you recalled it

As well as Joseph LeDoux's
Your memory of an event is only as good as your last memory of it

This latest brain research is laudable, but not necessarily an easy :fixwith a new drug.
When it comes to childbirth, the use of visualization in the context of body-centered
hypnosis is a successful treatment for trauma and can improve birth outcome without
lengthy psychotherapy. It is important that we stay open to all avenues of application
when it comes to new research on the brain, rather than only believing in a new drug.
Although good for the pharmaceutical companies, it may not be the best way to
reprogram humans!

Copyright 2008 by Gayle Peterson
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lying down with a Horse and a,Crocodile:
The Papez-Maclean theory of brain evolution
Paul D. MacLean is head of the Laboratory for Brain Evolution and Behavior at the The human brain is in reality -:
National Institutes for Mental Health near Washington, DC. Building on the earlier three brains, the reptilian, the old'
work of James W. Papez, Maclean has identified three distinct evolutionary stages or psleomsmmslisn and the
in the development of the human brain. There is an ancient, basically reptilian neomammalian or neocortex

each successively superimpo~edbrain, hardly touched by evolution, and found in prehistoric reptiles as well as in
over the earlier in a pattern of

turtles, alligators and lizards today. In humans, this brain is located at and near the brains-within-brains. The
top of the brain stem. Encircling it is the old mammalian brain, consisting of the structure of these older brains is
limbic system. We share this with lower mammals in general - rats, rabbits, part of a shared inheritance from
kangaroos, horses, etc - whether monotremes (egg-laying), marsupials (pouch- the crocodile and the horse (or
bearing) or the more common placentals. Finally there is the new mammalian brain reptiles and mammals generally).
or neocortex, which is highly developed in primates, most especially homo sapiens. The reptilian brain consists of the '
This wraps itself around the mammalian brain in a pattern of brain-within-brain. matrix of the brain stem, the

or'Speaking allegorically .. .' says Maclean. 'we might imagine that when a midbrain. the basal ganglia and
psychiatrist bids the patient to lie on the couch. he is asking him to stretch out much of the hypothalamus and
alongside a horse and a crocodile'. reticular activating systern. It

shows great/}' t'n/argl-d iurrowed '.
Thesethree 'biological computers' are noticeably distinct in their structure and structures and turn« green in dye

chemistry, which is revealed by the Colgi method of staining brain tissues. While I(',/s b,'cJuse o//Jrg,> amounts or.
the functions they perform are duplicative and overlap. they differ markedly in cioj).//llim'. ,I Ir.uhltlil/"r
style. For the purpose of this comparison the two old brains will be amalgamated 'lJ/HI,lnc·€'. Thi, IJrJIIli, a slave to-

and compared to the neocortex. on-ccdont and "'I'rm 10 contain
./ The older brains seem involved in the ancestral lore of the species. ie hierarchies Ill •. ann·slr.lllof/' o/Ih,' specie« ..
of dominance-submission, sexual courtship and display. follow-my-leader rituals. TIll' ok! rtl.lfllrtl,IIi,lfl brain -
mass migration. ganging-up on the weak and the new. defending territory. hunting, (omi'I' o! tlw umin: '}"If'm end
h I' b di . "1 ki j I' TI nlmpri,,', IW(J tu-artv s oncvmncoarc Ing. on Ing. nesting. greeting. t oc mg am paying. 1(' neocortex. in
contrast, seems more adept .11 learning new ways to co pe and adapt. If the limbic flfl.~'. Ofll' l(Jr <'Jch itC'ffl/\phf're,

;(Jlrl<·d in upon ,1 c i-ntra! (D(('.
system is removed irom monkeys. they do not seem Incapable of any ~pecific l.uni»« mean' '/)('mmmg in' or
movements. rather they cease to resemble monkeys in their behaviour. The whole hnrrlprmg arourv!'. Thl' whole is
capacity to imitate the 'monkeyish style' i~ lost; illl rituals cease. They will try to eat .mctosed hy tlu: nn~u/JII' g}'rus
garbage. even burning matches, and to copulate with chickens. lung would say ,]i)()vp and th •• par.lhl(JpocJmpal
they have lost their 'collective unconscious' (see Map 10l.L!}'rus bene.ui: Tilt' /lfnh" brain

While these older brains learn. remember and trigger motor activities. they seem rt'gi~/er5 rewards eru!
'id like' in their strivings, lessunconscious than unable to verbalize their meaning punishments, is tbv WJI 0; a
beyond emotive expressions. The limbic cortex registers basic affects, hunger. \',lriPI}' 0; emolrons and (on troIs

f If h . Ih •• hod}" Ju/onomlC npf\'(1USthirst. etc. speci ic a ects. pain. sock. repugnance. and general affects. those
'nlpm. Ove-r tb« limtnc or

not tied closely to specific stimuli but motivating behaviours such as searching. mJmmJIIJn br.nn /,,'~ th»
aggression, protecting. caressing, rejoicing and sorrowing. These persist long after rlt'OCOrl('x or 'Ihlflkm~ (JP·. J

circumstances that incited them. In short. the limbic system has some 'intelligence convoluted mass 0/ ~rp\, mJller
of feeling'. If the limbic cortex is irritated by epilepsy, rabies infection. or which. spread oul. rt'Jches the
experimentally stimulated, sudden gusts of rage. panic, pleasure or 'Eureka!' sUP 0; a beenhruu, /I is Ihis lsuet
sensations can sweep over the organism. which may snarl. salivate. attack. or brain. which. evolving witt:
become addicted to pleasurable self-stimualtion. Such areas seem almost exclusive ('xlrJordinJf)' repidu». produced
to the older brains, which also mediate the autonomic nervous system, the body's homo sapiens. pprhaps Ii"e the
involuntary internal responses. In contrast the neocortex deals much more with antlers 01 Ihe Irrsh Elk or the
voluntary movements, and with external and environmental events. C,/,hPI/,°I' sOhm!'IUhrllpS\\,'!'are 'IOP

. 1('an'. s I PfI' r ron«:
These three brains appear to have been successively superimposed upon one ,/i."ociJlion h!'lwf'f'n our br.uns!

.another. Unlike the claws that evolved Into hands and the gills which evolved into
u,gs, each brain appears to have made some 'new starts' and replicated older

..functions. For. example, the anencephalic monster is a baby born without a
'';i;"i.~~"et stfaAgel~ ~,have'liy:eQ as 10000g.'\.~ four y'ears, waking. sleeping,

'.. j}i -'" "".,,!.~ ,,.. - it ~. -' .~'. ",. .. -. - -, . ."~ t.. J>I.... l~. ." • ~,,_ 'r'~;
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Maclean argues from studies of limbic epilepsy where seizures confine themse ves
to the limbic system. Just as epileptic seizures do not cross from one brain
hemisphere to another when the corpus callosum is cut, so the mammalian brain
appears to contain its disturbances as if cut off. Seizures induced by irritating the
limbic cortex of monkeys have confirmed this. Anatomically, Maclean has shown

(the vertical connections between the limbic systems and the neocortex are
\!:elatively few, indirect and slow to react.

If Maclean were correct about this dissociation between our outer cerebral
thinking-cap and our inner visceral awareness, would not Dissociated Man know
his environment better than himself, and haunt his own body like the ghost in the
machine? The growth curve for science and technology would grow exponentially;
while ethics remained with Confucius, Buddha or Christ. Two major religions might
share a myth of ethical harmony and innocence until a fatal choice was made by
Representative Man using reason instead of ethical sensibility, an 'original sin' that
dooms posterity to persistent error (see Map 4). Tradition in this culture might
locate precise thoughts in the mind, but vague emotions in the heart, breast.
bowels, blood, nerves or viscera (which are indeed controlled by the limbic or
mammalian brain). Famous psychoanalysts might rightly insist that deep within us
is a quite different, dumb, dark yet powerful mind, binding us to some ancestral
superego, and which, full of resistances, fastens tenaciously on symbols which
express its feelings. Such a culture might be split between cerebral conceptions of
science and the expressive arts, the two barely on speaking terms. The first would
dismiss as 'not meaningful' all emotive utterances, the second would boast of
'intellectuals', a term exduding Albert Einstein, and which appeared to consist of
deathless prose mounted precariously upon passionate premises. Plausibly this
culture ~t divide itself internationally into political blocs, the first celebrating the

, ~t~/oi">'of ·tnq""!du~choice. between ~piri<:al-FoPbsitions, the second
__e$~ ~h~.~~I~I.Itl~ement .of C ''Values. All the confident......;- ...". __ iiliiiifiiil

~MaCLean's thesis, ably elaborated and supported by Arthur Koestledsee Map 27),is
that the human brain as a whole suffers from a lethal 'design error', a quasi-
schizophrenic split between reason and emotion, precipitated by inadequate
coordination between the neocortex and the two older brains. Such error consists
less infallingshort of some arbitrarily imposed ideal, than of the recognition, common
in evolutionary biology, of those impasses and dilemmas which have halted the
evolution of whole species and doomed some to extinction. For example, spiders,
scorpions and other arthropods developed their brains around their gullets, and so
confront a dilemma. Their brains cannot grow without impeding their capacity to
swallow, yet they need brains to findfood. Thisconflict has led to the compromise, not
reconciliation, of sucking blood or other fluids, a form of 'phylogenetic senility'.
Similarly the koala bear, like other marsupials, lacks a corpus callosum, the nerve fibre
which joins the left and right hemispheres of most mammalian brains. The koala, a
victim of inadequate cerebral integration, has yielded before countless rivals, and
survives only in Australia where he is left, in Koestler's words, 'clinging to his
eucalyptus like a discarded hypothesis'.

The human brain is well integrated laterally by the great cerebral commisure
which joins its hemispheres, but can the same be said for its vertical integration
between the two older brains and the neocortex? This neocortex started to grow
prodigiously in the second half of the Pleistocene age, that is about half a million
years ago, an unprecedented rapidity and degree of evolutionary change, that
could well have thrown the brain out of balance. We suffer, Maclean believes, from

nal dissociation between newer and older brains.
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Monkey

Cat

Neocortex.~
Snake

The development of the
neocortex or 'thinking cap'.
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promises that Reason' and Enlightenment would for ever banish superstition.
mysticism and residual religious beliefs would stumble over that other quality in the
depth of the human mind. that 'heart' which. in the words of Pascal. 'has its own
reasons. of which reason knows not'. .

To a considerable extent it would be a war of metaphors. between the 'straight
line of progress. the linearity of causes and effects. and the conception of a circle,
cycle. mandala. a meeting of Alpha and Omega. This is powerfully suggested by
comparing the motor-sensory cortex (see Map 19) wherein the genitals keep a
respectable distance from the head. face and tongue. with the limbic (mammalian)
system where the anal-genital. oral and olfactory areas come nearly full circle into
close proximity. reminding more than one investigator of Uroboros, the self-
devouring snake of paradox (see Map 22). But it is important not to fall into the
ancient error of positing a demon within. or even the Victorian nightmare of the
beast 'in man. It only compounds error to consider either the inner brains or the
outer cortex .as 'savage' or 'repressive' respectively. Animals are, in any case. far less
lethal and genocidal than human beings, and they respect surrender signals from
their own species while humans kill already vanquished fellows in cold blood. We.{
have to bring the brains together. a process Maclean sees as involved in creativity,
wherein dissociated brains are bisociated (see Map 27l.

If the answer is to combine the brains, then championing Natural or Cerebral
Man is one more symptom of the original pathology. This pathology starts with free-
floating anxieties and accumulating affects which the rational neocortex is helpless
to control, since ultimate concerns are insoluble by technical reason. Anxieties and
incohate yearnings cannot find objects and outlets for their own discharge, but turn
instead to pseudo targets falsely concretized, like Jews blamed for the Great
Depression. 'Better a terrible end than an endless terror', as the Brownshirts used to
say. But paranoid vindictiveness, scapegoating and obsessional rituals only add
guilt and frustration to incubating rage. If technical reason were enough, could not
those with phobias and obsessions calm the mounting panic in their own nervous
systems when the dreaded objects approached? As it is their bodies won't obey.
The ultimate holocaust is reached when such absurd hypotheses as the genetic
inferiority of Jews, join with the technologizing and organizing powers of the
neocortex to make the incredible true by systematic murder. We have reached the'
point where we are powerful enough to 'redeem' visceral prejudices by mutilatino/
society to fit them.

But is Maclean right? I prefer to think of anatomy as tendency rather than ",...
destiny. If we can but discover a logic of emotions. the few connections between
the neocortex and the older brains may yet prove enough. To this we now turn.

,
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y in the Limbic System

The limbic system is concerned with attention, emotion, learning and resulting
memories. It mediates messages received from the outer environment on their way
to the neocortex, suffusing these with moods ranging from rose-coloured
anticipation to dark disappointment, as when an anxious mother meeting a train
sees her son's resemblance in every passing boy. Despite many problems in
isolating functions within the limbic system there is general agreement upon its
homeostatic and equilibriating principles of operatio~ Investigators have
tentatively identified areas mediating between rage-fear, fight-flight,
pleasure--pain, expectation-actuality, tension-relaxation, ete. For example, when
the upper limbic ring is stimulated in monkeys, grooming, courtship, sexual and
affectionate responses occur, while stimulating the lower limbic ring evokes
revulsion and antagonism. But the chief concern here is wit~ounting evidence
that the limbic system can 'oscillate' or 'run away'. These terms are borrowed from
cybernetics and general systems theory, and refer to a mode of pathological

, feedback by which the system instead of regulating itself as through a thermostat
progressively destabilizes and disintegrates itself insteadpee Map 45).

If we take just two dimensions from Map 22 and draw a feedback loop thus.

Selt-assernon

The limbic system is equivalent ~'
to the old mammalian brain ~
bounded above by the cing~/ate s:
gyrus (Map 21). Here seen !f
in exploded view, the upper
and lower rings of the limbic lobe' ,
clutch the thalamus like a claw. "'~
Across this 'cellar of the brain' has .
been superimposed eight of the ;
dimensions which various
investigators believe that the -,~
limbic system holds in balance, to .
maintain an equilibrium 01mood ;
and emotion. These include '.
rage-lear, thought to be mediated -.
by the amygdaloid bodies, fight~ f
flight. which has been ."
precipitated by stimulating the .•.•.
rear areas 01 the hypothalamus
arid plessure (reward)-pain
(punishment) located in the
septum pelcidum and certain
sroes 01 tho lower limbic ring
respcctivelv. The hippocampus
has been lound to mediate
ditierences between
expccunion-actuotnv. So long as 7
Ih£'se ciil/prpnc£'s remain minor
tb» hippoc ampus inhibits the
reucular Jctivating system (Map f;

19). but no sooner do major
ditieronces emergE' than the R/I5 is
released to awaken the entire
cortex 10 these discrepancies,
thereby influencing
tension-relaxation.

The expectation which I assert changes the social actualities which changes my
expectations ... Normally the poles of expectation-actuality. self-assertion
+sociability are mutually restraining and in complementarity. But suppose I
joined a gang in which my popularity (or sociability) depended on how mercilessly
Iclubbed old women who frustrated my expectations of snatching their purses. In

,this event sociability-self-assertion as a single dimension of my system goes into
../ 'runaway'. Within the limbic system Karl Pribram found a capacity for 'rebound' or

'answering effect'. while E. Gellhorn found that in disturbed states one division of
the autonomic system could trigger responses in its opposite. This is essentially
similar to the oscillations between 'true' and 'false' selves (see Map 14). We have
only to consider the other dimensions of limbic equilibria described on the map
opposite, andWe could characterize most known forms of psychological a~ social
pathology astmcillations which cause different dimensions to 'run away:';

Whence the origin of such disturbances? Is it the anatomical dissociation
between the limbic system and the neocortex discussed in Map 21 ? Perhaps, but
dearly the two brains operate on quite different principles, which are more than the
differences between 'reason' and 'emotion'. By habit, not necessity, we think in
linear terms of cause and effect, subjects-acting-on-objects, and the exclusive
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1. Septum Pelucidum
2. Mammillary Bodies
3. fornix
4. Hippocampus
5. Parahippocampal Gyrus
6. Amygdaloid Bodies
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Pre- and Peri-Natal Psychology, 2(2), Winter 1987

Prenatal Bonding, Prenatal Communication, and the
Prevention of Prematurity

Gayle Peterson, M.S.W., L.C.S.W.

Prenatal bonding and communication with the unborn has been
documented in recent research by Dr. Thomas Verny.! Prenatal bond-
ing and attachment has been suggested by many authors (Cheek,
Chamberlain, Verny, Mehl, Peterson, and others presenting at this
conferencei.s This paper will focus on the issues facing the modern day
mother which contribute to complication of pregnancy, including pre-
maturity, and on specific guidelines for preventing prenatal complica-
tions. I will use case examples to illustrate some of the factors that
make motherhood difficult in this culture, the emotional factors which
prevent prenatal bonding, and the use of hypnotherapy in resolving
complex emotional patterns which prevent prenatal attachment.

For the past 20 years sociologists have proclaimed the "family" to be
in a state of crisis.s By 1990 it is predicted that 500/0 of all families will
not be original biologically intact families (US vital statistics). Blended
families and single parent families continue to be on the rise in our
country.

The socioeconomicand emotional work of motherhood has in the past
been largely supported by family. Our society is nei+ber child-oriented
nor particularly supportive of the nurturance of the child. With the
breakdown of family support in the realm of mothering, all mothers
are affected on a cultural-biological level, regardless of the family
status at the time of pregnancy. Likewise, single mothering is more
and more a choice that women are making, notwithstanding the emo-
tional hardship of such a decision.

Our culture impacts our biology. Motherhood is a conflicted endeavor
in our society+ Women are at the nexus of many factors which impact
the experience of pregnancy and birth. The notion of "equality" has
been used against women in a patriarchal society. Pressure to achieve

Address requests for reprints to the author, 1749 Vine Street, Berkeley, CA 94703.
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success in career, assume greater power within the family structure, in
addition to' the questionable stability of the family itself all mitigate
against enjoyment of motherhood. Ambivalence about motherhood is
rampant both in the pregnant woman and society at large. Pregnancy
and birth constitute the bridge to motherhood. Pregnancy and birth
have become more complicated, because women are experiencing the
stress-points of our times and because the "family" is in a state of crisis.

My work as a psychotherapist is to address the ambivalence which
prevents prenatal bonding. It is my way of supporting women across
the bridge to motherhood in a society which devalues the feminine.

It is common for prematurity and miscarriage to be presaged by
feelings of guilt and uncertainty in the mother+ I have already identi-
fied the causes of this ambivalence to be largely culturally induced.
How and in what manner each individual mother carries these feelings
is naturally influenced by her own personal history. As a psychothera-
pist, I create a healing relationship with the client and use specific
hypnotic technique for resolving the fear and guilt which preclude
prenatal bonding and attachment.

The first case example is Sarah, a 35-year-old woman pregnant with
her first baby. She was a single mother suffering from depression and
conflict about having a child, which was unplanned. She was a member
of a spiritual community and unable to set limits on the physical labor
she was expected to perform in service to her community. She felt
unworthy. At 30 weeks of pregnancy she threatened premature labor.

Nonmedical treatment for preventing premature labor included hyp-
nosis sessions for bonding to her baby prenatally, thus motivating her
to take care of herself physically, increasing the chances of bringing
her baby to term.

In her first session, Sarah cried as we went inside the womb to look at _
her baby. She felt she did not deserve the baby, that she was not a good
enough mother, and would be unable to take care of her child. Given
her fears, it was understandably difficult for her to feel close to her
baby. Guilt got in the way. She also said that if she had the baby soon,
she would be able to do more physical work at the ashram, which in
turn would make her feel more worthy.

I used three approaches in helping Sarah create a bond with her
baby:

1) The development of a nurturing bond between Sarah and myself
which would provide the foundation for increased self-esteem.
This in turn offered her energy to begin taking care of herself.

••• t • 'r '$ .
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The development of an inner confidence in her capacity to
mother, and to give to and look forward to receiving from this
child.
The continued use of hypnosis tapes we made during the preg-
nancy which reframed her "resting" as "work." These tapes also
carred the subliminal messages for carrying the nurturance of
our relationship into her daily life and for carrying her preg-
nancy to term.

By the second session Sarah had altogether stopped having contrac-
tions. She became increasingly cheerful, happy to see me, and
looked forward to seeing me in between visits. She progressed to the
point where she could visualize her baby inside her womb-a sign of
bonding. She was able to "talk" to her baby and feel an attachment
to the baby and even feel a little excitement about motherhood. At
38 weeks she delivered a viable, healthy baby girl.

Before identifying guidelines for creating a prenatal bond between
mother and unborn child, I will give one more example for illustration.
This case relates to guilt imposed on women through the modern
technology of amniocentesis.

Women who have had abortions and carry guilt from these experi-
ences tend to be at greater risk for both prematurity and miscarriage,
It is not the abortion itself that contributes to this tendency but rather
the woman's unresolved feelings that render her vulnerable, Specifi-
cally, these feelings of guilt impair her ability to relate and bond to the
child prenatally. This is also true when women have lost newborns or
young children through birth defects, drowning, and other catastro-
phes. In these cases the woman may feel that she has failed to effec-
tively care for and protect her child. The guilt the mother feels may
commonly give rise to ideations of self-punishment which surface dur-
ing a subsequent pregnancy.

Leanna was a 38-year-old woman pregnant for the second time, two
years following a late abortion of a Downs' Syndrome baby whom she
had affectionately named "Rose-petal." Leanna was experiencing ex-
treme nausea at 12 weeks of pregnancy and was having difficulty
giving herself adequate nutrition and rest. She was also suffering from
insomnia.

Though she was clear about wanting this baby and had recently
entered into a happy and stable marriage, Leanna could neither enjoy
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j her pregnancy, nor allow herself' to become attached to this child
because of her feelings of guilt for Rose-petal. Under hypnosis she
revealed that she felt she should be punished by losing this child and
that she did not deserve a healthy baby.

Her nutrition was poor, which is often the case when women harbor
self-blame and ideation of punishment. They neglect their own bodies
and their pregnancy can be threatened with high blood pressure,
toxemia, prematurity, and other prenatal complications. Leanna's anx-
iety was contributing highly to her nausea and lack of sleep.

During her second hypnosis session Leanna had initial difficulty
getting relaxed. She was unable to "see" any image of her baby at all.
The only images that came up were those of Rose-petal after birth.
Rose-petal had lived for several hours beside Leanna before she died.
Leanna could not project herself into the future. She could not envision
herself with a baby or progressing beyond five months of pregnancy.

Leanna's profound guilt about making the choice offered by a techno-
logical society (amniocentesis, abortion) left her alone with the guilt
and emotional pain, which was expressing itself in nausea and sleep-
lessness.

I began speaking softly to her about nature, about her womb as a
garden, about the eternal rebirth and brilliance of nature all around
us. I spoke about the grass that shoots up wherever and whenever it
can-even through sidewalk cracks-sprouting life anywhere it got the
chance. I talked to her about the gardener who makes choices about
what will grow in his garden-and what weeds, beautiful and alive as
they are, he will make the choice to take out. I spoke of how nature
knew no judgement. The gardener was not punished for the choices he
made in his garden, nor was the beauty of weed-life denied. Nature
continues to grow in every place and at every opportunity possible. It
knows no blame-just joy for the chance to grow life again and again.

Developing this metaphor, I watched Leanna notably relax and let go
of body tension. She was then able to "see" her baby growing on the
inside-the beginning of her attachment and bonding to this new child.
Her nausea and sleeplessness disappeared.
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The above example demonstrates several issues. Women are put in
the extreme position of carrying sole responsibility for the choices
made available by our society. The fact that the technology exists is
also an inference that to abort a Downs' Syndrome baby is considered
the 'best" choice, perhaps, for society. It is the woman herself, the
mother-harvester of tomorrow's children, that bears the respon-
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sibility that a technological society places squarely on her shoulders.
The example of Leanna also cries out for the emotional support needed
by women in this day and age. Stress is created for women who bring
forth children and bear all the personal responsibility in a society that
does not respect, honor, protect, or support motherhood. The problem
Leanna faces is a societal one-yet it is one we have let her and other
women face alone.

Naturally, we cannot expect women to be free of ambivalence in
motherhood in this society. And we cannot expect them to bond and to
nurture the children of the future unless they too are receiving the
nurturing and support they need.

CONCLUSION

Guidelines for developing and strengthening the prenatal bond be-
tween mother and unborn child include:

1) A one-to-one therapeutic relationship which nurtures and sup-
ports the woman. This relationship must be nonjudgemental and
contribute to her confidence in her ability and right to mother
her baby.

2) Identifying what emotional causes create difficulty in develop-
ing the bond between mother and unborn child.

3) Doing the work of healing past ghosts which cause guilt and self-
blame, using hypnosis and the therapeutic relationship.

4) Use of hypnosis to create images of the baby inside the womb
and allow for dialogue to take place between mother and unborn
child.

5) Use of hypnosis and the therapeutic relationship to envision the
full development of the pregnancy through term, birth, imme-
diately postpartum, and one year postpartum.
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Hypnosis and Conversion of the Breech
to the Vertex Presentation
Lewis E. Mehl, MD, PhD

Obledlve: To evaluate the effectiveness of hypnosis to
convert a breech presentation to a vertex presentation.

Design: Prospective case series compared with histori-
cal, matched comparison group.

Sublects: One hundred pregnant women whose fe-
tuses were in breech position at 37 to 40 weeks' gesta-
tion and a matched comparison group of women with
similar obstetrical and sociodemographic parameters de-
rived from databases for other studies from the same time
period and geographical areas.

Intervention: The intervention group received hypno-
sis with suggestions for general relaxation with release
of fear and anxiety. While in the hypnotic state women
were asked for the reasons why their baby was in the
breech presentation. As much hypnosis was provided as
was convenient and possible for the women until they
were delivered of the baby or the baby converted to the
vertex position.

Main Outcome Yarlablesl A successful conversion for
the intervention group was scored when the baby spon-

taneously converted to the vertex position before deliv-
ery or successful external cephalic version. The conver-
sion rate of the intervention group was compared with
the comparison group who received standard obstetri-
cal care without the opportunity for hypnosis.

Data Aftalysls: Parametric testing of statistically sig-
nificant differences in the rate of conversion between the
two groups.

•••• Itsl Eighty-one percent of the fetuses in the inter-
vention group converted to vertex presentation com-
pared with 48% of those in the comparison group. This
difference was statistically significant.

Conclusions: Motivated subjects can be influenced by
a skilled hypnotherapist in such a manner that their
fetuses have a higher incidence of conversion from
breech to vertex presentation. Psychophysiological
factors may influence the breech presentation and may
explain this increased frequency of conversion to ver-
tex presentation.

(Arch Fam Med. 1994;3:881-887)

fact that the majority of presentations are
vertex at term is because of the interrela-
tionship between the decreased propor-
tion of amniotic fluid and the piriform
shape of the uterus, with the roomier por-
tion being the fundus. The combination
of the breech position and the flexed lower
extremities is bulkier than the flexed up-
per extremities. The head also becomes the
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P
RIOR TO the 32nd week of
pregnancy, the incidence of
breech presentation may be
as high as 50%.1-3After the
32nd week, the combina-

tion of fetal growth and a decrease in am-
niotic fluid causes the fetus to be con-
strained by the uterine walls. As the fetus
accomodates itself to the shape of the
uterus, the majority of the earlier breech
presentations spontaneously convert to the
vertex position. By 40 weeks' gestation,
study estimations of the prevalence of the
breech presentation vary from 3.0% to
3.5%.1-3

The conventional explanation for the

From the Departmtnt of
Psychiatry, Univusity of
Vermont College of Medicine,
Burlington.



ability of clinicians to diagnose the breech presentation
has been relatively stable over time. There were no sig-
nificant differences in the gestational age at delivery
between the comparison and the intervention groups. I
have observed that, since 1972, the standard of care in
the San Francisco Bay area has been to offer women
whose fetuses are in the breech presentation after 36
weeks an attempt at external cephalic version (ECV). I
observed the same practice in Tucson. It was my impres-
sion that all women in these areas (including those in
the intervention and comparison groups) would be
given this option in accordance with the standard prac-
tice of the region.

To achieve uniformity of date of assessment,
women were considered as eligible for assignment to the
comparison group if their fetuses were diagnosed as
breech at 36 to 37 weeks' gestation (the time at which
subjects would have been referred for hypnosis). It was
noted whether their fetuses were in the breech presenta-
tion at delivery. Women were matched for geographic
area, age, socioeconomic status (determined by type of
insurance), parity, race, and obstetrical risk status.
Matching for parity was considered important because
parity affects the incidence of breech presentations."?
Obstetrical risk was scored by means of thePopras Sys-
tem for Prenatal Risk Assessment; risk scores were
required to be equal. The types of insurance included
uninsured, Medicaid, Medicaid with co-pay, low-level
private insurance (hospitalization only), and high-level
private insurance (outpatient and inpatient). To com-
plete the 100 cases, relaxation of strict matching was
necessary for age, parity, and race for some subjects.

Seventy-four subjects were strictly matched on every
parameter. Relaxation of strict matching did not result in
any significant differences between the two groups. Iden-
tifying data of the comparison group were generally not
known to me. Itwasassumed that skill in diagnosisofbreech
presentation was equal among practitioners for both the
intervention and the comparison groups. Both groups of
patients were attended by fully trained, licensed physi-
cians or midwives.

For both groups, the delivery record documented
the mode of fetal presentation at delivery. For a case in
the intervention group to be credited as a success for
hypnosis, the baby had to remain in a vertex position
until delivery even if the physician or midwife thought
that the baby had turned from the time of the clinical
examination. For each woman, I examined the fetal
position by external abdominal palpation prior to each
hypnosis session. If I disagreed that the fetus was in the
breech position, the case was not included in the study
unless ultrasonography confirmed the fetal position as
breech.

All of the women agreed to spend up to 10 hours With
me and to practice at home Withan audiocassette. Partici-
pation of subjects was approved by the Research Review
Board of Resources for World Health, Tucson.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

SUBJECTS

Because of the low prevalence of the breech presentation
at term, women whose fetuses were in the breech pre-
sentation were actively solicited from childbirth educa-
tors, midwives, family physicians, and advertisements in
areas frequented by pregnant women (maternity cloth-
ing stores, bookstores with large childbirth sections,
laundromats), and in local publications read by pregnant
women. The aim was to provide hypnosis for 100
patients near term (36 weeks' gestation or more) whose
fetuses were in the breech presentation. These women~
would be expected to be motivated to be good hypnotic
subjects because they were volunteering to be hypno-
tized. Many of these women mentioned the undesirable
prospect of cesarean delivery if the baby remained in the
breech presentation as a motivation for volunteering to
participate. A descriptive flyer of the study was provided
to all referral sources.

One hundred women were referred from practicing
obstetrical care providers or from the advertising litera-
ture disseminated in the community. The first 73 women
were from the San Francisco Bay, Calif, area (1987-1988)
and the remainder were from the Tucson, Ariz, area (1989-
1991). Only patients who were at 36 weeks' gestation or
more were entered into the study. Subjects began hypno-
sis at 36 to 42 weeks' gestation.

COMPARISON GROUP

A comparison group was developed through the retrieval
of subjects from a database that was used previously to
study alternative childbirth and birth risk.12.15 Prenatal
records and hospital delivery records were available
from that database. The dates of delivery in the database
encompassed births from 1970 to 1993. The dates of
delivery in the intervention group encompassed deliver-
ies from 1987 to 1991. To determine whether this differ-
ence in dates would affect the comparison, the number
of spontaneous conversions from breech to vertex pre-
sentation after 36 weeks' gestation by 5-year periods
from 1970 through 1990 was tested. There were no sig-
nificant differences in spontaneous conversion rates for
any of the 5-year periods. This allowed for the selection
of women for matching from any year of the database,
thereby enabling better matching on other variables
believed to be important. There were no differences in
the incidence of breech presentation at term by 5-year
periods. As an incidental finding, the rate of cesarean
delivery for the indication of breech presentation pro-
gressively increased during each of these 5-year periods.
The fact that the general incidence of breech presenta-
.tion did not change from 1970 to 1990 despite the
increasing use of ultrasonography suggested that the
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THE INTERVENTION

Not knowing in advance the extent to which hypno-
therapy would be successful for abnormal fetal presenta-
tion (if at all), my goal was to provide as much hypnosis
as possible within my and the women's time constraints
until the baby converted to a vertex presentation, the woman
believed she had done enough hypnotherapy, or she was
delivered of the baby. Each session was usually 1 hour (my
standard appointment time), but if I had time and be-
lieved it would be beneficial, the standard l-hour session
was extended.

THE PROCEDURE

The subjects were interviewed for 10 to 20 minutes prior
to hypnosis to gather information on how they had learned
about the study and who had referred them, to answer any
questions they might have about hypnosis, and to allay any
unrealistic fears or concerns. Women sometimes had rnis-
perceptions about the nature of hypnosis that resulted from
watching television programs or stage hypnosis. No at-
tempt was made to do formal psychotherapy, although spon-
taneous psychotherapy did occur, as will be illustrated in
the case examples.

A nondirective style of hypnosis was used. Having prac-
ticed hypnosis for almost 20 years, I conducted all of the
sessions. (Sample videotapes or audiotapes of an actual ses-
sion are available on request by sending a blank videocas-
sette or audiocassette for duplication.) Each session was
audiotaped and was sometimes also videotaped. The women
were given copies of the audiotape and encouraged to lis-
ten to them daily at home. The women varied in how of-
ten they listened to the tape, and their compliance with lis-
tening did not appear to be related to the success or failure
of the hypnosis.

The structure of the hypnosis consisted of an induc-
tion with images of nature and suggestions to relax body
tension. Truisms (a term in hypnosis referring to a state-
ment that is made to seem logically, inherently true, but
that may be actually lacking in fact or substantiation, and
is rendered true through a progressive statement of facts
that the subject would not question, linking these truths
to the conclusion that the hypnotist wishes the subject to
accept) were given about how sometimes the tension in the
lower uterine segment prevents the baby's head, the heavi-
est part, from settling down into the pelvis. When relax-
ation occurs, gravity would be expected to do its work and
the baby would turn its head down. Women were in-
structed to "give up" consciously in trying to turn the baby
down and to realize that now the unconscious would take
over the job, knowing that if there were a good reason why
the baby should remain in the breech position, the uncon-
scious would know this and would avoid accepting any of
my suggestions to turn the baby's head down. In this way,
it was suggested to women that the baby's position was out-
side of their conscious control and not a matter about which

to feel guilty if hypnosis was not successful. "Trust in na-
ture," "trust in the body," and "trust in the unconscious to
do the right thing even if it is contrary to what we think
we want" were common phrases used.

A time was allotted for the use of questions and
answers, ideomotor responses (which represent finger
signals that mean "yes," "no," or "don't want to answer,"
and that are developed during the hypnosis and are pre-
sumed to represent communication from subconscious
levels), or other techniques to ask the women if they had
information on a deeper level about why the baby was
breech. No leading questions were used; rather, the
instructions were to let any response emerge even if it
did not make any sense.

The sessions always ended with further self-esteem
building suggestions and instructions to remember that they
were always doing the best they possibly could and to trust
in nature and the body to make the right decision about
the baby's position.

EXCLUSIONS

Subjects were excluded from the study if elective medi-
cal intervention to manually convert the baby to vertex
presentation occurred less than 5 days after the first hyp-
nosis session. This cutoff was developed from discus-
sions with another obstetrician-hypnotherapist (David
Cheek, MD, oral communication, July 10, 1992) and
other consultant obstetricians who believed that hypno-
sis could work up to 5 days after the session. The belief
was that if ECY was done within 5 days after the hypno-
sis, one could not determine that hypnosis had failed
because insufficient time had been allowed to observe its
effectiveness.

Hypnosis was claimed as an effective intervention
when the baby spontaneously converted to the vertex
position at any time after the first hypnosis session and
remained in the vertex position at delivery. If ECY was
successfully completed on the fifth day after hypnosis or
later, the woman remained in the study, but this success
was not attributed to hypnosis. Rather, ECY was consid-
ered as the procedure that converted the breech presen-
tation to the vertex. I had no control over which subjects
were offered ECY or when. Over one third of the sub-
jects joined this study after a failed attempt at ECY.
There was no exclusion for the number of prior failed
attempts at ECY. All 100 subjects in the intervention
group were followed up until delivery.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For non parametric testing, the Mann- Whitney Wilcoxon
Test" for Significance was used. For the analysis of racial
differences between groups, a 2X~ table procedure with
log-likelihood estimates for which X2 statistics can be gen-
erated was used. 17 For parametric analysis, a standard t test
was used (t test procedure from Systat IncI7).
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*DatE are expressed as percent unless otherwise specified. Differences
were not significant.

heaviest part at term. It would seem that gravity would
tend to pull the heaviest part down.

Some investigators speculate that psychological pro-
cesses can affect uterine shape and change the likeli-
hood of the breech presentation for an individual woman.
The lower uterine segment receives opposing innerva-
tion to the body of the uterus." When the body of the
uterus tightens, the lower uterine segment tends to re-
lax and vice versa. Cheek and Rossi' have observed that
anxious and fearful women have a higher incidence of
the breech presentation than other women. They hy-
pothesize that fear, anxiety, and stress can activate sym-
pathetic mechanisms, which result in tightening of the
lower uterine segment, thereby preventing entry and en-
gagement of the fetal head. Studies have shown a rela-
tionship between maternal emotional stress and fetal hy-
peractivity.v" When mothers in these studies were stressed,
anxious, or fearful, they reported more fetal move-
ments. Such hyperactivity could prevent the natural set-
tling of the baby's heaviest part, a process usually driven
by gravity.

To my knowledge, there are no published reports
on the use of hypnosis in treating abnormal fetal presen-
tation. Hypnosis has been shown to assist in the preven-
tion and treatment of premature labor."!' This article re-
ports the use of a hypnosis intervention to affect the rate
of spontaneous conversion of breech fetuses to the ver-
tex position in a series of 100 women whose fetuses were
in the breech presentation near term (at least 36 weeks'
gestation).

RI"1 II"

y•••• I presents the demographics of the two groups.
Relaxation of strict matching did not result in any sig-
nificant differences between the groups. The age of moth-
ers ranged from 19 to 43 years. Forty-one percent of the
women in the study group were nulliparous. Racial back-
grounds are presented and are not statistically signifi-
cantly different. All women were fluent in English.

Seventy percent of subjects received less than 4.5
hours of hypnosis time with me, and 28% had only one
session. Success was defined as spontaneous conversion
of the fetus to a cephalic presentation prior to delivery
or ECV. Failure was defined as the baby remaining in the
breech position until delivery or successful ECV. The
length of gestation at which women began hypnosis did
not affect the results.

Eighty-one fetuses spontaneously converted to a
vertex position. Thirty-two of the women had unsuc-
cessful attempts at ECV by their health care providers,
including those where version was attempted prior to
hypnosis. Five women had successful ECVs of their
fetuses more than 4 days after hypnosis, and 14 had
breech deliveries. , ••••• 2 shows the time after initia-
tion of hypnosis at which the fetus converted to a ver-
tex presentation. The comparison group had a conver-
sion rate of 48%. The difference is highly statistically
Significant. Of the women in the comparison group
whose fetuses converted, 26% of the conversions were
spontaneous and the remainder occurred after
attempted ECV. Fifty-two percent in the comparison
group remained in breech position at delivery.

Subjects' responses during hypnosis sessions were
recorded. Notes were reviewed for the predominant
verbalizations made by the subjects while they were in
the hypnotic state. The tabulation below summarizes
these statements made in response to the question
"Why is this baby breech?" and their frequencies of
occurrence. Some subjects did not verbalize at all.
Others gave more than one reason. Nevertheless, this
list provides some indication of what bothers women
(as expressed in hypnosis) who are experiencing
abnormal fetal presentations. Because no psycho-
therapy was attempted, nothing is known about the
psychodynamics of these women.

Statement No.
Fear of delivery 43
Fear of baby's dying 11
Fear of motherhood 47
Fear of baby's being deformed 21
Fear of precipitous delivery 9
Free-floating anxiety 21
Anxiety regarding death 27
Anxiety about parenthood 22
Belief she should be punished 6
Belief she would have a breech like her mother 16
Belief her baby would be breech because she was breech 16
Severe stress from husband/partner's haYtng IfIaIr 6
Severe stress from death In family 3
Severe stress from husband/partner's not waritIng baby 36

In classifying the women's utterances listed above,
fear was differentiated from anxiety by being related to
a definite potential event. with anxiety being a more free-
floating dysphoria with constant baseline agitation and
arousal. Fear would be expected to come and go. This
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• ECV indicates external cephalic version

differentiation is consistent with that reported in the psy-
chophysiologicalliterature.

There were no Significant differences in infant out-
comes, except for the intervention group's having sig-
nificantly fewer cesarean deliveries as a result of having
fewer breech presentations. There were no significant dif-
ferences in birth weight, infant Apgar scores, or inci-
dence of neonatal resuscitation.

REPORT or c \SI S

To further enrich the presentation of these findings, three
vignettes are provided that are representative of the more
commonly occurring situations.

CASE I

Ms T was a 32-year-old woman, pregnant with her first
child. She was married to an upwardly mobile invest-
ment banker. Their income was over $200000 per year.
Ms T worked as the manager of an art gallery and was
career oriented. Her baby had been in the breech pre-
sentation since the 32nd week of pregnancy. She was 371f2
weeks pregnant at entrance into the study.

Ms T was seen for three sessions, each lasting 11/2
hours, 4 to 5 days apart. She did not verbalize while in
a trance but was able to respond with ideomotor sig-
naling. She was an excellent hypnotic subject and
entered a deep trance at each session with partial
amnesia on awakening.

During hypnosis, her ideomotor responses indi-
cated a fear that motherhood would disrupt her career;
stress from her husband's initial negative reaction to the
pregnancy and his continued lack of enthusiasm about
fatherhood (how could he be enthusiastic, she would re-
port later, when work consumes his every conscious mo-
mentj ): anxiety about the recent accidental death!
possible suicide of a close cousin; and fear that delivery
would be excessively painful and damaging to her. I also
perceived a large degree of denial of the unhappiness in
her marriage.

Suggestions were given and stories were told to
Ms T to help her come to terms with motherhood.
Suggestions were aimed toward facilitating a realistic
acceptance of her husband's attitude and acceptance
that she would not have his involvement in parenting
in the manner in which she had hoped. During hypno-
sis, anxiety reduction was facilitated by creating the
image of her cousin with whom she could engage in
an imaginary dialogue for the purpose of "saying
good-bye." Delivery was reframed as healthy pain and
not damaging.

The baby turned to the vertex position 4 days after
the third session.

CASE 2

Ms H was pregnant with her third child, the first from
her current marriage. She was a PhD clinical psycholo-
gist. She had one hypnosis session after which the
baby converted to the vertex position (within the same
day). During hypnosis, knowledge that her husband
was having an affair surfaced, which had been previ-
ously denied from consciousness. Ms H had previously
refused to allow herself to believe the overwhelming
evidence that came before her eyes. As she allowed
herself to acknowledge the validity of her perceptions,
the shape of her abdomen visibly changed during the
session, becoming less peaked and more flattened. The
remainder of the session concerned discussion of how
Ms H would come to terms with her knowledge of her
husband's affair. (In this session, minor psychotherapy
was done, because of the patient's comfort with psy-
chotherapy and in response to an acute need.)

CASE 3

Ms M was pregnant with her third child. She had
grown up Jewish but had converted, declaring herself
a born-again Christian. This created stress with her
Jewish husband who wanted to maintain Hebrew tra-
ditions. Ms M came for two hypnosis sessions. In the
first session, it was discovered that underneath the
surface conflict, Ms M was terrified of delivery. Her
mother had given anxiety-filled accounts of Ms M's
birth and of how both had almost died. We were able
to reframe her mother's descripuons as more histri-
onic than actual. Ms M's faith in Christ was used to
develop faith in the birthing process as a natural event,
blessed and watched over by Christ. Her sense of
Christ as a resource for labor was strengthened, espe-
cially in that she could call on Jesus to brave the pain
of labor much as he had transcended the pain of the
crucifixion by welcoming it as his own personal sacri-
fice rather than fleeing it as he had been tempted to do
the night before his arrest. Birth was relegated to a
lofty ideal of noble suffering. Constant reframing gave
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Ms M the idea that she could handle birth and the
pain of labor and that this pain was noble and Chris-
tian to endure.

In the second session, these concepts were further
reinforced and Ms M's husband's alcoholism was discov-
ered. A treatment program was later recommended for
him.

Key to Ms M's treatment was the complete accep-
tance of her Christian faith and the avoidance of the bait
that she continually offered to fight with her about her
biblical-based religious beliefs. She was able to go be-
neath these surface matters to the deeper fears and ter-
rors of the birth process. Prenatal bonding was facili-
tated through the creation of visualized conversations with
the baby inside. These exercises also contributed to the
relaxation of her fears about giving birth.

The baby converted to a vertex presentation 2 days
after her second session.

{ O\I\lI.'\T

No published data could be found on the relationship be-
tween emotions and fetal presentation. Literature exists
on the effect of maternal anxiety during pregnancy on
the fetus and newborn. Van den Berg" has reviewed and
summarized that research. Peterson et aP2 found rela-
tionships among psychiatric diagnoses, defense styles,
anxiety, and life stress with the need for cesarean deliv-
ery, the need for oxytocin augmentation, and the occur-
rence of fetal distress during labor in a prospective study
of 270 women. Mehl et al? prospectively studied 64 con-
secutive women and found that the psychological fac-
tors of fear and anxiety-stress, support from the wom-
an's partner, poor maternal self-identity, negative beliefs
about birth, and lack of support from friends and family
predicted deliveries that required obstetrical interven-
tion (cesarean or vacuum assistance or oxytocin aug-
mentation/induction). The use of hypnotherapy was found
to playa statistically Significant role in preventing nega-
tive emotional factors from leading to cesarean section
or oxytocin augmentation or induction.

No published data could be found that suggest that
having had an unsuccessful attempt at ECV affects the
likelihood of spontaneous cephalic version thereafter. For
this reason, women who had had one or more unsuc-
cessful ECVs prior to hypnosis were not excluded from
the study.

To my knowledge, this case series is the first to ap-
pear in the literature that suggests that hypnosis can af-
fect fetal presentation. The hypnosis subjects were mo-
tivated. It would be expected that a randomly selected
population would have lesser results because of greater
variability in motivation. This might be measured by re-
cording the number of times the women listened at home
to the audiotape provided to them. The fact that women
presented themselves for the study implied a certain open-

ness to hypnosis and, in some cases, sympathetic pro-
viders. This would exclude certain types of patients, in-
cluding those opposed to hypnosis on religious grounds,
paranoid persons, and those with difficulty trusting health
care providers. A key to successful hypnosis may be the
quality of rapport between the therapist and client, the
degree to which the therapist can influence the client to
have faith that the hypnosis will work, and the ability of
the therapist to engender a rapid positive transference
from the client. Certain personality disorders, along with
some personality traits (coolness, distance, unempa-
thetic), would mitigate these factors.

The hypnosis (intervention) and comparison groups
were matched for parity and approximate weeks' gesta-
tion at the start of the study (36 to 37 weeks for the com-
parison group; 36 weeks or more for the intervention
group). It was not possible to be sure that the method of
ascertaining breech presentation was comparable for the
two groups. Some diagnoses of breech presentation by
palpation may have been erroneous and some may have
been missed. Those who underwent ECV presumably had
ultrasound confirmation. My extra check of fetal posi-
tion in the hypnosis subjects would tend to increase ap-
parent "conversions" in the comparison group and thus
would not weaken the findings reported here. Likewise,
the fact that some hypnosis subjects had the interven-
tion after 37 weeks, and thus were observed for a shorter
time than the the comparison subjects, would also tend
to bias the results toward the comparison group. Other
unmeasured differences between the groups may also have
been present.

A further limitation of this case series is the lack of
a standardized assessment of anxiety, fear, and stress in
both the intervention and the comparison group sub-
jects. Nonetheless, the high rate of spontaneous conver-
sion from the breech to vertex presentation with hypno-
sis seems to support a mind-body connection in the breech
presentation. Studies to elucidate this connection should
employ measures of emotional states and, if possible,
physiologic ones.

jordan" has written about massage techniques used
by indigenous midwives in traditional cultures for ECV
of breech-presenting fetuses. Careful reading of these ac-
counts suggests that these traditional practitioners may
also be using the art of verbal persuasion. This is com-
mon among traditional healers and is very similar to what
we call hypnosis.

Based on serial ultrasound examinations and ab-
dominal palpation, Westgren et aP estimated the likeli-
hood of spontaneous conversion from the breech to ver-
tex position after 37 weeks to be 12%. The 81 %
spontaneous breech-to-vertex conversion rate observed
with hypnosis in case series reported herein is compa-
rable to the highest conversion rates achieved with ECV
in controlled studies of selected groups of women at
term. 19 This is all the more remarkable because one third
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of the hypnosis group had had unsuccessful ECV at-
tempts at term and 41 % were nulliparous, who have a
lower likelihood of successful ECV. Furthermore, there
is no reason to postulate a risk to the fetus from hypno-
sis, whereas life-threatening or fatal complications do oc-
casionally occur with ECV.

This case series affirms the need for a controlled clini-
cal trial to determine (1) if! can teach others to achieve
the same level of effectiveness, (2) if these results can be
duplicated in another population, and (3) if other psy-
chobiosocial factors playa role in the success or failure
of hypnosis.
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The journal of the American Medical Association is planning to publish a theme
issue on cancer in February 1995 and another theme issue on health promo-
tion and disease prevention in April 1995. The Archives of Family Medicine will
also consider papers on these topics for its concurrent issues.

The purpose of these theme issues is to expose JAMA's and the ARCHIVES'
broad readerships to the latest high-quality research and critical thinking in
these areas.

Original research contributions, special communications, and review ar-
ticles dealing with any aspect of the above issues will be considered. All sub-
missions will be subject to JAMA's or the ARCHIVES'rigorous review process.
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Chains of Grief: The Impact of Perinatal Loss on
Subsequent Pregnancy

Gayle Peterson, Ph.D., MSW

ABSTRACT: This paper identifies women who are at greater potential for medical
complications in their pregnancies due to post traumatic stress resulting from previous
perinatal loss. The loss may have been suffered by the woman herself during a past
pregnancy or she may have inherited heightened anxiety from perinatal loss
experienced by her mother. In the latter case, the unresolved grief is transmitted from
mother to daughter, affecting physiological, emotional and behavioral patterns in the
next generation. Pregnancy presents an opportunity for healing. Given effective
prenatal counseling by a trained clinician, perinatal loss issues can be addressed
through body-centered hypnosis so that history does not repeat itself. Left untreated,
post traumatic stress can produce crippling anxiety for the pregnant woman,
contributing to complications of pregnancy, childbirth and even parenting.

The family who loses a newborn infant (or fetus through miscarriage
or stillbirth) endures a deep tragedy. When asked, many families who
have experienced perinatal death have said that the death of a new-
born hurts as much as the death of an older child, spouse or parent.
The loss is different: one mourns unfulfilled life. However, the love and
expectations that go into anticipating a life that will not be fulfilled
are usually greatly underestimated by those who have not experienced
such a loss.

Richard Marshall 1
Ii
~lMedical research has documented the impact of emotional stress

on the outcome of pregnancy and childbirth (Lederman, et al., 1978;

Gayle Peterson, Ph.D., MSW has done pioneering research into preventing
complications in pregnancy and childbirth since 1973. She is the author of Birthing
Normally and An Easier Childbirth. Dr Peterson is in private practice in Berkeley,
California specializing in perinatal psychology and early family development. She
currently trains psychotherapists and childbirth educators in a year-long certification
program for prenatal counseling. She can be reached for correspondence,
communication and information on her preventive prenatal counseling training
program at 1749 Vine St., Berkeley, CA 94703.
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Levenson and Shnider, 1979; Gotsuch and Key, 1974, Peterson et al.,
1988) as well as substantiating a critical period for bonding. (Klaus
et al., 1972; Kennel, et al., 1975). The impact of emotional support
on the length of labor and facilitation of maternal-infant interaction
immediately following birth has also verified the importance of the
emotional and psychological aspects of medical care during the per-
inatal period (Sosa, et al., 1980). However, little research has been
done on the impact of perinatal loss on subsequent pregnancy and
prenatal bonding, despite the fact that it is one of the most emotion-
ally charged issues that a woman may have to deal with during the
course of a subsequent pregnancy.

Although some authors have attempted to identify the needs of
bereft parents (Benreid and Nichols, 1981; Marshall, 1981) there has
been little research done to explore the impact on a subsequent preg-
nancy, or information about what can be done to help women resolve
grief prenatally. The purpose of this paper is to share the importance
of addressing these needs during pregnancy, and the use of body-cen-
tered hypnosis in the context of a preventive prenatal counseling pro-
gram as a method of choice to reduce anxiety and resolve loss,
making way for the potential birth of another child.

Women who have endured previous perinatal loss have greater
emotional adjustments to a new pregnancy, including fear of another
loss, which has impact not only on attachment to the unborn fetus
but also may precipitate heightened fear and panic states throughout
the pregnancy and into the labor process. Little had been done in
standard prenatal care to help this special needs population. In my
clinical experiences, it is evident that women who have endured loss
in the perinatal period are at greater risk for future miscarriage,
prematurity and complications of childbirth. As these women ap-
proach a subsequent pregnancy, attachment and loyalty to the pre-
vious child resurfaces, often making it difficult for the mother to form
an attachment to the next pregnancy. When loss remains unresolved,
disruption in bonding and attachment can affect not only the imme-
diate maternal-infant relationship, but can have substantial impact
on successive generations.

Women who have absorbed the impact of their mother's unresolved
prenatal loss during their own childhood are particularly vulnerable
to high levels of anxiety and fear during pregnancy, childbirth and
the ongoing maternal-child relationship. These women tend toward
significant expectations of loss in their own pregnancies, childbirths
and parenthood.

d
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IDENTIFYING AND TREATING SECOND GENERATIONAL
LOSS

I would like to focus first on th
erational unresolved perinatal .; ~~n who suffer second gen-
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course of a pregnancy. When . us y goes ~treated during the
mains Significantly unresolver~ over a Iost child or pregnancy re-
through generations SymPtoDlB'ofsrup~on ,of bonding may cascade
. . surVlVors ·It bem Women who experienced a sens f .~. can identified
"make up" the loss for their owne 0 responsIbIlity to "fill in for" or
illustrate two examples of how mother. The. follOwing cases will
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birth d tta hm unpac on a Woman's pregnan hildan a cents to subsequent children cy, c -

Dorothy was a 39 year old mother who .
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e
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ported feeling her mother's unresolved grief throughout her child-
hood. She felt a need to make many of her own decisions about moth-
ering her son based on her mother's fears. Anxiety and guilt kept
Dorothy from a sense of being her own person and enjoying her moth-
erhood, especially when making decisions regarding the safety of her
own children. 1b some extent, Dorothy's bond with her son was laden
with guilt that she had the boy her mother had lost. Her mother's
loss of two infant sons affected her bonding with Dorothy, making
normal separation and individuation difficult throughout their rela-
tionship.

The body-centered hypnosis session (done in the second hour of
the four hour preventive counseling program) presented an opportu-
nity to release Dorothy from her mother's pain and to further her
own development as a separate person. During the hypnosis, Dorothy
had difficulty seeing anything but her two dead brothers in her
womb. Before she was able to visualize the upcoming birth of her
own baby, she needed to work through these losses, and to give these
ghost children back to her mother. She wept as I helped her. This
session gave Dorothy the opportunity to release her mother's grief
from her pelvis and to imagine her own baby safe inside her womb.
Once she was able to .perceive and talk to her own baby, she could
visualize the childbirth. .

It was noteworthy that Dorothy's mother reacted negatively to
Dorothy's successful vaginal birth, - the first vaginal delivery in two
generations since her mother's stillbirths. Her mother found it difficult
to celebrate her daughter's success, and expressed some disapproval
afterwards. This indicates the pressure Dorothy felt in her family sys-
tem to validate her mother's unresolved loss through replication in
her own life experience. Her statements at her postpartum visit il-
lustrate the belated individuation that her vaginal birth engendered.

I think my mother didn't want to be there {at the vaginal birth). I
understood that she had to distance . . . but I was not afraid, I just
kept pushing and the baby came right out . .. I made up my mind
to do it ... and I felt so powerful ... It was a great birth experience.

Dorothy was able to begin to see her life's possibilities without the
spectre of grief restricting her growth. The pregnancy presented a
window of opportunity for resolving past generational grief and fa-
cilitating healthy development.

The next case illustrates the anxiety which may be carried into a
second pregnancy, interfering with the experience of both childbirth

-~---------_.,---
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and ongoing maternal-child relationship. Jill was a 38 year old
mother who came to me for preventive prenatal counseling follOwing
her son's birth three and a half years previously. She was pregnant
with her second child, and reported feeling anxious about the child-
birth. Her first birth had been a forceps delivery which she described
as "hOrrifying.· She reported that her mother had miscarried her first
pregnancy and had a stillbirth with her fourth. Jill's statements from
her initial interview described the aJUiety she suffered and the on-
going impact of her mother's perinatal loss:

I was the third living child ... I'm afraid that if I have another child
I'll lose one like my mother. I have the fear of that happening to
me . . . I don't sleep nights because I'm 80 afraid . .. I had a really
severe postpartum depression last time ... and problems with bond-
ing and realizing I was a mother ... both my husband and I have a
terror of (the depression) happening again. .

The flavor of unresolved grief was evident in Jill's childhood as
she described the manner in which her younger brother's ghost was
kept alive: "Wealways kept the memory of him alive . . . we'd say

. that it was Michael's birthday, and he'd be so many years old to-day ... II

In addition, Jill suffered extreme anxiety about her son's readi-
ness for a Sibling. I believed that she was projecting her Own ex-
perience of her brother's birth and death onto her son's anticipated
experience of his future sibling. She expected her Son to feel aban-
donment and want to hurt or kill the baby - perhaps emotions she
had felt in her own childhood following the death of her brother,
Michael, and the ensuing experience of her own mother's grief anddepression

Jill's body-centered hypnosis session focused on normalizing her
fears regarding her son's adjustment to a new baby. I focused on
hypnotic messages and metaphors for seeing her two healthy children
in the future. She responded positively to these suggestions. She was
able to see that she was giving her son a "gift of brotherhood." This
helped to release the unresolved grief that was held in her family
and in her own body. No postpartum depression was reported at her
six months follow up visit. Her statements at the postpartum visit
reflected a generalized "lift" in her spirits as she described her child-
birth experience and referred to the hypnosis session which we had
taped and to which she had listened throughout the last months ofher pregnancy:
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statements indicated a sense of peace, and the beginning of being
able to make way for another child:

I never thought of him as having lived before ... but he did and he
was 80 strong. The doctors were aurprtsed he hung on so
long ... maybe 80 I could say 'goodbye'... He brought my whole life
into a different relief . . . I've changed 80 much . . . but I can hear
him saying to me, now ... go ahead, Momit's O.K. (referring to hav-
ing another child).

The next week Nancy reported that her womb "no longer looked
ragged." The second hypnosis session focused on healing and Nancy
was able to see her womb as smoother and pinker than before. She
responded positively to hypnotic suggestions for implantation and
metaphors for preparing the womb, readying it for a new baby. Visu-
alization of her family with the new baby was also suggested .

Nancy returned nine months later, at 22 weeks of pregnancy. She
reported minor anxiety about fear that came up when she went to
the bathroom in the night. This was the time in her first pregnancy
when she had discovered she was in premature labor with her son
more than two years earlier. Her anxiety was also no doubt corre-
lated with the fact that this was the exact time in the pregnancy
that she had given premature birth. She responded positively to hyp-
notic metaphor and images of "a garden with adequate drainage,
which assured that the roots remained securely implanted and nour-
ished."

Nancy gave birth at home to a healthy, full-term baby girl. She
reported having had a wonderful childbirth and no postpartum de-
pression at her six months follow up. She expressed feeling very
bonded as a family which consisted of her baby, step-daughter, and
partner. .

Nancy had sensed that her miscarriage was related to her inability
to let go emotionally of her first baby. Feelings of disloyalty at the
imagined bond to another child were painful, and might have re-
mained so had she not taken the opportunity to resolve some of this
grief before conception . . . . It is noteworthy to observe the differ-
ence in Nancy's level of anxiety in her next pregnancy (relatively
low), following pre-conception work, compared to the ongoing anxiety,
still present in the two previous clients, Dorothy and Jill, when our
initial contact was during rather than before pregnancy. These cases
suggest that perinatal grief, when not treated, continues to have im-
pact on future pregnancies and maternal-infai .•t relationships. It is
important for prenatal care-givers to recognize anxiety related to past
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perinatal loss in a woman's personal obstetrical history, and to be
aware of the possibility of previoUS generational loss on a present

pregnancy.Body-centered hypnosis in the context of preventive prenatal coun-
seling, as described elsewhere (Peterson, 1990, 1991, 1992), is a pri-
mary method of choice in dealing with the resolution of perinatal

loss.

GUIDELINES FOR DEALING WITH PERINATAL LOSS IN
PRENATAL COUNSELING USING BODY CENTERED

HYPNOSIS AS A METHOD OF CHOICE

1. Incorporate anxiety rather than attempting to minimize or less-

en it.2. Don't avoid using the previous child's name. Make a place for
the previous bond and "seed" possibilities of moving on, making room

for the next child.3. Recognize/acknowledge the fear related to previous loss, and the
desire related to future experience. Hold the space for both.

4. Be aware that the time of loss, when it occurred in the previous
pregnancy will be charged in a subsequent pregnancy. Ongoing con-
tact with a caregiver (prenatal counselor) is important during this

period.5. Acknowledge client attachment to the last child. Address disloy-
alty iS8ue8 related to the next child. Be aware that "survivor's guilt"
could be projected onto the second child, making bonding difficult.

6. Be aware that facing the possibility/reality of a healthy, normal
child can take a great deal of courage. Validate that it takes courage

to attachlbond again.7. Look for ways to help the client leave the loss behind. But pace
the therapy appropriately to the woman and her specific situation

and needs.8. Support commitment, but do not insist on prenatal bonding, dur-
ing the birth visualization: settle for facing/meeting the baby, but not

necessarily greeting id9. Emphasize the resiliency of life in the context of a non-blaming
approach and reframe the loss experiences to make way for the fu-

ture possibilities of a live birth.10. Be aware that the client may feel guilt over the failure to pro-
tect her child _ undermining her confidence as a mother. Seek to
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accept her, and offer appropriate wa 8 toure. Y reframe any sense of fail-

CONCLUSIONS AND RECO .MMENDATIONS
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~ork described, that perinatal l~ t, IS suggested from the clinical
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pr,ocesses that usually followpF rt: the bonding and attachment
ffil.nethe impact of perinatal'los~ er research is needed to deter-
going human development. on subsequent pregnancy and on-
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Here's your chance to be.a fly.on the wall as three
~couples and a family therapistexplore some
of the common fears and issues expectant parents
deal with. Plus a quiz to find out if your *\\
relationship is baby-ready. BYSHARON COHEN
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He's concerned there won't be a balance
between being parents and being a couple.
Josh: I'm afraid 01 not having any time for romance alter the
baby is born, worried we won't set aside time to go out alone
"together and keep things interesting. I've talked to couples
whoswore never to have help because they don't want to miss
a single wonderful moment of their baby's life, but I think
there has to be a balance.
Dr. Peterson: You're correct-the couple's relationship is the
garden in which children grow. That relationship is like a plant:
If you don't water it regularly, it dies. This is why it's so impor-
tant to carve out time to be alone together and to be romantic.
Evenif you're breastfeeding, you can go out lor 2 to 2 If, hours
if you have someone you can trust to care for the baby.

When you have children, three things can happen: You
can"not have room for them' in your relationship; you can
have room for children and your relationship; or you can have
room for children only and not your relationship. Guess
which one is balanced?
Marina: I worry about neglecting intimacy too. The longer
you go without it, the harder it is to get it back.
Dr. Peterson: That's really true for physical "intimacy as well.
Besides being tired, new mothers can get "touched out" taking

"care of a baby, especially if they're breastfeeding. So it's natural
for a couple's sex life to decrease in frequency after they have
a baby, but it's important to keep it alive. You just have to plan
for it because there's so little time for spontaneity" anymore. It
doesn't sound very romantic, but that's the way it is.

Pregnancy sometimes makes her feel
trapped and resentful.
Michelle: Recently, Anthony wanted to go out to a club that I
love. He didn't want me to go with him because it would be
full of cigarette smoke. Of course, I knew I shouldn't go, but I
felt like I was trapped because I was pregnant. I realized I was
being jealous; still, we had a fight about it and he left the house.
Anthony: I got upset and angry with Michelle. But then I
decided that instead of expressing anger toward her, which
tends to make her withdraw, I would try to understand where

she was coming from. When I tried putting myself in her
shoes, I ended up not going to the club. I came home with-
out her knowing it and slept on the couch.
Dr. Peterson: This is the kind of restriction that comes up a lot
after a child is born, and it's important to learn what gets you
through it. The "attack-withdrawal" syndrome you' described
won't get anyone anywhere. When discussing things, you
need a "soft startup" instead of a harsh one=rhis means that
even though you both might have strong feelings, you need to
start dealing with an issue by attacking less and connecting
more. In this case, what worked was Anthony putting himself
in Michelle's shoes. You both had to give something up, but
the way it turned out helped to bond you as a family.

She worries that having a second child
will cause them to lead separate lives.
Mariam: My husband's business is his passion, his life, and it's
all mixed together. I've had to join his life, or I'd never see
him. I don't want separate lives; I want us to be a team. I'm
afraid he's so obsessed about making positive change in the
world and creatinga beautiful life for us that he won't put our
family first, moment to moment, day to day.
Dr. Peterson: It sounds like you feel things are unbalanced.
Mariam: I do, and I don't want to just accept it, because I'm
afraid we'll drift apart. I'm also afraid that if I don't address it,
it will become a big issue in our relationship.
Chris: I don't see it that way; I don't feel I'm going to be unin-
volved in our family's life. When we made a decision to have
a baby, I accepted the responsibility that comes along with
that-it's just as important for me as anything else.
Dr. Peterson: You work together, but you also need "couples
time" so that you're not just together for the children and the
work. Chris and Mariam, your homework is to find some regu-
lar activities to do together, even if it's just once a month. It's
the regularity that counts. Spontaneity is for when YOll don't
have kids; plans are for when you do. (CONTINUED ON PG. 148)



Baby makes 3
continued from pg. 78

He wants to watch
the birth; she doesn't want
him to.
Marina: I've heard stories about men
who watched their wives give birth and
then had a very different relationship
with her body. They didn't see it quite
the same. That's why I want Josh to stay
up by my face when I'm having the baby.
Josh: I understand Marina's concern,
but I feel that giving birth and having
sex are two mutually exclusive things. I
really want to watch the birth and don't
see myself being negatively affected. I
think it will be the most beautiful and
amazing thing in the world.
Dr. Peterson: Marina, hopefully that
will assure you. You're going to see and
have much more to deal with than
childbirth as you go through the life
cycle together. And it's important for
people to see normal births. The nega-
tive fantasies happen when birth occurs
behind closed doors. It's also important

to know that for a woman, sexuality
deepens after giving birth-not imme-
diately, but over time. The ability to be
sensual increases because more blood
goes to the pelvic area.

She "wants it all"; he thinks
that's impossible.
Chris: During Mariam's first pregnancy,
everything was cool=we did yoga all the
time, traveled, even went to India. Then
the baby was born, and we couldn't keep
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living like that, even though we thought
we'd be able to. Mariam found it hard;
she felt trapped in hotels with the baby,
breastfeeding. So that has become an
issue with us; she wants to be involved
in everything that is going on. But when
you have a child, there's a trade-off-you
can't have it all or do it all.
Mariam: It's true, I want to work and
travel, but I also know my young chil-
dren need me. Yet I'm afraid of being
stuck in the house alone while Chris is
our having an exciting life.
Dr. Peterson: Chris, because you're gone
a lot, it's especially important that there
are times when you have primary,
hands-on caretaking responsibility for
the children. That way, Mariam will
feel you understand her and what she
deals with. If Chris finds a way to help
Mariam do the things she wants to do,
she feels he's supporting her. That really
strengthens your bond. ·It's important
for the children too-it makes them feel
secure with both parents.

As you're all learning, the birth of a
baby represents the birth of a family.
Every stage-such as going from a cou-
ple to having one child, then a second
-requires negotiation and adjustment.
Your challenge as a couple is learning
how to stay connected through time
and conflict. Family research shows
that's what makes all the difference. 0



Top: Josh and Marina Myler. Above: Mariam and
Christopher Miglino. Right: Anthony Jones and Michelle

Alfonzo. All three pregnant women shared a common
fear of losing their freedom and identity but are fortunate

to have supportive, empathetic partners.



The quiz below, created by roundtable moderator Gayle Peterson, M.S.SW., Ph.D.,
allows prospective parents to identify five major factors that determine the health of
their relationship before it's stressed by the birth of a baby: how they make decisions;
how well they stay connected when they argue; the amount of family support they
have; whether their relationship has healthy "boundaries"; and the warmth of their
overall connection. You and your partner should take the quiz separately, then com-
pare answers. (Add up the numbers of the answers you check, then see what your
score means.) This allows you to see any major discrepancies. For example, one of you
may feel he or she is always consulted by the other about decisions, and the other
may not. The information you gain will help you identify the strengths and weaknesses
of your relationship, the first step in facing the challenges parenthood will bring.

How often do you complain that your
partner does not consult with you about
decisions that involve you both?
1_ Always.
L_ Most of the time.
L..50% of the time.
4..._ Occasionally.
5_ Never.

from each other.
3..... Emotionally shut down and stop
talking for at least 24 hours.
4_._.Take some time apart but are
able to reconnect and talk about the
disagreement within 24 hours.
5...._.Remain emotionally connected
during the argument even if we do
continue to disagree.

When disagreements occur, my
partner and I:
1_ Get angry and cannot complete
discussions.
2.__ Get stuck in blaming and withdrawing

How would you describe your
relationship to your partner's parents?
L_ Cool and emotionally distant.
2_ Stifling.

3_ Overly close.
4__. Close-knit.
5__ Comfortable and supportive.

How would you describe the influence
of your partner's parents when it comes
to decision making?
L._. Partner always takes his or her
parents' suggestions over mine.
2_._.. Partner always agrees with his or her
parents but acquiesces to my point of
view if different.
3 Partner is overly influenced by his
or her parents' suggestions but discusses
decisions with me before coming to a
conclusion.
4 . Partner always opposes his or her
parents' suggestions.
5_. Partner and I work as a team in
making decisions for ourselves. His or her
parents' suggestions are not an issue.

When it comes to verbal expressions in
your relationship, which of the following
ratios comes closest?
L_ 20% love and appreciation/80%
complaints and criticism.
2..... 50% love and appreciation/SO%
complaints and criticism.
3..__. 60% love and appreciation/40%
complaints and criticism.
4..._70% love and appreciation/30%
complaints and criticism.
5.....80% love and appreciation/20%
complaints and criticism.

How did you do?
20-25 'Congratulations! Your foundation
is strong. You are comfortable with each
other ~hen it comes to working as a
team ~8;dhonoring the intimacy of your
relationship. You both feel appreciated
and in~Ii.lded in decision making, and you
both ~*perience and express warmth.
15-19 ~bt bad. You have some conflict
around-decision making and need to work
on developing a style of interacting that
makes:~.ach of you feel considered by the
other. Your relationship needs some
tweaking so as to not be overly stressed
when ~:child arrives.
5-14 Needs work. If you are not able to
resolv~ :~onflicts and remain emotionally
conne6:~d during arguments before having
a child:~our relationship will likely falter

"I
under tHe weight of new parental respon-
sibilitid~)Work on verbalizing appreciation, .
and i~J~hhow to disagree without pun-
ishing,Withdrawing or attacking.

Hi
FOR ANOTHER REVEALING EXERCISE, READ ON>,,'
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if and how it changed. Here is what two of our couples' time pies looked like:

~I don't ant~ciR~!~.~<lvi!lg.n~arly
as much time for myself as
Josh does for himself after our
baby is born. 'Selftime' even
includes things like going

.,,!g tb~9athroom, <in.clbabies
shrink that:'

A)'1+~~n'Y
"I work six_days a_!'f~~J, .~~
1 still hope to be able to devote
a lot of time to Michelle
and our baby and to activities
as a family. That doesn't
.le<!y"a, lot of time for myself,
but I'm fine with that,"

.' ,"ldol1:!.~~~.b.ey!,!g a"Lo.,!of
time for myself, but it's
still very important to me,
Maybe 1 will discover
something else 1 want to do
with. my life over rhenext
few years, Whatever that may
be, 1 want to blend our
'child into my activities."
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